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Abstract 
Artificial photosynthesis is recognized as one of the most probable candidates to 
provide a realistic system from the viewpoint of renewable energy along with a well-
balanced circulation of elements on the earth. Artificial photosynthesis thus should be 
scientifically defined as a fundamental science and technology that 1) can induce an 
uphill reaction that leads to energy accumulation as a result of a particular reaction, 2) 
uses water as the electron donor and the source material, and 3) uses sunlight 
irradiation. The step-wise photochemical four electron based oxidation of water in to 
molecular oxygen is one of the real bottle-neck in the field of artificial photosynthesis. 
The investigation of two-electron water oxidation process induced by one – electron 
oxidation of metalloporphyrins would be a solution for the present bottle-neck. The 
prediction of two electron oxidized water oxidation product, hydrogen peroxide led our 
interest to develop novel artificial photosynthetic systems incorporating most abundant 
metal, aluminum as the reaction center. Synthesis, characterization and detailed 
analysis on multi-protolytic equilibrium of axially coordinated water molecules   on 
different aluminum porphyrins led our interest to develop water splitting 
methodologies. The detailed electrochemical analysis of different aluminum porphyrins 
were carried out to optimize the catalytic activity of aluminum porphyrins. The 
optimization of catalytic activity and water development of homogeneous 
electrocatalytic water splitting system would be discussed in detail. Product analysis 
Mechanistic aspects on two – electron water oxidation induced by one – electron 
oxidized aluminum porphyrin was carried out. The lowest overpotential and abundance 
of catalyst should be a hot breakthrough in the field of artificial photosynthesis. The 
direct observation of aluminum peroxo complex as key-intermediate was found out by 
different spectroscopic techniques and electrochemical analysis. The plausible reaction 
pathway for evolution of hydrogen peroxide as primary reaction product and its 
decomposed oxygen generation would be discussed with isotope labelled studies. The 
investigation of photochemical water splitting on semiconductor particles coupled with 
hydrogen evolution from doped co-catalyst would be discussed in detail. The direct 
photochemical hydrogen peroxide generation coupled with hydrogen evolution 
sensitized by aluminum porphyrins should be another promising development for the 
future research in the field of artificial photosynthesis.  
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Chapter 1 
General Introduction 
Artificial photosynthesis is recognized as one of the most probable candidates to 
provide a realistic system from the viewpoint of renewable energy along with a well-
balanced circulation of elements on the earth.
1, 2
In the discussion on what sort of 
strategic approaches we could take, however, there might be unexpected confusion 
about the definition of artificial photosynthesis. Artificial photosynthesis tends to be 
considered to be an exact mimic of natural photosynthesis, where carbohydrates and 
oxygen are produced from water and carbon dioxide upon visible light irradiation, since 
the term “artificial” usually implies making things that already exist in nature. The 
definition, however, may be too strict and somewhat misleading from a scientific 
viewpoint. Recent intensive studies on photo redox reactions and catalytic reactions that 
can be coupled with water oxidation processes strongly suggest that more a general 
concept should be defined for artificial photosynthesis from the viewpoints of both 
renewable energy and well-balanced circulation of elements on the earth. Artificial 
photosynthesis thus should be scientifically defined as a fundamental science and 
technology that 1) can induce an uphill reaction that leads to energy accumulation as a 
result of a particular reaction, 2) uses water as the electron donor and the source 
material, and 3) uses sunlight irradiation. These three factors are indispensable for the 
definition of artificial photosynthesis. The reaction products should not be limited to 
reduced forms of carbon dioxide or oxygen as the oxidized form of water, but include 
other energy storing materials, such as hydrogen and even ammonia as the reduced 
products. Hydrogen peroxide and other oxygenated substrates can also be products at 
the oxidation terminus. The term “solar fuels” expresses more properly the preferable 
meaning of the reaction products of artificial photosynthesis.
1, 2
 Among various 
candidates for solving the global energy problem, solar energy is undoubtedly the most 
probable candidate, leading to a sustainable society with a sound, reasonable source of 
renewable energy.
1, 2
 The amount of solar energy captured on the globe is nearly 10,000 
times larger than the current energy consumption by mankind. On the other hand, the 
energy density acquired per unit area is rather small (~100mWcm
-2
), with the intensity 
fluctuating depending upon geographical location, season, time of day, and weather. 
Utilizing solar energy with such a rarefied intensity and instability should require a 
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sound, strategic decision on whether or not we take an approach to directly go through 
this obvious barrier or to bypass it, in addition to the simple harvesting and storage of 
light energy. 
1.1 Natural Photosynthesis:- 
The chemical process during natural photosynthesis in green plants expressed as 
6H2O + 6CO2 + 48hʋ                  6O2 + (CH2O) 6   Eq-1 
Natural photosynthesis produces carbohydrate and oxygen from carbon dioxide and 
water by the visible light absorption from sun. The total process includes light-induced 
process in PS II and a dark process in PS I.  
12 H2O + 12 NADP
+ 
+ 48hʋ                          6O2 + 12 NADPH + 12 H
+   
Eq-2 
6CO2 + 12 NADPH + 18ATP +12H
+                     C6H12O6 + 12 NADP
+
  
+ 12ADP + 18Pi
 
+     6H2O   Eq-3 
NADP+ and NADPH denote nicotinamide adenine dinucleotidephosphate and its 
reduced form, respectively. ATP, ADP, and Pi are adenosine triphosphate, adenosine 
diphosphate, and inorganic phosphate, respectively. ATP formation is coupled to a 
light-driven process in thylakoid membrane which involves water oxidation in PS II and 
pumping of extracted electrons from water oxidation together with proton transfer to 
form NADPH in PS I. The evolution of one dioxygen molecule from water in PS II 
requires four photons. Another four photons requires for the pumping electrons from 
PSII.  From equation -3 it is clear that total of 48 photons are required to produce one 
molecule of carbohydrate.
3-5
   
The oxygen evolution in natural photosynthesis is occurred by the four electron 
oxidation of water induced by four photons. Earlier studies show the water oxidation 
process is carried out by oxygen evolving complex (OEC) containing one Ca atom and 
four Mn atoms in Mn4Ca
2+
 complex.  Recent X-ray crystallographic studies with 
resolution 1.9Å were able to locate all the metal atoms in Mn4CaO5 cluster with four 
water molecules water bound on cluster. Also they were able to found extensive 
hydrogen bonded networks as the channel for protons.
6-10
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Fig 1.1:- (a) Crystallographic structure of OEC complex of photosystem at a resolution 
of 1.9Å.
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Fig 1.2:- Z-Scheme of natural photosynthesis involving water oxidation process on PSII 
(Light reaction) and Carbon dioxide conversion in PSI (Dark reaction). 
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Five different oxidation states of the OEC have also been characterized (S0, S1, S2, S3, 
S4) with S4 with the highest oxidation state formed by four electron oxidation using four 
photon excitation of chlorophyll. This will results in the water oxidation in to oxygen as 
shown in scheme  
 
Scheme 1:- Water oxidation process on OEC complex in natural photosynthesis.
11 
 
 
1.2 Solar cells and artificial photosynthesis:- 
In view of the points described above, the conversion of solar energy into 
chemicals to generate fuels should be the most promising candidate for solving the 
energy crisis in the longterm.
1
 The solar cell, which directly generates electricity, is 
currently another candidate proceeding ahead of artificial photosynthesis. Here, the 
fundamental concepts of the solar cell and artificial photosynthesis are compared 
(Scheme 1.2). 
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What is Artificial Photosynthesis? 
1) Visible light 2) Water 3) Up-hill reaction 
 
Scheme 1.2:- Solar cells with one-electron conversion process and artificial 
photosynthesis with multi-electron conversion process. 
 
The primary process of charge separation is nearly the same in both cases, 
where visible light illuminating a material generates electronically excited states to 
induce a migration or a transfer of electrons to a different site, spatially separated, on an 
appropriately delayed time scale, competing with a back-electron transfer. The solar 
cell extracts the energy difference (ΔE in Scheme 1. 2) externally as electricity, while 
the electron returns to combine with the hole (a in Scheme 1.2), recovering the initial 
state. The electron thus cycles within the system without any change in the material 
itself. This process can be termed as a “one-electron conversion,” and can be 
understood to be a rather physical process. On the other hand, in artificial 
photosynthesis, the electron in the charge-separated state does not return to combine 
with the hole but induces a chemical reaction to form a reduced reaction product such 
as a hydrogen molecule via a two electron process with protons, or carbon monoxide 
via the two-electron reduction of carbon dioxide. The hole (b in Scheme 1. 2) also 
extracts electrons from water to evolve dioxygen through a four-electron conversion. 
The chemical conversions on both reduction and oxidation sides should be uphill 
reactions to store the sunlight energy into reaction products. The process in artificial 
photosynthesis can be termed a “multi-electron conversion,” which definitely implies a 
DE
⊕
⊖
⊖
⊖
hʋ
⊕
⊖
⊖
Chemical 
conversion
Solar cells
One –electron 
conversion
Chemical 
conversion
Artificial 
Photosynthesis
hʋ
(a) (b)
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“chemical process.” Chemists are really expected to exert themselves to realize an 
efficient conversion system. 
1.3 Three milestones in the history of artificial Photosynthesis:- 
The history of artificial photosynthesis, with a realistic aspect and a basis of 
fundamental science and technology, had started in the late 20
th
 century. Three seminal 
reports have been accepted as milestones in the history of artificial photosynthesis. The 
first milestone was the ground-breaking finding in 1972 that is known as the “Honda-
Fujishima effect,” i.e., water splitting by ultraviolet light irradiation of a semiconductor, 
TiO2, connected with platinum electrode in aqueous solution to evolve oxygen from the 
TiO2 and hydrogen from the platinum electrode.
12 
the history of artificial 
photosynthesis had actually started from finding of Fujishima and Honda. The 
pioneering work of Meyer, as the second milestone, on water oxidation catalyzed by a 
ruthenium dinuclear complex to evolve oxygen upon chemical oxidation of the Ru-
complex, had appeared almost ten years after the Fujishima-Honda report.
13 
Lehn had 
reported another impressive study, on the photochemical reduction of carbon dioxide, 
as the third milestone.
14, 15
 On the basis of these three milestones, there have been 
various challenges for realizing artificial photosynthesis. They are classified into at least 
two different approaches: (1) understanding natural photosynthesis to modify or 
improve natural systems, in some cases through a biological methodology, including 
biomass; and (2) taking inspiration from natural photosynthesis through the challenging 
process of creating completely new systems that have similar, or even better, 
performance. The latter approaches can be further classified into two groups with 
different methodologies:  
a) Excitation of semiconductors to induce multi-electron conversion; and  
b) Excitation of metal complexes or organic dyes to induce one electron transfer. 
The former approaches using semiconductors (a) were initiated by the breakthrough of 
the Honda-Fujishima effect.
12 
although this water splitting was originally limited to UV 
light irradiation; recent progress has begun to make semiconductor photochemistry 
possible utilizing visible light.
16-18
 these efforts should be certainly promising for 
artificial photosynthesis. The latter approaches (b) with metal complexes and organic 
dyes have the great advantage of utilizing visible light. 
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1.4 Honda-Fujishima Effect:- 
Photocatalytic reactions are widely accepted for many chemical transformations. 
Among various photocatalysts TiO2 is widely accepted candidate due to their high 
efficiency, stability and low cost. The Honda-Fujishima effect utilizes its activity under 
UV light. In early 20
th
 century many researchers tried to utilize the photochemical 
power of TiO2 under UV-light irradiation. The possibility of solar photo electrolysis 
was demonstrated as the mimicking of natural photosynthesis in 1972. When the 
surface of the rutile TiO2 electrode was irradiated with light consist of energy higher 
than their band gaps, The electron flow between TiO2 electrode and platinum electrode 
was observed and they could observe splitting of water in to oxygen and hydrogen.
12, 19
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1.3:- Experimental scheme of Honda-Fujishima effect (1) n-type TiO2 electrode (2) 
Pt-Counter electrode (3) Ionic separator (4) Gas analysis (5) Resistance (6) External 
Bias.
12, 19
 
The water oxidation process on UV-Light irradiation was well studied. The scheme of 
water splitting is given below, 
TiO2 + hʋ  e
-
 + h
+ 
 
2H2O + 4h
+
  O2 + 4H
+ 
(at the TiO2 electrode) 
2H
+ 
+ 2e
-
  H2 (at the Pt electrode) 
The overall reaction is  
2H2O + 4hʋ   O2 + 2H2  
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The band gap of TiO2 is about 3 eV can generate charge separation by UV-light 
irradiation. Recent years the band gap tailoring is highly promising approach to design 
visible light driven photocatalysts. The band gap should be narrower than 3.0 eV 
(λ>415nm) to utilize visible light. Another approach is sensitization of TiO2 surfaces 
using molecular catalysts. 
        Recent years many researchers are actively contributing to photo catalysts can 
undergo photocatalytic reaction utilizing visible light. The band gap of different 
materials are summarized in Fig..: 1.3 
 
Fig 1.4:- Relationship between the band structures of semiconductors and redox 
potentials of water splitting.
20, 21 
 The band levels of semiconductors are also pH 
dependent according to Nernst equation, (-0.059V /pH). The photo-stability of 
semiconductors is very important. CdS is very promising in terms of redox properties, 
but the catalyst cannot generate oxygen or hydrogen since the sulphide ions get reduced 
to sulphur with elution of Cd
2+
 ions. However it can serve as excellent photo catalyst 
under visible light irradiation with hole-scavengers. Also WO3 is good in oxygen 
evolution by visible light in the presence of electron acceptors like Ag
+
, Fe
3+ 
etc. due to 
difficulty in proton reduction by low conduction band level. The charge separated state 
and migration is also crucial in determining the photo catalysis. The defects on surface 
of photo catalysts lead to recombination of photo-generated electrons and holes. 
Different photocatalysts based on metal oxides are reported with wide band gaps. The 
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doping of co-catalysts led to the splitting of water efficiently upon UV light irradiation. 
(E.g.:- TiO2/Pt; SrTiO3/NiOx; NaTaO3/NiO; Ba5Ta4O15/NiO etc).
22-27 
    The Visible light driven photocatalysts with sacrificial electron donor/acceptors are 
also developed in accordance with the redox properties of photocatalyst. For oxygen 
evolution sacrificial electron acceptors like Ag
+ 
is utilized (E.g.:- WO3; Bi2WO6; 
Zn3V2O8 etc.). The approach is very important to construct visible light driven Z-
Scheme for photocatalysis.
27-28
  
The suitable band gap engineering is utilized to construct visible light driven 
photocatalysts for water splitting. The general perspective for band gap engineering is 
the introduction of a new valance band other than typical O 2p orbitals. The new 
valance band level makes the band gap narrower. The new valance band requires not 
only the thermodynamic potential for 4e- water oxidation, but also kinetic liability is 
required.   
 
Fig 1.5:- Band structure engineering for visible light driven photo-catalytic water 
splitting.
21 
Doping of metal ions in the crystal lattice of semiconductors could sensitize the 
photocatalysts by visible light. Co-doping of Cr
3+
/Ta
5+
, Cr
3+
/Sb
5+
, Ni
2+
/Ta
5 
etc.
29-30
 are 
effective for sensitizing STO to visible light. Cr and Fe doped STO are efficient for 
Visible light driven hydrogen evolution under visible light in aqueous methanol. 
Sensitization of semiconductors using dyes such as Ru (bpy) 3 can generate 
photocurrent upon visible light irradiation is another promising approach to utilize 
visible light by metal oxide semiconductors.
31-32
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 Recent researches by Domen et al developed nanostructured GaN:ZnO for 
visible light driven water splitting process. The effective doping of co-catalyst for 
hydrogen evolution can improve the water splitting efficiency. GaN:ZnO can reach up 
to champion quantum yield under visible light up to ~ 5%.
33
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1.6:- Diffuse reflection spectra of (Ga1-xZnx) (N1-xOx) photocatalysts.
34 
 
The extension of fundamental Honda-Fujishima effect in to visible light driven water 
splitting with semiconductor photocatalysts is a hot area of research in the field of 
artificial photosynthesis. The target for water splitting efficiency is 30% in terms of 
quantum efficiency at visible spectrum. So far the efficiency can reach up to 5% in 
terms of solar energy conversion. The photo catalytic approach to efficient water 
splitting is still under progress around all over globe.  
1.5 Oxygen evolution catalyzed by Metal Complexes:- 
(a) Chemical Pathway:- 
 The utilization of visible light for artificial photosynthesis is the key research in 
all over the globe. The invention of first molecular water oxidation catalyst cis,cis-
[Ru(bpy)2(H2O)]2(µ-O)
4+ 
with TON 13 Ca and TOF 0.004S
-1 
in the presence of 
chemical oxidant Ce(IV) in 1982. The strong one electron transfer oxidant Ce 
(NH4)(NO3)2(Ce
IV
) (E~1.70V at pH 0) is utilizing for chemical water oxidation process. 
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The above salt is readily soluble in aqueous solutions. The Ce
IV
 is the most investigated 
sacrificial electron acceptor for homogeneous water oxidation process.
13
  
 
 
 
Fig 1.7:- (a) Blue dimer complex for water oxidation by Meyer et al (b) Water oxidation 
reaction on blue dimer complex.
13 
The last thirty years, numerous researches have been carried out in oxygen 
evolution by metal complexes. The mechanistic aspects and structure-activity 
correlation by different metal complexes are well revealed. Several mono nuclear and di 
nuclear Ru complexes are reported with improved efficiencies. Besides Ru-complexes 
several transition metals are also employed as the center of water splitting. Ir, Mn, Co, 
Fe complexes are also employed as the molecular catalyst for water oxidation.
35-52
  
Recent year’s molecular ruthenium catalyst with water oxidation activity 
comparable with PS II was reported by Licheng Sun et al.
48
 The isoquinoline axial 
ligand felicitates water oxidation process with improved catalytic turn over frequency 
TOF > 300 S
-1
. The non-covalant attractive interaction between isoquinolines makes the 
radical coupling process of Ru-O species much easier.  
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Fig 1.8:- (a) Structures of complex 1 and complex 2. (b) Kinetic plots of oxygen 
evolution verses time. 
(b) Electrochemical Pathway:- 
The water splitting in to hydrogen and oxygen occurs at a potential around 1.23V 
(pH 0) and it will decrease thermodynamically 0.059*pH units according to the pH of 
the solution. Thermodynamic aspect is entirely interrupts in the real situation. There are 
many complicated mechanisms are occurring on the electrode surface and hence many 
energy loses are taking place, so in real situation the potential corresponds to water 
oxidation on the electrode will be higher by 500-1000mV according to the nature of 
electrode, temperature etc. And this difference in potential is known as the 
Overpotential. At present the researchers are mainly focusing to overcome this 
overpotential problem in the electrochemical water oxidation by developing some metal 
complexes as the catalyst. The co-ordination of water molecules to the complex can 
effectively utilize to decrease the overpotential. The two pioneer researches in the 
Electrocatalytic water splitting includes highly efficient electrode modification by Ru-
Complex (Tanaka Catalyst) and Nocera’s catalytic water splitting system utilizing in-
situ generated of heterogeneous oxygen evolving catalyst on ITO electrode from neutral 
water solution containing phosphate and Co
2+
 under applied bias
 
.
53 
Mainly there is two approaches are practicing by the researchers 
(a) Homogeneous Method – Disperse the catalyst in the solution  
(b) Heteogeneous method- By Fixing metal complex on electrode by suitable 
binding 
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Fig 1.9:- (a) Homogeneous electro catalysis by Cu-Bpy Catalyst
52
 (b) Ir-Complex is 
fixed on ITO surface can be employ for Heterogeneous electrocatalysis.
54, 55 
Recent times numerous efforts being reported in homogeneous electrocatalysis 
of water oxidation. The centre of element has been moving from less abundant Ru in to 
abundant transition elements like Cu, Fe, Co etc. 
52, 56-60 
            There are many reports are trying to oxidize water effectively under proper 
conditions. The catalytic current generation of metal complexes under proper conditions 
utilize for steady state electrolysis. The purpose of electro-catalysts is to decrease the 
over potential for water oxidation process. The attractive point regarding the 
electrochemical water oxidation process is the close relation with photochemical 
aspects. The sunlight can easily convert in to electricity by means of various solar cells. 
The generated electricity could be utilized to split water effectively for the ultimate 
storage of solar energy in to solar fuels. Moreover the mechanistic aspects of water 
oxidation can easily understood in the electrochemical pathway since the rate of 
multiple electron transfer process is much faster in electrochemical systems.  
Recent developments in Electrocatalytic water oxidation:- 
              As we discussed the Electrocatalytic approach is one of the promising 
candidates for chemical fixation of solar energy. The industrial preparation of hydrogen 
is mainly carried out by the electrolysis of water by applying suitable potential. The 
main drawback of present strategy is the high overpotential for the water splitting. The 
researchers are actively contributing to develop earth abundant electrocatalyst to 
decrease the overpotential. Recent yerars many researchers are developing highly 
efficient electrocatalyst utilizing first row transition elements as the central metal. The 
recent developments are strongly motivated by pioneer research by Nocera et al in the 
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in situ generated Cobalt oxide electrocatalyst under neutral conditions.
53
 The 
homogeneous electrocatalyst should be more promising due to their simplicity to study 
the mechanistic aspects. Recently several spectroscopic studies on the Electrocatalytic 
water oxidation process also been reported. The main progress in homogeneous water 
oxidation catalysts with first row transition elements is reviewed. 
Soluble Copper-bipyridine water oxidation electrocatalyst:- 
J. M. Mayer et al reported an efficient soluble Cu – bipyridine based 
electrocatalyst operating under basic pH condition. They prepared Cu-bipyridine 
complex with water as the ligand from bipyridine and Cu-Salt. The electrochemical 
investigation shows large irreversible elecrocatalytic waves under basic conditions. 
They demonstrated oxygen evolution from CPE experiment on ITO and GC electrodes. 
The catalytic turnover frequency was nearly 100 S
-1
. The oxygen evolution process is 
carried out with 30 turnovers for catalyst molecules. The observed faradaic efficiency is 
~ 35% for the CPE experiments. The overpotential for the electrolysis is ~ 750 mV is 
high under basic pH.
52
  
 
 
Fig 1.10:- (a) Species of Cu-bpy complex with pH (b) Irreversible catalytic CVs of Cu-
Bpy complex in basic pH conditions (c) Oxygen evolution catalyzed by Cu-bpy 
complex in NaOAc-NaOH condition.
52
 
           The main drawback of the Cu-bpy electrocatalyst is the high overpotential for 
the electrolysis. Recently Wenbin Lin et al reported modification by using 6, 6’-
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dihydroxy-2, 2’- bipyridine in basic solution gave excellent catalytic activity with 
relatively low overpotential of 640mV. The experimental and theoretical investigations 
proposed the hydroxyl group on the bipyridine ligand felicitates the electron transfer 
process on Cu center like the action of tyrosine radical in PS II to oxidize the CaMn4O4 
cluster for water splitting.
60
  
 
Fig 1.11:- PCET process involved in PS II and Cu-L System.
60 
Other Cu-Based electrocatalysts:- 
          Recently Cu is attracted much interest for inducing catalytic activity towards 
water splitting. Recently T.G. Meyer et al reported two Cu based electrocatalyst for 
water oxidation. The catalytic water splitting by simple CuSO4 solution in sodium 
carbonate solution is investigated. In the presence of CuSO4 they were able to enhance 
the oxygen evolution rate dramatically at V> 1.45V SHE. The Faradaic efficiency is 
97% with 16 catalytic turn overs.
61 
           Another electrocatalyst based on self-assembly formed by triglycylglycine 
macrocyclic ligand (TGG
4-
) and Cu salt. The oxidation of central Cu (II) to Cu (III) and 
further oxidized Cu (IV) is proposed as the reason for catalytic activity. The formation 
of peroxide intermediate was proposed with a catalytic TOF of 33S
-1
. The 
homogeneous Electrocatalytic water splitting was investigated with faradaic efficiency 
~ 99% and catalytic turn over ~18. The mechanism of water oxidation was proposed 
based on experimental evidences. 
62 
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Fig 1.12:- (a) Structure of Cu – Polypeptide complex [(TGG4-) CuII-OH2]
2-
. (b) 
Proposed mechanism for water oxidation on Cu – Polypeptide complex. 62 
           The efficient Cu-Based catalyst systems are reported. The overpotential of water 
splitting is in the range of 520- 857 mV vs SHE. The abundance of copper compared to 
conventional catalytically active metals like Ru, Ir etc. and comparable efficiency 
makes them promising in the field of artificial photosynthesis.  
Cobalt Porphyrin as Electro catalyst:- 
           In situ generated Cobalt oxide film on ITO electrode in phosphate buffer was 
highly efficient for water oxidation. The homogeneous electro catalysis using cobalt 
complexes were also previously reported. Recently Groves et al reported an efficient 
cationic cobalt porphyrin based water oxidation catalysts.
57
 Water soluble cationic 
cobalt porphyrins are examined for catalytic water splitting process. Cobalt-5,10,15,20-
tetrakis-(1,3-dimethylimidazolium-2-yl)porphyrin with highly electron withdrawing 
substituent exhibits excellent rate constant up to 1.4*10
3
 S
-1 
for the oxygen evolution 
reaction. The faradaic efficiency reported is ~ 85-90%. They found the critical role of 
buffer bases to stabilize the PCET process for oxygen evolution. They strongly claimed 
the homogeneous nature of Co-Porphyrin as catalyst since generation of the trace 
Cobalt oxide led to enhanced oxygen evolution process. The report should be 
motivating to utilize metalloporphyrins as electrocatalyst for the activation of water.   
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Fig 1.13:- Water soluble porphyrins investigated as homogeneous electrocatalysts for 
water oxidation.
57 
           The electrochemical water splitting is one of the hot areas of research in the field 
of artificial photosynthesis. The researchers are aiming the earth – abundant catalyst 
with the lowest over potential. Recently many Fe, Ir, Ru complexes are also 
investigated for their catalytic activities. The direct observations of key – intermediates 
of water oxidation are also another important area of research.  
(c) Photochemical Pathway:- 
           There are some approaches for artificial photosynthesis based on visible – light 
excitation of metal complexes on semiconductors. Most of the attempts were based on 
sacrificial electron donors for efficient hydrogen evolution. The direct splitting of water 
and their coupling with hydrogen evolution is still not well explored. The metal 
complex / Sensitizer based hydrogen evolution systems were mainly utilizing sacrificial 
electron donors like Methanol, EDTA and I
-
 as the source of electrons. The approach 
would be meaningful only when they coupled with efficient water oxidation systems as 
the source of electron through artificial Z Scheme. But the practical possibility of 
sensitizer based artificial photosynthetic systems is not well explored. 
           In the artificial photosynthesis research some recent developments are 
motivating towards exploration of solar water splitting and coupled hydrogen evolution 
process. The stable dye sensitizers/Semiconductor water oxidation assemblies are 
developed.  
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Manganese cage complex was well investigated as oxygen evolving complexes 
([Mn4O4L6]
 +;
 Cubium; L= MeOPh)2PO2
-
). Spiccia et al investigated the   encapsulation 
of Cubane in Nafion membrane which could provide redox active catalyst for water 
oxidation at the surface of membrane coupled with Ru (II) sensitizer. The system was 
well demonstrated the scheme of natural photosynthesis. But the efficiency was far 
away to develop practical artificial photosynthetic device. The observed IPCE is below 
2% with a photocurrent of 30 μA/cm2 range. The photocurrent depends on light 
intensity and spectral bandwidth.
63 
 
Fig 1.14:- The scheme of cubane assisted water splitting in Nafion membrane coupled 
with Ru (II) Sensitizer.
63 
Another interesting research by Mallouk et al was utilized high activity of IrO2 
for water oxidation by anchoring through malonate anchoring group on phosphonated 
Ru-Complex. In order to overcome charge recombination problems, small bias 
application able to generate photocurrent in tens of micro ampere scale. Even though 
efficiency was very low they able to propose model for photo-electrochemical water 
splitting.  
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Fig 1.15:- Scheme of IrO2 catalyzed water splitting coupled with sensitization of Ru (II) 
complex.
64-65 
Several modifications on metal complex / IrO2 anchoring on semiconductors were 
recently reported to improve the charge carrier dynamics in PEC system for water 
splitting.  
Recently Licheng Sun et al reported a highly efficient visible light driven water 
splitting device utilizing the efficient mono nuclear Ru-complex as the water oxidation 
catalyst.
66 
the molecular OEC is immobilized on TiO2 together with a photosensitizer. 
The complex adsorbed TiO2 on FTO was used as the working electrode in three 
electrode photo electrochemical cell. They successfully demonstrated visible light 
evolution of hydrogen and oxygen upon visible light excitation in phosphate buffer. The 
application of small bias of 0.2V they were succeeded to get very high photocurrent 
density of more than 1.7 mA cm
-2
. The main drawback of the research involves 
utilization of very high intensity of incident light about 300 mW/cm
-2
 is much higher 
than the intensity of white light solar spectrum.  
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Fig 1.16:- Scheme of water splitting on Ru – OEC with Ru (II) sensitizer on TiO2.
66
 
           The report was highly promising to develop artificial photosynthetic device even 
though the system showing efficient water splitting under high power light illumination. 
In order to develop we should consider the normal photon intensity of solar spectrum. 
The practical goal in the field of artificial photosynthesis is still hot subject of research 
in all over the globe.  
           Recently Sakai et al investigated Cobalt porphyrins as homogeneous oxygen 
evolving catalyst by the photo initiation process through visible light induced excitation 
of Co (bpy) 3 in the presence of Na2S2O8 as the sacrificial electron acceptor. The pH 
dependent activity with enhanced light induced oxygen evolution at pH = 11.0 was 
observed. The bimolecular radical coupling process was proposed as the reaction 
mechanism for water oxidation process.
67 
 
Fig 1.17:- Co-Porphyrins investigated as OEC in the presence of Ru (bpy) 3/ Na2S2O8.
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1.6 What is the bottleneck issue for artificial photosynthesis catalyzed by metal 
complexes? 
The prospect for the realization of artificial photosynthesis by metal complexes 
in the near future, however, is rather unclear, in spite of enormous efforts carried out in 
the past. It is mainly caused by a particular bottleneck issue, which needs to be 
resolved.
2 
what kind of bottleneck is it? Water oxidation in homogeneous solution 
catalyzed by metal complexes still requires a breakthrough for the realization of 
artificial photosynthesis. Typical oxidation processes of water to be targeted are shown 
in Eqs. (1)–(3). 
OH
.
 + e = OH- ~ 2.0V (E0 vs SHE)  (1) 
H2O2 + 2H
+ 
+ 2e = 2H2O 1.77V  (2) 
O2 + 4H
+ 
+ 4e = 2H2O       1.23V  (3) 
The oxidation of water or the hydroxide ion includes three kinds of processes: 
1) one-electron oxidation [Eq. (1)]; 
2) two-electron oxidation [Eq. (2)]; 
3) four-electron oxidation [Eq. (3)]. 
Among these, processes, 2) and 3) involve multiple electrons, where a 
photochemical process has a situation different from those of electrochemical and 
chemical processes. Electrochemical redox processes that involve multiple electrons are 
induced mostly by simultaneous or sequential transfer of multiple electrons at an 
electrode, and the rate of the electron transfer can be regulated by the applied potential. 
Chemical oxidation by an oxidizing agent appropriate to the system also has a similar 
aspect of a controllable rate of electron transfer by adjusting the concentration of the 
oxidizing reagent. Photochemical electron transfer is, on the other hand, generally 
induced by one-photon absorption by a corresponding molecule (sensitizer). The 
photochemical processes for multiple electrons, thus, should be an accumulation of 
stepwise one-electron transfers. The latter should be largely dependent upon the time 
scale of waiting for the next photon to arrive at the sensitizer, and this causes a major 
bottleneck for water oxidation processes by metal complexes. Before the next photon 
will arrive on the already oxidized species, either in one, two- or three-electron oxidized 
form generated by the preceding photon excitation, the complex might suffer a 
substantial decomposition or transformation, thus losing a sustainable catalytic 
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function. This is termed the “photon flux density problem,” which needs to be 
overcome (vide infra).
2
 
1.7 Estimation of the actual time interval of light absorption for a molecule: the 
photon flux density problem of sunlight. 
The point in question is what is the actual time scale for the stepwise four-
photon excitation? Excitation of a metal complex in a model system of artificial 
photosynthesis generally induces a charge separation composed of an electron (radical 
anion)-hole (radical cation) pair. Oxygen evolution from water by four-electron 
oxidation requires a four-electron oxidized state of the catalyst system through a 
stepwise four-photon excitation. The catalyst then should wait for the arrival of the next 
three photons. During the waiting period, it should survive without being decomposed. 
How long do the highly oxidized states of the catalyst system need to survive? To 
estimate the time scale, the photon flux density of sunlight and the probability of 
absorption of a photon by the metal complex molecule in the catalyst system are 
necessary parameters. Assuming a typical sunlight intensity to be an AM1.5 condition, 
the number of photons at each wavelength per unit area (m
2
) and time (second) can be 
plotted in Fig. 1.18(a), although the actual intensity of sunlight varies widely, 
depending on the condition of the time of day, weather, season, and region. Supposing 
that tetraphenylporphyrinatotin(IV) (Sn(IV)TPP), as the light absorbing model metal 
complex, is fixed on a film-like device, which is often the case in a dye-sensitized solar 
cell, the incident photons will hit the molecule in a frequency according to their photon 
flux density per unit area and time [Fig. 1.18(a)]. The probability of the light absorption 
by Sn (IV) TPP is expressed in terms of a cross-section of light absorption in the unit of 
area where all of the photons are absorbed. This can be calculated from the extinction 
coefficient. In Fig. 1.18(b), the cross-section of light absorption for Sn (IV) TPP at each 
wavelength is also plotted. The excitation frequency of the Sn (IV) TPP molecule by 
the incident photons thus can be calculated by multiplying the number of incident 
photons per unit area and time by the cross-section of light absorption by Sn (IV) TPP. 
The product of both parameters was further integrated over the entire wavelength region 
(300–800 nm). This integration yields a frequency of excitation of 5.75 photons s-1. 
This estimation affords very crucial information for designing an actual system for 
artificial photosynthesis. Under the sunlight condition, photons impinge upon each 
sensitizer molecule at a frequency of 5.75s
-1
; the sensitizer is thus obliged to wait ca. 
0.17 s for the next photon to arrive. For the stepwise four-photon excitation, thus, this 
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requires ca. 0.7 s
-1
 it is readily understood that this period is extremely long compared 
with the time scale for a molecule. Generally, an oxidized species is relatively unstable 
compared to a reduced one, as is often experienced in cyclic voltammetry; most 
oxidation peaks are irreversible owing to decomposition of the oxidized species even 
during a single electrochemical oxidative cycle. In the actual system of artificial 
photosynthesis, they have to survive during this long time period by maintaining the 
oxidized state in the microenvironment surrounding the sensitizers, such as in solution 
and/or in the adsorbed state on a solid surface. The collisional frequency between solute 
molecules caused by diffusion is ca. 10
10 
s
-1
 for a solute concentration of 1 mol L
-1
 in 
solution, which is calculated by the Einstein-Stokes relation.
68
 there are also typically 
sufficiently large amounts of impurities in solution that could consume the oxidized 
species and the solvents themselves might also contribute to those processes. These 
considerations clearly dictate that the highly oxidized reactive states could hardly 
survive in an ordinary microenvironment during the long waiting time for the next 
photon. Some special device and microenvironment might be required, as nature 
prepares a protein environment to protect the reaction center in natural 
photosynthesis.
2
This should be one of the major reasons why the four-electron 
oxidation of water by photochemical processes has not been developed to a great extent 
since the original pioneering work on chemical oxidation.
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1.18:- Photon flux density of sunlight (AM 1.5) and cross section of photon 
absorption by SnTTP. 
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1.8 An alternate route through a two-electron activation process induced by one 
photon 
 
In place of the four-electron oxidation of water, we could change our viewpoint 
and focus on a two-electron process in order to bypass the photon flux density problem, 
the biggest barrier for four-electron processes. A two-electron activation of water 
ordinarily affords hydrogen peroxide as the oxidation product [Eq. (2)]. In addition to 
this, another two-electron conversion of the substrate can be possible, as shown in Eq. 
(4).
69-74
 
 
“S” + H2O + Pt (IV)Cl6
2- 
             “SO” + Pt(II)Cl4
2-
+2HCl  (4) 
   
 
Where “S” denotes a substrate and MP denotes a 24etalloporphyrins. For 
example, we have found that the visible light irradiation of a reaction mixture of CO-
coordinated tetra(2, 4, 6-trimethyl)phenylporphyrinatoruthenium(II) (Ru(II)TMP(CO)) 
as a sensitizer, hexachloroplatinate (IV) as an electron acceptor, and an alkene as the 
substrate, in alkaline aqueous acetonitrile, induces the highly selective epoxidation of 
the alkene, with a high quantum yield (~ 60%) under deaerated conditions.8e A detailed 
mechanistic study mainly by means of laser flash photolysis has revealed that the water 
molecule is activated though  axial ligation to the one-electron-oxidized Ru-porphyrin 
to induce an oxygen atom transfer to the substrate with two electron conversion, 
followed by the second one-electron transfer to the electron acceptor, as shown in 
Scheme 1.3. 
75
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig1.19:- Photo oxygenation of cyclohexene using RuTMP with water.
74 
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Scheme 1.3:- Reaction mechanism of the photochemical oxygenation of cyclohexene 
with water as both electron and oxygen donor through twoelectron activation of water 
by one-photon excitation of the sensitizer, Ru(II)TMP(CO).
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I II
The two-electron oxidation of water by one-photon excitation [Eq. (4)] would be 
the more plausible alternative compared to the four-electron oxidation by stepwise four-
photon excitation under actual sunlight radiation with rather low light intensity, which 
induces the “photon flux density problem.”2 The reaction is sensitized by 
metalloporphyrins such as Ru(II)-, Sb(V)-, P(V)-, Ge(IV)-, Sn(IV)-porphyrins upon 
visible light irradiation under deaerated conditions.8 The net chemistry indicates that 
the water molecule serves as both an electron and oxygen atom donor in the reaction 
[Eq. (4)]. The water activation is accomplished at the metal center of the complex 
through the ligation of a hydroxide ion to the cation radical of the Ru-porphyrin, as 
indicated by the appearance of substantial spin density on the oxygen atom of the axial 
ligand, both in the hydroxyl-coordinated species and its deprotonated form, both of 
which undergo a subsequent two-electron conversion on the metal center (Scheme 
1.4).
76
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 1.4:- Spin density on the three one-electron oxidized forms of RuTMP(CO) 
estimated by DFT calculation10 (Gaussian 03 UB3LYP/LANL2DZ).
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The key intermediates in this case thus do not need to wait for the next photon. 
Only a single photon can induce the two electron oxidation process. Since the system 
does not involve a stepwise two-photon excitation process, the photochemical 
epoxidation with water does not require any special microenvironment, such as a 
protein, to protect the highly oxidized states of the catalyst. The one-photon/two-
electron conversion process is, thus, free from the photon flux density problem, which 
would offer an alternate route for a two-electron process that can get through the 
bottleneck of water oxidation. 
The efficient photo-oxygenation of substrates in the presence of sacrificial 
electron acceptors is well studied using different metalloporphyrins. The preparation of 
Pt-loaded TiO2 particles are well known in literature. Recently our group succeeded in 
the hydrogen evolution coupled with photochemical oxygenation of cyclohexene with 
water as electron and oxygen source sensitized by metalloporphyrins incorporating 
earth abundant tin as the central element. The photoreaction was carried out by visible 
light excitation in aqueous acetonitrile.  The replacement of sacrificial electron acceptor 
K2PtCl6 with hydrogen evolution terminal based on Pt is a breakthrough for the 
realization of artificial photosynthesis.
77
   
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1.20:- Simultaneous hydrogen evolution with the photochemical oxygenation of 
cyclohexene sensitized by Sn (IV) TCPP. 
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Fig 1.21:- Simultaneous photo oxygenation of cyclohexene and hydrogen evolution 
upon visible light irradiation of the Sn (IV) TCPP/TiO2-Pt system.
77 
           Hydrogen evolution coupled with photochemical oxygenation of cyclohexene 
with water (the two electron activation of water) was successfully observed in the 
system sensitized by Sn – Porphyrins adsorbed on Pt loaded TiO2 nanoparticles in 
aqueous acetonitrile solution upon visible light irradiation. The results are claiming the 
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hydrogen evolution coupled with simultaneous photochemical oxygenation with two 
electron activation of water. The results are surely offering an alternative way for 
artificial photosynthesis with water as the electron source.   
 
1.9 Prediction of another two-electron oxidation of water catalyzed by 
metalloporphyrins: hydrogen peroxide formation 
 
The reaction mechanism revealed for the photochemical oxygenation of an 
alkene via the two-electron activation of water by one-photon absorption, as described 
in 1.5, indicates that a nucleophilic attack of the substrate alkene on the axially 
coordinated oxygen atom, which is activated by the one-electron oxidation of the Ru-
porphyrin, is the key step in the two-electron conversion reaction. This finding strongly 
prompted us to study further  whether or not is there any possibility for water or the 
hydroxide ion themselves to act as nucleophiles and substrates. The axially coordinated 
oxygen atom on the metal center Ru in the one-electron oxidized porphyrin has been 
revealed to have substantial spin density, as shown in Scheme 3. A nucleophilic attack 
by a water molecule or hydroxide at the electron-deficient oxygen atom might be 
expected to form an oxygen-oxygen bond in this case, which should correspond to the 
formation of hydrogen peroxide as a two-electron oxidized product of a water molecule. 
To check this possibility, theoretical examination was carried out by estimating the 
relative difference of formation energy of the expected intermediate upon a thorough 
energy optimization by DFT calculation. As shown in Scheme 4, the one-electron-
oxidized Ru-porphyrin (radical cation) allows hydroxyl coordination to the metal center 
in a fairly exergonic process. The resultant hydroxyl-coordinated species (one electron- 
oxidized form) undergoes an attack by water to form a protonated hydrogen peroxide-
coordinated intermediate ([Ru (HOOH2)]
 •
; ΔH = -11 kcal mol-1) or an attack of OH- 
leading to a hydrogen peroxide-coordinated intermediate ([Ru (HOOH)]
 •
; ΔH = - 47 
kcal mol
-1
), competing with further deprotonation to form [Ru (O-)] •. The further 
deprotonated species is a rather endergonic process (ΔH=+13 kcal mol-1) for the 
reaction with OH¹, probably owing to a repulsive interaction among the negative 
charges on both species. As a conclusion, the theoretical calculation predicts that the 
formation of an oxygen-oxygen bond on the metal centre of Ru-porphyrin could 
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preferably proceed. This prediction strongly prompted us to examine further many 
kinds of metalloporphyrins to be utilized as the catalyst for water oxidation processes. 
 
Scheme 1.5:- Prediction of the formation of hydrogen peroxide through the reaction of 
the one-electron oxidized form of RuTMP (CO) with water or hydroxide ion by 
theoretical DFT calculation. (Gaussian 03 UB3LYP/LANL2DZ). 
 
Hydrogen Peroxide as the efficient solar fuel for Practical devices:- 
           The present strategy of artificial photosynthesis is to develop conversion of water 
or inert chemicals in to valuable high energy chemicals utilizing solar light. And thus is 
termed as ‘solar fuel’. The present strategy is to develop hydrogen peroxide as the water 
oxidation product should be highly promising. The immense application of hydrogen 
peroxide includes oxidizing agent, valuable chemical in different industries, medical 
applications also. Recently hydrogen peroxide is investigating as the one of the main 
candidate for next generation energy source in efficient fuel cells. More over 
thermodynamic point of view, the hydrogen peroxide formation requires more up-hill 
energy than oxygen evolution (E (H2O/H2O2) = 1.77 V SHE and E (O2/H2O) = 1.23 V 
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2H2O
O2↑ + 2H2↑
H2O2 + H2↑
+237.3 kJ/mol
+341.5kJ/mol
Direct water oxidation
vs SHE) under standard conditions. The hydrogen peroxide evolution could store 
approximately three fold energy than photo-oxygenation of cyclohexene with water. 
The evolution of hydrogen peroxide and hydrogen in two terminals as water splitting 
products is expected to be the key point for personalized artificial photosynthetic 
devices.
78 
 
Fig 1.6:- Energy storage of (a) Photo-oxygenation of cyclohexene using water (b) 
Direct four electron and two electron water oxidation process. 
1.10 Purpose of this Thesis:- 
 The one of the major problem of human being facing in 21st century is the 
demand of energy. Increasing population and limited availability of conventional fossil 
fuels led to high cost of fossil fuels. The utilization of sunlight as the energy source is 
the best green technology to overcome the present energy crisis. The nuclear energy 
sources are under question after Fukushima disaster in recent time. The researchers all 
over the globe have the responsibility to find out the solution for present energy 
demands. Different approaches of sunlight conversion in to electricity were well 
explored. The conversion of solar energy in to storable chemical fuels could be the next 
generation solar energy technology. The reduction of carbon dioxide or protons to 
valuable fuels like methanol, CO, hydrogen by utilizing the electrons from the oxidation 
of water is the original strategy of artificial photosynthesis. The efficient photochemical 
water oxidation process to generate molecular oxygen is one of the real bottle-neck in 
the field of artificial photosynthesis. Our group is actively contributing to the two –
electron oxidation process by the photo-oxygenation of alkenes using water as electron 
and oxygen source. Recently we focused our attention in to the generation of hydrogen 
+133.0kJ/mol
+92.0kJ/mol
Alkene epoxidation
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peroxide, another chemical with high fuel- value as the water oxidation product. The 
abundance of metals of the catalyst is another crucial subject to resolve. So far the 
artificial photosynthetic devices were constructed using transition metals as the center 
for water splitting. The major prospective of this thesis is the optimization of artificial 
photosynthetic approaches with water oxidation on aluminum porphyrins as the key 
step. A possibility of different water oxidation approaches includes electrochemical and 
photo-electrochemical and photochemical checked using different aluminum 
porphyrins. The topics discussing in the thesis are summarized below. 
Chapter 2 
Synthesis and characterization of aluminum porphyrins – Investigation of multi-
protolytic equilibria on axially coordinated water molecules 
We already succeeded in the development of artificial photosynthetic systems 
based on numerous metalloporphyrins. We found that Aluminum porphyrin (AlTMP) 
could sensitize photo-oxygenation of cyclohexene by water as oxygen and electron 
source. We synthesized and characterized water soluble anionic Aluminum porphyrin 
(AlTCPP) and cationic AlTMAP. We investigated coordination of two water molecules 
as axial ligand to the central aluminum. The axial ligand changes and side chain 
protonation/deprotonation mechanism of aluminum porphyrins were well investigated. 
The results can be comparable with other aluminum porphyrins that we already 
synthesized (AlTMP, AlTMAP). 
Chapter 3 
One-electron oxidized radical cation of aluminum porphyrins as key-step for water 
oxidation process– Oxidation potential tailoring and TOF Calculations of Aluminum 
porphyrins 
Development of efficient water oxidation pathway is one of the key researches 
in our laboratory. Oxidation characteristics of metalloporphyrins should directly 
correlate with water oxidation pathways. The detailed electrochemical studies on 
different metalloporphyrins were carried out. Peripheral group tailoring of aluminum 
porphyrins to adjust the catalyst oxidation potential was done. Pourbaix diagrams and 
detailed TOF calculations of different species of AlTMP, AlTCPP, AlTMAP, 
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AlTMPyP is carried out. The results were showed that 1e-oxidised radical cation of 
aluminum porphyrin can thermodynamically direct water oxidation pathway. 
Chapter 4 
Studies on the parameters affecting catalytic activity of aluminum porphyrins 
The calculation of catalytic TOFs of different aluminum porphyrins would be 
discussed in detail. The understanding of factors affecting the catalytic TOFs should be 
very crucial to design the optimum condition for water oxidation process. The 
preliminary investigation gave excellent TOFs for AlTMPyP under high pH conditions. 
The detailed discussion on different factors affecting the TOFs will help us to improve 
the efficiency of water oxidation systems. The several important parameters affect 
directly the catalytic activity would be discussed in detail. 
Chapter 5 
Water oxidation process catalyzed by aluminum porphyrins (AlTMP, AlTCPP & 
AlTMAP) 
 The water oxidation possibility of different aluminum porphyrins on their 
catalytic potential was well investigated. The aluminum porphyrins with different 
oxidation potential depend on their side chain substituents and axial ligand nature were 
investigated as electrocatalyst. The generation of gaseous products from different 
controlled potential electrolysis was investigated. The conditions required to initiate the 
oxygen evolution was revealed by comparing the oxygen evolving efficiency with the 
oxidation potential of the aluminum porphyrins. The results of the steady state 
electrolysis should be crucial to optimize the condition for efficient water splitting 
process.  
Chapter 6 
Development of direct water splitting pathway catalyzed by highly electron deficient 
Aluminum porphyrins 
 Direct splitting of water in to oxygen and hydrogen using most abundant metal 
in the earth crust is the ultimate goal of present research. The step wise optimization on 
water splitting pathway using different aluminum porphyrins was carried out. The 
efficient water splitting conditions to evolve Oxygen and Hydrogen Peroxide as water 
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oxidation products and Hydrogen as reduced product would be discuss in detail. The 
detailed studies on reaction intermediates, product stabilizations were carried out. The 
studies show that aluminum porphyrins can catalyze efficient water oxidation pathway. 
Chapter 7 
Mechanistic Aspects of Electrocatalytic Water Oxidation Process on Aluminum 
Porphyrins:- 
The efficient water splitting pathways and catalytic TOFs were well harmonized 
each other. The water oxidation process was studied under different reaction conditions. 
The condition dependent product formation scheme was observed during CPE 
experiments. Interestingly the way of isolation from each condition was different. The 
experimental results pointed out the possibility of peroxo intermediate formation as the 
key reaction intermediate. The detailed experimental and theoretical studies led to the 
reaction cycle with peroxo complex as the key-reaction intermediate. The mechanistic 
aspects would be promising to improve the Electrocatalytic water oxidation efficiency 
and to develop photochemical water splitting systems. 
Chapter 8 
Heterogeneous electrocatalysis by using Aluminum porphyrins:- 
Homogeneous electro catalysis using different aluminum porphyrins were well 
studied using different aluminum porphyrins under various conditions. The present 
research aims to check the possibility of activation of water molecules by adsorbing 
aluminum porphyrins on the electrode surface. The method have attracted features like 
decrease the amount of catalyst and we can avoid the electron transfer processes 
between the molecules. The present experiments were designed by adsorbing different 
aluminum porphyrins on electrode surface in proper methods. The catalytic activity of 
molecules under solid state should be very crucial to develop adsorbed samples for 
photochemical water oxidation process. 
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Chapter 9 
Construction of Visible Light driven Artificial Photosynthetic system with Water 
Oxidation by Aluminum Porphyrins 
The visible light driven artificial photosynthetic device based on water oxidation 
with earth-abundant metalloporphyrins coupled with hydrogen generation is the key-
research in our laboratory. The present strategy is to extend the electrochemical aspects 
in to photochemical systems also. The present target to optimize conditions and 
materials for the efficient water splitting system using visible light excitation and this 
will be the ultimate purpose of present research. The binding of different aluminum 
porphyrins on semiconductors was investigated. The efficient electron transfer process 
from aluminum porphyrins to the conduction band semiconductor upon visible light 
excitation led our interest to develop semiconductor hybrid for water splitting process. 
The different co-ordination approaches and their water oxidation pathways would be 
discussed in detail. The sensitization of semiconductor particles with co-catalyst for 
hydrogen evolution with aluminum porphyrin utilized for water splitting process. The 
preliminary studies exhibited that aluminum porphyrins could induce water oxidation in 
to hydrogen peroxide coupled with hydrogen evolution on semiconductor hybrids upon 
visible light excitation. The approach would be expected to be solution for real bottle-
neck in the field of artificial photosynthesis.
2 
Chapter 10 
Concluding Remarks & Future Prospects:- 
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Chapter 2 
Synthesis and Characterization of Aluminum Porphyrins – 
Investigation of Multi-Protolytic Equilibria on Axially Coordinated 
Water Molecules. 
2.1 Introduction: 
2.1.1 Porphyrins and Metalloporphyrins:- 
Porphyrin based molecules are well known for their presence in many biological 
systems. In the past decades synthetic porphyrins were well studied for their potential 
applications in numerous chemical and biological researches.  The main properties of 
porphyrins related with macrocyclic ligation on various metal ions. And the metal 
coordinated porphyrins are called Metalloporphyrins and the simple porphyrins called 
to be base free porphyrins. The wide applications of metalloporphyrins include 
catalysis, Biomimetics, Photovoltaics, PDT and electron transporters.
 1-3
 Porphyrins are 
found in different forms. The basic structure contains four pyrrollic units are connected 
by four methine bridges. These 18 electron molecules are aromatic. The highly 
conjugated structure of these molecules makes them as a potential candidate for many 
optoelectronic applications.  
 
            
 
 
 
Fig 2.1:- Chemical structure of free base porphyrin (H2TPP) and Ru-Porphyrin ( 
(RuTMP(CO)(OH) 
The vacant site in the center of porphyrin is suitable for metal ligation. 
Generally they are acting as tetra dentate ligands. They can form square planar 
complexes through tetra co-ordination. Also they are forming higher coordination by 
axial ligation. So far it is found that almost all metals and semi metals can coordinate 
with porphyrins. Mainly there are two types of interactions are exist between metal ion 
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and nitrogen of porphyrin ring. One is Sigma interaction between lone pairs of electron 
in nitrogen and vacant Metal orbitals. Also Pi interaction between metal p–Π and d-Π 
with p orbitals of nitrogen.
4 
2.1.2 Importance of Aluminum:- 
 The crucial subject have to be resolved for a more realistic design of an artificial 
photosynthesis system would be utilization of major elements as reaction center rather 
than rare metals such as Ru, Re, or Ir. From this viewpoint, we have focused our 
attention on the examination of earth-abundant metals and elements such as aluminum. 
Aluminum is the most abundant metal and the third most abundant element in earth 
crust. It should be the most available and meaningful element from the practical 
viewpoint. 
Aluminum is a silvery white, soft and ductile metal in boron family of the 
periodic table. It exists about 8% by weight of the earth’s solid surface. Due to its 
strong affinity towards oxygen, the existence in elemental state is very rare. It’s mainly 
found in oxides or silicates form. Metallic aluminum is generally produced from ore 
bauxite (AlOx (OH) 3-2x). 
6, 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.2:- The abundance of different metal ions in the earth crust. 
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The majority of aluminum compounds exists aluminum in +3 oxidation state. 
The coordination compounds generally exist hexa-coordinated or tetra coordinated 
form. Many co-ordination compounds of aluminum for different catalytic purposes are 
reported.
8-9.
Aluminum incorporation in different porphyrins is also reported in 
literature. From our knowledge, the employments of aluminum complexes as molecular 
catalyst for water oxidation process were not reported so far.
10 
2.1.3 Photochemical Oxygenation of cyclohexene with water sensitized by Aluminum 
(III) Porphyrins by Visible light. 
 Our group was established two-electron oxidation of water by one-photon 
excitation to form oxygenated substrates sensitized by metalloporphyrins. The detailed 
mechanistic aspects of water oxidation process in the presence of cyclohexene on Ru-
Porphyrins are well established. Recently we observed the photo-oxygenation process is 
success full in the presence of Aluminum porphyrins. Aluminum (III)-
tetramesitylporphyrin (AlTMP) in aqueous acetonitrile induced photochemical 
oxygenation of cyclohexene to form corresponding epoxide and alcohol with water as 
both electron and oxygen atom donor upon visible light irradiation under the deaerated 
condition in the presence of sacrificial electron donor K2PtCl6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.3:- Photo-oxygenation of cyclohexene catalyzed by AlTMP.
11 
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Table 2.1:- Photo-oxygenation of cyclohexenes sensitized by AlTMP with water in the 
presence of K2PtCl6 as the electron acceptor.
11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The photochemical oxygenation in the presence of sacrificial electron acceptors 
showed that the aluminum could serve as water activation center. This approach will 
lead us to design water oxidation catalysts with aluminum as the center for water 
oxidation. 
2.1.4 Design of water soluble aluminum porphyrins:- 
 The photo-oxygenation reaction using AlTMP led our interest to develop 
artificial photosynthetic system with non-sacrificial electron acceptors. The renewable 
electron acceptor for electron to hydrogen can develop by replacing K2PtCl6 with 
semiconductors like TiO2. The conventional approach to anchor metal complexes 
efficiently on semiconductor is through ionic binding. Detailed methodologies would 
discuss in chapter 6. In order to make the molecule apt for ionic binding it should have 
anionic or cationic side chain to bind at proper pH conditions. In the present research 
we are mainly focusing on the synthesis and characterization of two water soluble 
aluminum porphyrins (1) Anionic AlTCPP (Aluminum(III)meso-tetra(4-
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Carboxyphenyl)porphyrin and (2) Cationic AlTMAP ( Aluminum(III)meso-tetra(4-
methylanilinium)porphyrin. 
 
 
Fig 2.4:- Design of ionic aluminum porphyrins to develop practical artificial 
photosynthetic devices. 
The designed aluminum porphyrins were capable to develop semiconductor hybrids for 
water oxidation methodologies. The synthesis of aluminum porphyrins were carried out 
by following earlier research reported for AlOEP(Cl) by Kadish et al.
12-18 
2-2 Experimental Section:- 
H2TCPPtetramethylester were purchased from Frontier Scientific. Benzonitrile 
(Kantochem) and AlCl3 TCI was used without further purifications. Standard KOH (aq) 
and H2SO4 (aq) solutions were purchased from Kanto Chem. UV-visible spectra were 
measured on a Shimadzu UV-2550 spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra were 
measured on a JASCO FP-6500 spectrofluorometer. The oxidation potential of Al (III) 
TCPP was measured by cyclic voltammetry with a Hokuto Denko HA1010mM1A 
electrochemical system, with a glassy carbon or a boron-doped diamond working 
electrode, Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode (Ceramic – ALS Japan), and Pt wire as 
the counter electrode in DMF containing 0.1M supporting electrolyte, (C4H9) 4N
+
PF6, 
or in aqueous solution with 0.1M Na2SO4. An Nd3+YAG laser pumped OPG 
(EKSPLA, PL2143B + PG401; FWHM 25 ps, 5Hz) was used as the excitation source 
for measuring the fluorescence lifetime of the dyad porphyrin. The fluorescence was 
monitored by a streak camera (Hamamatsu, C4334) equipped with a polychromator 
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(CHROMEX, 250IS). All spectral measurements were carried out at room temperature 
(294K). 1H-NMR was measured on JEOL JNM-EX270 and JNM-AL400 
spectrometers. 
The synthesis of AlTCPP carried out using two step syntheses. 
1. Synthesis of AlTCPPMester:- 
 
 
 
 
                                                                   
 
 
Schem 2.1:- Synthesis of AlTCPPMester. 
5, 10, 15, 20, [4-(methoxycarboxyl)phenyl]porphyrinatoaluminum(III) (AlTCPP-
M ester):  
The methyl ester of the free base tetetracarboxyphenylporphyrin (H2TCPP-
Mester: 5, 10, 15, 20, [4-(methoxycarboxyl) phenyl] porphyrin) (102 mg, 0.118 mmol) 
was treated with anhydrous AlCl3 (1.6 g, 11.8 mmol) in benzonitrile (15mL) at 180°C 
for 24 h. After the reaction mixture was cooled to ambient temperature, the mixture was 
added drop wise to hexane to precipitate a dark-colored solid. The precipitate was 
filtered, washed well with hexane, and dried. The obtained crude product was first 
dissolved in a minimum amount of methanol, and the solution was dropped into 0.1M 
HCl aqueous solution to remove the starting material, H2TCPPMester. The precipitate 
was filtered, washed well with HCl aqueous solution and the precipitate was further 
purified by reprecipitation from methanol into dichloromethane. Yield: 68%. 
1
H NMR 
(270 MHz, methanol-D4): δ 8.29 (d, 8H, J = 8.26 Hz), 8.44 (d, 8H, J = 8.26), 9.15 (s, 
8H). ESI-MAS: m/z 888{M}
 +
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Benzonitrile/ 
180 oC 
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2. Hydrolysis of AlTCPPMester:- 
 
Scheme 2.2:- Hydrolysis of AlTCPPMester in to AlTCPP. 
 
5, 10, 15, 20, [4-(carboxy) phenyl]porphyrinatoaluminum-(III) (AlTCPP): 
The AlTCPP-Mester (40 mg, 0.045 mmol) was hydrolyzed by treating with 
NaOH (1M) in 100mL of 5% aqueous ethanol under refluxing condition for four days. 
The reaction mixture was added drop wise into aqueous HCl solution to induce 
precipitation. The precipitate was filtered, washed well with aqueous HCl solution, 
deionized water, and vacuum dried. Yield: 90%. UV-vis: λmax = 420.5 nm, Ɛ = 
5.55*10
5
 M
-1
 cm
-1, 558.5 nm, Ɛ = 1.59 *104M-1cm-1, 598.5 nm, Ɛ = 1.38 *104M-1cm-1, 
in 1mM NaOH aqueous solution. 1H NMR (270 MHz, D2O-NaOD): δ 8.06 (d, 8H, J = 
7.40), 8.14 (d, 8H, J = 7.40), 8.78 (s, 8H). Disappearance of methyl protons of AlTCPP-
M ester (δ 3.18 (S, 8H) in D6-DMSO) was confirmed to be absent in AlTCPP in the 
same solvent. ESIMAS: m/z 833{M} +. EA: Found, C % 62.60, H % 3.74, N % 5.97, 
Calcd., C % 62.51, H % 3.83, N % 6.08 for C49H35AlCl- N4O12 
([Al(III)TCPP(OH)(H2O)]Cl2·2H2O). 
2.3 Results and Discussions 
2.3.1 Axial-ligand change characterization by UV-Vis Spectroscopy:- 
The step-wise co-ordination of water molecules to the central aluminum was 
characterized using UV-Vis changes. For the study we selected AlTCPPsolution in 
Dimetylformamaide, because DMF have good co-ordinating tendency can show rather 
slow replacement to water compared to acetonitrile case. 1.33μM solution of AlTCPP 
in DMF is prepared and used as the 0% water case. The % of water was increased from 
0%-17% by stepwise addition water to the DMF solution of AlTCPP.  The regular shift 
in the UV-Vis spectra was observed with two clear Isosbestic points. The Isosbestic 
NaOH
Ethanol, Reflux
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point may indicate the two step co-ordination of water to the central aluminum. The 
experimental results showed that approx. 8% water is required to replace the DMF co-
ordination to water. In the case of rather weak coordinating acetonitrile we were 
expecting much easier replacement of axially coordinated solvent molecules with water. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.5:- (a) UV-Vis Changes of AlTCPP upon the addition of water from 0-17%. 
The clear UV-Vis changes upon the addition of water showing the axial ligand 
was replacing with water upon addition. The calculation of the two equilibrium 
constants is carried out from the UV-Vis data by using the simple derived equation 
from the basic beer-lamberts relation in the photochemistry. 
 
From the slope /intercept ratio we could calculate the equilibrium constant for 
each ligand replacement. The saturation area was excluded to fit the change in a linear 
equation. The linear relationship was derived at the position where the rapid change was 
occurring; at the saturated region the water coordinated species will have the major 
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[AlTCPP] [H 2 O] Isobectic Point K1
1.33µM 0-1M 433.5nm 1.90
[AlTCPP] [H 2 O] Isobectic Point K2
1.33µM 1-10M 428nm 0.26
contribution. The schematic representation of the axial ligand change we investigated 
both electrochemically and photo physically was summarized as  
The step-wise equilibrium constant for water co-ordination was estimated from 
DMF solution. The first Isosbestic point occurs very fast and second change occurs at 
high concentration of water.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Fig 2.6:- Estimation of first equilibrium constant for water co-ordination from DMF 
solution of AlTCPP. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.7:- Estimation of second equilibrium constant for water co-ordination from DMF 
solution of AlTCPP. 
2.3.2 Multiple protolytic equilibria among the axial ligands of Al(III)TCPP along with 
the peripheral carboxylic substituents in the ground state 
Multi protolytic equilibria on axially ligated water molecules were reported in 
literature for Mn, Cr, Fe porphyrins.
16-19
 In examining the fundamental chemical 
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characteristics of Al(III)TCPP, we recognized the color change of the aqueous solution 
depending on the pH values, e. g., λmax = 426 nm at pH = 13, while λmax = 418 nm at 
pH = 7. The absorption spectrum was thus carefully inspected by changing the pH of 
the aqueous solution. Very interestingly, the spectrum changed drastically depending on 
the pH of the aqueous solution, as shown in Fig. 2.8. When the pH value was increased 
from 7.5 to 13, the Soret band of Al(III)TCPP exhibited red shifts in a stepwise manner 
with four clear Isosbestic points at λ = 419 (1), 422.5 (2), 423.5 (3), 424 (4) nm, shown 
as circles marked with the numerals 1–4 in Fig. 2.8. The spectral changes were 
reversible with increasing or decreasing pH. The detailed analysis of the change of 
absorbance at each wavelength in each pH range afforded the conclusion that five 
species were involved in the continuous changes of the absorption spectra (Fig. 2.9). 
The absorption spectra in the Q-band region showed similar changes depending on the 
pH of the solution. The 1H-NMR spectra also exhibited reversible changes well in 
accord with the visible absorption spectra upon pH changes of the aqueous solution, 
even though they indicated no structural change of the porphyrin rings (Fig. 2.13). 
These results clearly indicate that there exist acid base equilibria of the axial ligands on 
the Al (III) metal ion among the five species under basic conditions (pH = 7–14), as 
shown in Fig. 5. The pKa value of each protolytic process was carefully determined 
from the inflection points in the plots of absorbance vs. pH (Fig. 2.10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.8:- Changes of absorption spectra for the multiple protolytic equilibria of Al (III) 
TCPP with different axial ligands: [Al (III) TCPP] = 1.0μM in aqueous solution under 
pH = 7.5–13.5, each circle in the figure with the number 1–4 indicates the Isosbestic 
points. 
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            The Isosbestic point corresponds each equilibrium was occurred by the step-
wise deprotonation of axial ligands. The each protolytic equilibria closely analyzed by 
separating them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.9:- UV-Vis changes of Al (III) TCPP due to axial ligand changes at various pH. 
 
The plot between pH vs Absorbance at various wavelength plots gave the 
following plot. The point of inclination will give the pKa corresponds each protolytic 
equilibria of the axially coordinated water molecules. The existence of four independent 
Isosbestic points clearly indicates the multi-protolytic equilibria occur step-wise. The 
calculation of each pKa values for step –wise protolytic equilibria on the axial ligands 
helps to understand the actual state of molecules in the solution. In order to design 
artificial photosynthetic device, it is very crucial to understand the actual state of water 
molecules coordinated to central aluminum. The inclination plots to calculate the pKa 
values precisely are summarized below.  
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Fig 2.10:- Estimation of pKa s axial ligand protolytic equilibria of Al (III) TCPP. 
 
2.3.3 Peripheral group protolytic equilibrium on AlTCPP:- 
In addition to the above-mentioned protolytic equilibria among the axial ligands 
on Al (III)TCPP, another equilibrium was recognized. The solubility in aqueous 
solution was observed to be very much dependent on the pH value. Compared with the 
neutral condition, Al (III) TCPP was sparingly soluble in acidic solution. The 
absorption spectra around the Soret band under different pH conditions in acidic area 
are shown in Fig. 2.11(a). When the reversible absorbance changes are plotted versus 
pH, a clear change of absorbance at around pH = 4.7 is indicated [Fig. 2.11(b)]. The 
sudden change of absorbance strongly suggests a sudden change of solubility for Al 
(III) TCPP, since λmax (418 nm) under each pH condition remained unchanged, and 
therefore no substantial change of electronic structure of the porphyrin ring should be 
induced. The sudden change in solubility thus can only be explained by the protolytic 
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equilibrium of the peripheral carboxylic group of the two water- coordinated Al (III) 
TCPP, and the pH value (4.7) was thus assigned as the corresponding pKa value. The 
Weak acid vs Weak base type equilibria was observed with pKa of peripheral group 
close to reported pKa value of carboxylic acids depends on substituents (pKa = 3.5 – 
4.8).
20
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.11: - (a) Protolytic equilibrium of peripheral carboxylic substituents of 
Al(III)TCPP in aqueous solution in the pH range 7.0–1.0.(b) Plot between pH vs 
Absorbance at 417.5 nm. (c) Protolytic equilibria of peripheral carboxylic acid group.  
 
All of the pKa values for the protolytic equilibria of the axial ligands and the 
peripheral carboxyl group and their λmax values are tabulated in Fig 2.12. 
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Fig 2.12:- Multiple protolytic equilibria of axial ligands of Al (III) TCPP and that of 
peripheral carboxylic substituents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3.4 1H NMR Spectra at various pH.:- 
 NMR Spectroscopy is a very important analytical tool to study the difference in 
structure and electron density of the molecule. We already found that AlTCPP can exist 
in different axially ligated forms under various pH. In the present study we tried to 
examine the change in the chemical shift of various protons in AlTCPP. The NMR 
spectra of AlTCPP at various pH is summarized as shown below. 
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Fig 2.13:- NMR peak-shift of Al (III) TCPP depends on pH of D2O. 
 
The pH of AlTCPP solution is making suitable for the formation of different 
axial ligands makes using different deuteriated NMR reagents like D2O, D2SO4 and 
NaOD.  
 The results show that there is remarkable up-field shift for the pyrrolic protons 
of the porphyrins. It indicates that as pH of the solution increases, the electron density 
of the porphyrin ring is increases. The sensitivity of pyrrolic protons towards the 
electron density of porphyrin ring is much higher compared to the phenyl protons.  
 
2.3.5 Behavior of protolytic equilibria in excited state:- 
Among the fundamental chemical characteristics of the metal complexes, the 
fluorescence lifetime (lifetime of the singlet excited state) is one of the most crucial 
pieces of information requisite in designing artificial photosynthesis, since whether or 
not electron transfer could proceed substantially from the excited singlet state to an 
appropriate electron acceptor competing with its deactivation to the ground state mostly 
depends on the lifetime. The fluorescence lifetime of each species of Al (III) TCPP with 
a differently protonated/deprotonated axial ligand under appropriate pH conditions was 
measured upon excitation by a picosecond laser pulse (see Experimental).  
pH 7.5
pH 11
pH 12
pH > 13
δ = 9.0857 
δ = 8.9392 
δ = 8.7435 
δ = 8.5867 
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Emission spectra and its decay studies is a very important tool to characterize 
excited state properties of materials. Relaxation of molecules from singlet excited state 
can be recorded using fluorescence spectra. We tried to investigate the changes of 
singlet excited state occurred when we change the structure of axially ligated water 
molecules. We already found that Aluminum porphyrins can exist in different forms 
according to the pH of the solution. We prepared appropriate concentration (OD – 0.1 
to 0.15) and performed Picosecond laser photolysis to get Fluorescence characteristics. 
 The picoseconds laser system was based on EKSPLA solid state Nd-YAG laser 
with energy 1mJ of pulse < 25 ps. by using picoseconds optical parametric generators 
(OPGs). The detector part is based on streak camera technique. Streak camera is a 
device to measure intensity of ultrafast optical pulses vs time. The optical pulses 
according to time enter in to streak camera and it strikes on a photocathode. The 
incident light on photocathode will convert in to electrons. Then they are accelerated 
and bombards on a phosphor screen. And it could record as image on phosphor 
screen.
21 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.14:- (a) Basic Instrumentation of Picosecond laser system (b) Streak camera – 
Basic     Principle.
21 
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Fluorescence Spectrum changes on axial ligand changes:-  
 Axial ligand changes induce slight differences on excited state properties of 
Metalloporphyrins. UV-Vis changes indicate that there are five different axially ligated 
species be formed under various pH. We tried to compare emission spectra and S1 
decay time of various species of AlTCPP.        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.15:- Emission changes of different species of AlTCPP 
 As mentioned earlier AlTCPP can form its neutral acidic form in methanol, The 
collected emission spectra of AlTCPP in methanol was almost similar to that of 
AlTCPP(H2O)2 given below. As pH increases the emission spectrum shows red shift 
like in the case of absorption spectra. Emission characteristics of AlTCPP (O) 2 and 
AlTCPP (OH) (O) 2 are seemed to be almost same. Relative intensity of second 
emission band decreases as pH increases. The fluorescence spectrum follows same 
trend as in the case of absorption characteristics supports the formation of stable 
different axially ligated species at different pH condition.   
Fluorescence Decay studies of AlTCPP species:- 
 Excited state characteristics of AlTCPP could be easily understood by 
comparing S1 decay profiles of each species of AlTCPP. Emission decay of Neutral 
AlTCPP is recorded in methanol and all other different axially ligated species are 
prepared in water with appropriate pH by using potassium hydroxide solution. The 
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decay curve is fitted using exponential equation. The decay plots and its fitting are 
summarized below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.16:- Fluorescence decay of Al (III) TCPP with different axial ligands. 
 
All of the species exhibited beautiful single-exponential decays with time constants 
(8.7–5.6 ns) different from each other, indicating that each differently 
protonated/deprotonated species solely decays without undergoing protolysis in the 
excited state (Fig. 2.16). The protolytic equilibria of course should exist even in the 
excited state, but the mutual inter-conversions are suggested to be sufficiently slower 
than each inherent decay time scale. The fluorescence lifetimes of each species under 
basic conditions are listed in Table 2.2. 
 
2.3.6 Electrochemical characterization of different species of aluminum porphyrins:- 
Another crucial fundamental chemical characteristic of metal complexes in 
designing an artificial photosynthesis system is the actual redox potential value and 
redox behavior, especially on whether or not the processes are coupled with 
protonation/ deprotonation.
22 
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The redox potential of Al (III) TCPP was estimated by means of cyclic 
voltammetry with a glassy carbon or boron-doped diamond working electrode
23
 and 
platinum as a counter electrode in aqueous solution with Ag/AgCl as reference and Pt-
Coil as the counter electrode. Aqueous sodium sulphate (0.1M) was taken as the 
electrolyte.  ALS Electrochemical analyzer was employed to measure the 
electrochemical characteristics of aluminum porphyrins. 
 The oxidation potentials of each Al (III) TCPP obtained with different axial 
ligands for the first and second oxidation waves are listed in Table 1, along with those 
for the reduction process. The oxidation potentials of Al (III) TCPP are fairly similar 
with that of Ru-tetramesitylporphyrin (1.03V vs. SHE), which exerts efficient 
photochemical epoxidation with water as both electron and oxygen donor. The similar 
oxidation potentials of Al (III) TCPP would suggest the promising possibility of 
inducing their photochemical reaction with water as a source material. Since the 
excitation energy of the S1 state of Al(III)TCPP is ca. 2.05V, the excited complexes in 
the S1 states have their oxidation potentials at around ca. -1.18– -1.36V vs. SHE, which 
are sufficient for efficient electron injection into the conduction band of TiO2 (0.5V vs. 
SHE). The reduction potentials (-0.76–-0.84V vs. SHE) also indicate that the one-
electron reduced form, the radical anion of Al (III) TCPP can readily transfer an 
electron to the conduction band of TiO2. Information on the possibility of simultaneous 
proton transfer coupled with the electron transfer can be obtained by measuring a 
Pourbaix diagram, where the oxidation potentials are plotted versus pH. When the 
oxidation potential shows pH dependence according to the Nernst equation, the 
electrochemical oxidation process can be understood such that the corresponding 
electrochemical oxidation is simultaneously proceeding with proton dissociation 
(proton-coupled electron transfer). The electrochemical oxidation peaks of each 
Al(III)TCPP did not show a pH dependence, at least for [Al(III)TCPP(O
-
)2], 
[Al(III)TCPP(OH) (O
-
)], and [Al(III)TCPP(OH) 2], even though they each have a 
different oxidation potential in each pH region, well harmonized with the pKa values 
(Fig. 9). Although only the [Al(III)TCPP(H2O)(OH)] species exhibited pH dependence 
for the oxidation peak, we would like to leave the conclusion to be determined in the 
future for this process, due to the complexity involved from the large change of 
solubility in the corresponding pH region. 
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Fig 2.17:-(a) Oxidation CVs of AlTCPP at different pH conditions (b) Pourbaix 
diagram of first oxidation wave of AlTCPP (c)Pourbaix diagram of second oxidation 
wave (d) Pourbaix diagram corresponds to reduction CV cycle for AlTCPP. 
 The electrochemical characteristics of different aluminum 
porphyrins will discuss in detail in the later part of this thesis. The redox behavior 
depending on the pH of the solution is very important parameter to design proper 
system for water oxidation process. The studies showed that the electronic state of the 
axial ligand have the direct correlation with the redox properties of the 
metalloporphyrins.
24-26. 
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AlTCPP
AlTMAP
pKa
λ (nm)
(Soret, Q1, Q2)
417, 553, 594
415, 554, 592
421, 557, 598
415, 554, 592
422, 561, 601
418, 557, 597
425, 564, 604
423, 560, 601
426, 565, 605
424, 563, 602
λ Flu (nm) 603, 657
598, 653
608, 662
598, 653
611, 664
602, 655
614, 667
607, 660
615, 668
609, 664
τ Flu (ns) 8.7
8.3
7.5
6.0
6.7
5.8
5.9
5.1
5.6
5.1
EOX(1) , E OX(2) V 
vs SHE
---, ---
1.07
0.87, 1.28
1.07
0.70, 1.01
1.03
0.695, 0.99
1.02
0.69, 0.97
0.97
7.6
5.7
10.8 12.3
9.7 10.8
12.8
11.6
2.3.7 Influence of electronic nature of Aluminum Porphyrin on Multi-Protolytic 
equilibrium on axial ligands:- 
 The fundamental properties of different species of aluminum 
porphyrins were analyzed in detail. The present thesis mainly deals with water soluble 
aluminum porphyrins with different ionic substituents. The fundamental properties of 
anionic AlTCPP and cationic AlTMAP is summarized in Table 2.3 
Table 2.3:- Comparison of studies on multi-protolytic equilibria for AlTCPP and 
AlTMAP. 
  
           Characterization clearly showed that the electron density of aluminum 
porphyrins have direct relationship with the multi-protolytic equilibria on the axial 
ligands. The cationic AlTMAP exhibited the protolytic equilibria at lower concentration 
of OH
-
 is due to the much higher acidity protons on axial ligands induced by electron 
withdrawing substituent. The tuning of species and corresponds pH is the crucial aspect 
to design proper catalyst for artificial photosynthesis. Also the understanding of the 
original chemical structure and nature of catalyst species should be very important to 
understand the water oxidation cycle.  
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2.4 Conclusions:- 
  On the basis of this overview of the artificial photosynthesis research area, a 
more realistic definition of artificial photosynthesis is postulated. Consideration of the 
photon flux density problem of the rarefied sunlight intensity to be utilized leads to the 
choice between two options: 1) getting through the bottleneck by a conventional 
approach through stepwise four photon/ four-electron processes, or 2) to bypass the 
barrier by taking an alternative path of two-electron activation of water upon one-
photon absorption by a metalloporphyrins. According to the theoretical prediction of 
hydrogen peroxide formation upon a two-electron activation process, a ubiquitous 
element containing metalloporphyrins, which contains the Al(III) ion, from the Earth’s 
most abundant metal and the third most  abundant element ion, was synthesized. 
Interesting protolytic equilibria among the axially ligated water or hydroxide ion on the 
Al (III) metal center of the porphyrins were observed, along with the protolysis of the 
peripheral carboxyl substituents. Fundamental characteristics of Al (III) TCPP as a 
promising sensitizer catalyst in an artificial photosynthesis system, such as the pKa 
value of the protolytic equilibrium, fluorescence lifetime, and oxidation/reduction 
potential, were obtained for each species with different axial ligands in protolytic 
equilibria. 
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Chapter 3 
One-electron Oxidized Radical Cation of Aluminum Porphyrins as 
Key-Step for Water Oxidation Process– Oxidation Potential Tailoring 
and TOF Calculations of Aluminum Porphyrins 
3.1 Introduction:- 
 The metalloporphyrins incorporating the most abundant metal in earth crust 
were synthesized and characterized. The preliminary electrochemical studies showed 
that aluminum porphyrins exhibit catalytic oxidation waves upon oxidation cycles. 
Since they exhibited catalytic wave on their one-electron oxidation of porphyrin ring, 
the potential required was very low compared to conventional transition metal 
complexes. The design of proper water oxidation catalyst is the crucial step in the 
development of artificial photosynthetic device. In the present study we tried to analyze 
the radical cation of aluminum porphyrins electrochemically in detail. The term 
electrocatalysis was traditionally using for the reactions in which electrode material is 
chemically involved in the catalytic processes. Generally electrocatalysis involves 
molecular catalysis, which means the catalyst molecules either homogenously dispersed 
in the solution bathing electrode or immobilized in a mono or multilayered coating 
deposited on the electrode surface.
1-17
The analysis of catalysts in terms of 
electrochemistry would give clear kinetic and thermodynamic aspects of the catalytic 
process. Hence electrochemical analysis is widely accepted as the best non-destructive 
tool to investigate molecular catalysts.  
 Electrochemical oxidation of water in to dioxygen is a key challenge in the 
conversion of electricity in to storable chemical fuels. Many approaches were employed 
for water oxidation processes. Electrochemical water oxidation attracted lot of interest 
due to the easiness in the processes. In past years many electro catalysts based on Ir, 
Ru, Mn, Co, Fe were reported, which closely mimicking the PSII of natural 
photosynthetic system. Very recently J.M. Mayer et al reported a homogenous Cu 
based electrocatalyst which catalyzes water oxidation at pH range 11.8-13.3 with TOF-
100S
-1
.
1
 the hot breakthrough in the field of electrocatalysis with abundant element like 
Cu led our interest in to this field of research. In the present research we planned to 
check the possibility of catalysis to water oxidation by more earth-abundant element 
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like aluminum. The main attractive of the present research was to develop a reliable 
aluminum based electro-catalyst for water oxidation process.  
The irreversible CV oxidation curve was reported for both GC electrode and 
indium doped tin oxide (ITO) electrodes by using soluble Cu-bpy complex.
1
The 
experiments were carried at different pH range. The non-catalytic Cu (I)/Cu (II) couple 
were observed at reduction wave. The O2/O2
-
 couple was observed after oxidation scan. 
The Controlled potential electrolysis was carried out and dissolved oxygen was 
measured with the help of a neo fox fluorescent probe. The TOF is calculated from the 
CV data. Recently many researchers are contributing to transition metal complexes as 
electrocatalyst for water oxidation. Includes CuSO4 in Carbonate, Cu-Polypeptide 
complex, Fe-Complexes and Co-Porphyrins. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.1:- (a) Protolytic equilibria of Cu (bpy) 2 electrocatalyst for water oxidation (b) 
Catalytic oxidation CVs of Cu-electrocatalyst in water.
1 
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3.1.1 Cyclic Voltammetry a tool to investigate catalysis 
 Cyclic voltammetry is an important non-destructive tool to analyze homogenous 
catalytic process. There are two different types of peaks are contributing to cyclic 
voltammogram, the two extreme cases are pure kinetic situation, means the plots are 
fully occurred from the molecule. In another end the pure catalysis is occurred due to 
the diffusion of substrate (E.g.: - Water). The purely kinetic controlled process 
generally exhibit reversible peaks with smaller current. The diffusion controlled process 
exhibit large irreversible current. The irreversible peaks are generated since the 
oxidized species undergo catalytic reaction with the bulk phase substrate. Generally the 
diffusion controlled process will be independent of the scan rate of the CV cycle. The 
kinetic controlled current will show linear relationship with the scanrate.
1, 18.
  
(1) The non – catalytic current will always shows the linear relationship with scan-
rate. (Randles equation) ;  
ie,  Ip∞ ʋ
-0.5 
 
(2) The catalytic current (Ic) is independent of the scan-rate, The catalytic-current 
can be measure at a state in which the ʋ-0.5 vs I plot will become steady state. 
3.1.2 Theoretical calculation of TOF from CV data 
It is possible to calculate the TOF from the CV data, which will give a deeper 
insight in to the nature of the electrocatalysts. The catalytic processes depend on both 
catalytic substrate diffusion and kinetic electron transfer processes on the catalyst.  
The ratio catalytic current due to substrate diffusion to the pure kinetic electron transfer 
on catalyst is derived from Randles-Sevcik equation.
18-22 
ip = 0.4463 npFACcat(npFʋD/RT)
1/2   
and 
ic = ncFACcat(DKcat)
1/2 
And the ratio ic/ip can be obtained from the above equations is  
ic/ip = 0.359 nc np
-3/2 
(kcat/ʋ)
1/2 …………..(1) 
Where  
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ip = Maximum non-catalytic current 
ic = Maximum catalytic current 
np = Number of electrons transferred in the non-catalytic event 
nc = Number of electrons transferred in the catalytic event 
ʋ = Scan rate 
kcat = Catalytic turnover frequency 
 
Modifications:- 
(1) The blank solution exhibits small faradaic current contribution; The catalytic 
current induces purely by aluminum porphyrin can be measured by subtracting 
the back ground current due to the solution without Al-Porphyrin 
 
Ie, Ic = Ic(AlP) – Ic(Blank) 
  
(2) Ic  for the calculation can be measured from the steady state position of catalytic 
processes, in which current become independent of scan rate 
 
(3) The Ip can be correct in same way by subtracting the background current with ou 
Al-porphyrin ; 
 
(4) The obtained Ic
 
can be divided using Ip value observed at each scan rate can be 
utilize for plotting Ic/Ip vs (Scan rate)
-0.5
 ; The slope of the plot can be apply in 
Randles-Sevick equation and which can employ for measuring kcat  
3.1.3 Aluminum Porphyrins as Electrocatalyst:- 
Molecules in a micro-environment like solution, semiconductor adsorbed state 
etc could undergo two types of electron transfer processes. It would be either purely 
kinetic controlled electron transfer process within the molecule at suitable stimuli like 
potential or light. Since the molecular electron transfer is limited the current will be 
smaller and purely reversible. And it is named as the non-catalytic current.  The other 
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processes are the diffusion controlled substrate dependent catalytic processes. Since the 
substrate/Solvent is larger in its quantity the generated current will be higher, and it will 
couple with the simple electrochemical processes of the molecule tend it irreversible.  
 In literature many electrochemical catalysis was reported. In the reports the non-
catalytic event is depends on one or multi electron reversible redox process. (E.g.:- 
Cu(I)/Cu(II), Ru(II)/Ru(III), Co(I)/Co(II) ) . In the case of aluminum metal based redox 
process is limited. But 1e oxidation of porphyrin ring in non-aqueous environment will 
make possible way to investigate simple non-catalytic process. The step-wise 
methodology is adopted to calculate TOFs of aluminum porphyrins. Since the central 
aluminum have only one stable oxidation state unlike transition elements, a modified 
approach being adopted. The kinetic controlled non-catalytic peaks are estimated in the 
absence of water, non-aqueous solvents like dimethylformamide (DMF) or Acetonitrile 
etc. The effects of water on non-catalytic CV plots are also estimated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.2:- Catalytic and non-catalytic process of Aluminum porphyrins. 
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The studies were extended to three different kinds of aluminum porphyrins 
including AlTMP. AlTCPP, AlTMAP and AlTMPyP. 
 
 
 
 
 
                              AlTMP                                                        AlTCPP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             AlTMAP                                                      AlTMPyP 
 Fig 3.3:- Chemical Structures of different aluminum porphyrins under 
investigation        (a) AlTMP (b) AlTCPP (c) AlTMAP (d) AlTMPyP. 
The detailed electrochemical analysis of all the aluminum porphyrins was 
carried out in detail. 
3.2 Experimental Section:- 
 The different aluminum porphyrins were synthesized in our laboratory from 
corresponding free-base porphyrins from Frontier Scientific. The counter anion 
exchange of cationic AlTMAP and AlTMPyP was carried out using ORGANO 
AMBERLITE IRA400JCL. Water was deionized before use with an ORGANO BB-5A 
system (PF Filter * 2 + G 10 column). The conductivity of deionized water kept below 
0.02µS cm
-1
. The HPLC Grade dimethylformamide (DMF) and Acetonitrile were 
purchased from Kanto Chem. DMF was used after vacuum distillation to remove trace 
of amine impurities. The electrochemical measurements were carried out using three 
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electrode system using HOKUTO DENKO HA1010mM1A electrochemical analyzer. 
Glassy carbon (OD 5mm/ID 3mm) purchased from ALS Japan. Another working 
electrode Boron Doped Diamond (BDD, 10000ppm Boron doped) was used. The 
customized BDD cell were specially designed by our lab and manufactured at glass 
blowing unit of our university. The counter electrode Pt-Coil was purchased from 
ALS.Japan. The reference electrode was prepared by following standard procedure 
reported in the user manual of ALS.Japan. The aqeous electrode was prepared by 
immersing Ag-Wire in 3M NaCl solution inside Vychor holder. The electrode at higher 
basic condition was specially purchased with ceramic tip in saturated KCl solution. The 
non-aqueous reference electrode was prepared with Ag-Wire in acetonitrile containing 
0.1M TBAP and 0.01M AgNO3. The electrolytes for electrochemical measurements 
were purchased from TCI. The aqueous Na2SO4 (0.1M) and non – aqueous TBAPF6 
(0.1M) were fixed for all the experiments. All the reference electrodes were kept in the 
corresponding electrolyte solution were used. The pHs of the aqueous solution were 
adjusted using standard NaOH, KOH, H2SO4 solutions purchased from Kanto Chem.  
3.3 Results and Discussions:- 
3.3.1 Non-Catalytic CV plots of aluminum porphyrins:-  
The one electron oxidation of different metalloporphyrins and free base 
porphyrins were well explored. The electron transfer process is generally occurring 
from porphyrin core. The electrochemical stability of radical cation could be found by 
this. Since the aluminum porphyrins were activating water molecules in their oxidative 
cycle it is difficult to observe kinetic electron transfer processes in the presence of 
water. So we employed proper non-aqueous solvents for the experiment. The cationic 
aluminum porphyrins are exchanged with organic-loving counter ion 
hexaflourophosphates.   
The non-catalytic CV measurements were carried out using 0.2mM Al-
Porphyrin in suitable solvent (AlTMP, AlTMAP (PF6) and AlTMPyP (PF6) were 
dissolved in Acetonitrile and AlTCPP in DMF. The scan range was adjusted according 
to oxidation peaks. The scan rate is 100mV/S. The non-catalytic CV is measured at scan 
rate from 10mV/S – 7V/S for plotting Tafel plot. 
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Fig 3.4:- Non catalytic CV plots estimation on GC electrode (a) AlTCPP (b) AlTMAP 
(c) AlTMP (d) AlTMPyP. 
The non-catalytic CVs were well studied for different aluminum porphyrins. 
The all non-catalytic CV currents were followed Tafel plot for Ip vs ν1/2 linearity. The 
experiment was carried out with both GC and BDD as working electrode. For the non-
catalytic CV measurements GC – Electrode was found to be better. The AlTMP was 
found to be very stable due to their structural features and steric reasons.  The non-
catalytic CV measurements and their Ip plot should be very important parameter for 
calculation TOF of the catalyst molecules on the electrode surface.  
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Table 3.1:- Summary of E1/2 values of different aluminum porphyrins. 
Al- Porphyrin Condition E(1/2)
ox
 (Non-Aq) V vs 
(SHE) 
AlTMP Acetonitrile + TBAPF6 0.81, 1.25 
AlTCPP DMF + TBAPF6 0.89 
AlTMAP Acetonitrile + TBAPF6 0.87 
AlTMPyP Acetonitrile + TBAPF6 1.025 
 
3.3.2 Effect of water to Non-Catalytic CVs of Aluminum porphyrins:- 
The present studies were very much focused on the interaction of water 
molecules to the central aluminum in the aluminum porphyrins. The activation of water 
on aluminum porphyrin was expecting by the water co-ordination. 
The non-catalytic CV plots and their properties were discussed in previous 
section. Anhydrous solvent molecules could co-ordinate with central aluminum, and 
their successive replacement through two equilibrium states were well studied using 
UV-VIS analysis (AlTCPP_DMF System), and it is found that more than 95% of axial 
ligands can be effectively replaced with water on 12% water addition. In all the case of 
aluminum porphyrins, the axial ligand replacement with water was largely affected the 
molecule oxidation potential and current behavior. The clear enhancement of oxidative 
current and decrease in the non-catalytic oxidation potential should be the clear 
evidence for the axial coordinated water molecules could be activated on aluminum 
porphyrins by of catalytic oxidation methodology. Out of different aluminum 
porphyrins AlTMPyP was found to be most efficient, and it could generate some new 
catalytic oxidation peak at comparable oxidation potential of water. The saturation level 
of water is found to be 10-15%, there is no further increase in the current. Moreover the 
outer sphere solvation of axially coordinated water molecules is clearly evident from 
the decrease in the oxidation potential of all porphyrins approximately 100mV. The 
solvation of aluminum porphyrin found to have crucial role in the oxidative water 
activation pathway for the efficient uptake of electrons from water. 
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Fig 3.5:- Effect of water on non-catalytic CVs of (a) AlTCPP (b) AlTMAP (c) 
AlTMPyP.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.6:- (a) Oxidative current enhancement of AlTCPP on water addition. (b) 
Oxidative current enhancement of AlTMAP on water addition.  
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Fig 3.7:- (a) Oxidative current enhancement of AlTMPyP on water addition at 0.85 V 
vs Ag/AgNO3. (b) At 1.14 V vs Ag/AgNO3 (c) Outer sphere solvation of axial ligands 
upon water addition. 
The order of reactivity found in the order, by current enhancement with water addition 
AlTMPyP > AlTMAP > AlTCPP > AlTMP 
Table 3.2:- Behavior of aluminum porphyrins upon the water addition, Solvation effect 
on axially ligated water molecules and catalytic current generation. 
 
Al - Porphyrin Non–aqueous state, Eox 
V vs (SHE) 
After Water addition 
V vs (SHE) 
AlTMP 0.81, 1.25 0.73, 1.15 
AlTCPP 0.9 0.8 
AlTMAP 0.85 0.81(non-cat), 1.07(cat) 
AlTMPyP 1.025 1.04(cat), 1.23 (cat) 
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3.3.2. Oxidation potential monitoring of aluminum porphyrins as water oxidation 
catalysts:- 
The electrochemical process was largely depended on the pH of the solution. 
The investigation of electrochemical behavior with pH would help us to study proton-
coupled process during the electron transfer process. We investigated multi-protolytic 
equilibrium due to protonation/deprotonation pathway on the axially coordinated water 
molecules. We investigated these studies to extend our studies to know the effect of the 
changes in the axial ligands to the electronic structure of the aluminum porphyrins. The 
desired pH is calculated from the known amount of base included in the solution.  The 
aluminum porphyrins were exhibited catalytic current in water. The oxidation potentials 
of all species were estimated using cyclic voltammetry. The results are summarized 
with thermodynamic water oxidation potentials. 
 
 
Fig 3.8:- Summary of oxidation potentials of different aluminum porphyrins species in 
water. 
The oxidation potential of different species showed that the electronic nature of 
the aluminum porphyrin should be the key-point in determining the oxidation potential. 
The most electron deficient AlTMPyP was exhibited highest oxidation potential among 
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different aluminum porphyrins. In all cases upon de-protonation of the axial ligands, the 
oxidation potential was decreasing. The thermodynamic water oxidation potential was 
also summarized with pH. The practical water oxidation process occurs at a higher 
energy than corresponding thermodynamic potential. The difference called to be over 
potential. The purpose of molecular catalyst was to decrease the overpotential. All the 
species of aluminum porphyrins in water exhibits catalytic CVs. Even though lower 
overpotential was the target, the zero overpotential driven water splitting would be 
practically impossible.  In terms of oxidation potential could couple with water 
oxidation process, AlTMPyP was found to be best molecular catalyst. AlTMAP species 
are the next candidates and least reactive will be the electron donating AlTCPP species.  
3.3.4 Detailed investigation of catalytic CV plots and calculation of TOFs of aluminum 
Porphyrins:- 
Cyclic voltammetry was one of the best non-destructive tools to investigate the 
electrochemical catalyst. The cyclic voltammetry is investigated in two methods. The 
non-catalytic CV plots are measured in pure non-aqueous solvents like DMF, 
Acetonitrile etc. The non-catalytic CV plots were obtained from one electron oxidation 
of the porphyrin ring. The non-catalytic CV and its scan rate dependency were 
calculated in previous section.  
The catalytic CV plots were measured in the presence/complete % of water The 
CV plots are measured for each species of all the axially ligated metalloporphyrins. The 
measurements were carried out at different scan rate with and without aluminum 
porphyrins. The catalytic current was measured at the current at which the difference in 
current becomes independent of the scan rate. The saturated catalytic current assigned 
as apparent catalytic current of the process. And this Ic is re calculated to Ic/Ip ratio at 
different scan rate by using the scan rate dependent current from the non-catalytic 
measurements in the non-aqueous solvents. The plot between ʋ (Scan rate)-1/2 to Ic/Ip 
can be fitted in to the straight line equation from the modified Randles –Sevick equation 
as we discussed earlier  
ic/ip = 0.359 nc np
-3/2 
(kcat/ʋ)
1/2 …………..(1) 
The slope can be obtained from the graph, was used to calculate the catalytic turn over 
frequency corresponds to the catalytic process by aluminum porphyrin. 
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1. AlTCPP 
The turn over frequency could be calculate from the CV data. The CV plots are 
measured in both water and DMF at different scan rate. The TOF can be calculating the 
parameters in the previously explained modified Randles-Sevick equation. TOF of the 
AlTCPP electrochemical oxidation is measured at different pH condition.  
The AlTCPP had limitation in the solubility at low pH range condition. From pH11 
AlTCPP solubility was suitable for the preparation of the catalyst solution for the CV 
measurement. The pH dependent studies on the potential and the corresponding species 
are well characterized electrochemically and UV-Vis spectral methods. The pH values 
were set corresponds to pH11, 12, 13 corresponding different axially ligated species. 
The measurements are done by using both Glassy carbon and BDD electrode.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.9:- (a) Catalytic current estimation for AlTCPP at pH 11.0 (b) TOF Slope 
determination of AlTCPP at pH 11.0. (WE: BDD; RE: Ag/AgCl; CE: Pt-Coil; Scan rate 
= 100mV/S). 
The TOF could be calculating from the slope of the above graph at different pH 
range. The AlTCPP catalytic current was calculated at the irreversible potential. The 
potential value was very low due to the easiness in the electrochemical oxidation of the 
metalloporphyrins due to electron rich carboxylate side chains. The calculated TOFs 
were summarized in the table given below. AlTCPP solubility was limited in low pH 
conditions. The higher pH species were comparably electron withdrawing nature, and 
also the background current was becoming higher makes the TOF was inversely 
proportional to pH. 
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-15  0.67V
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/I
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Adj. R-Squ 0.95027
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D Intercept 0.337 0.2167
D Slope 1.891 0.13016
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Table 3.3:- Summary of TOF calculation of AlTCPP in water (a) pH 11- AlTCPP (OH) 
2 (b) pH12 – AlTCPP (OH) (O) (c) pH13 – AlTCPP (O) 2 
2. AlTMAP:- 
Cationic AlTMAP had extensive solubility in water. It could solubilize in water 
under all pH conditions. The non-catalytic measurements were discussed in detail in the 
previous section. The catalytic type CV plots of AlTMAP were measured in detail with 
water as solvent/substrate on both GC and BDD electrode. The oxidation potential 
analysis and solubility factors make AlTMAP as a versatile candidate for water 
oxidation catalysts.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.10:- CV plots of AlTMAP and Blank at (a) pH7 (b) pH 12 (WE: BDD; RE: 
Ag/AgCl; CE: Pt-Coil; Scan rate = 100mV/S). 
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The catalytic oxidation CVs were precisely measured for all species on both 
glassy carbon and Boron doped diamond working electrodes. The estimation of 
catalytic current and TOFs were carried out as discussed earlier.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Fig 3.11:- Estimation of catalytic current for AlTMAP at (a) pH 7.00 (b) pH 12.00. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.12:- Slope determination for TOFs at (a) pH 7.00 (b) pH 12.00. 
The TOFs of AlTMAP was calculated at different conditions both on GC and 
BDD electrodes. The overpotential corresponds to each oxidation potential was also 
estimated. The calculated TOFs show much higher value compared to anionic AlTCPP. 
It may be due to the positive substituents increase the catalytic onset potential. Also the 
cationic side chain would felicitate penetration of hydroxide ion in to the microscopic 
cavity of electrical double layer generated during the oxidative cycle. Hence the rate of 
diffusion controlled process will increase. The calculated parameters of AlTMAP are 
summarized below. 
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Table 3.4:- Summary of TOF calculations of AlTMAP on GC-electrode. (a) pH7-
AlTMAP(OH2)(OH) (b) pH10 –AlTMAP(OH)2 (c) pH-11- AlTMAP(OH)(O) (d) 
pH12-13 AlTMAP(O)2. 
 
 
Table 3.5:- Summary of TOF calculations of AlTMAP on BDD-electrode. (a) pH7-
AlTMAP(OH2)(OH) (b) pH10 –AlTMAP(OH)2 (c) pH-11- AlTMAP(OH)(O) (d) 
pH12-13 AlTMAP(O)2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pH E OX1
(V vs
Ag/AgCl)
E OX2
(V vs
Ag/AgCl)
ɳ (ox1)
(mV)
SHE
ɳ (ox2)
(mV)
SHE
Ic (ox1)
(µA)
Ic (ox2)
(µA)
Kcat
(Ox1)
(S -1 )
kcat
(Ox2)
(S -1 )
7 0.88 --- 262 --- 6 --- 0.576 ---
10 0.85 --- 409 --- 23 --- 8.47 ---
11 0.68 --- 298 --- 29 --- 11.64 ---
12 0.61 0.85 287 527 20 35 5.53 16.94
13 0.61 0.77 346 506 22 61 6.71 51.44
pH E OX1
(V vs
Ag/AgCl)
E OX2
(V vs
Ag/AgCl)
ɳ (ox1)
(mV)
SHE
ɳ (ox2)
(mV)
SHE
Ic (ox1)
(µA)
Ic (ox2)
(µA)
Kcat
(Ox1)
(S -1 )
kcat
(Ox2)
(S -1 )
7 0.89 --- 272 --- 30.1 --- 6.60 ---
10 0.85 --- 409 --- 41.3 --- 12.51 ---
11 0.71 --- 328 --- 59.7 --- 26.12 ---
12 0.61 0.8 287 477 56.7 117 23.55 100.55
13 0.6 0.8 336 536 54.5 120.2 21.77 105.79
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Fig 3.13:- (a) Plot between pH vs Kcat for Eox1 and Eox2 (a) GC Electrode) (b) BDD 
electrode. 
 
3. AlTMPyP 
           We synthesized and characterized other cationic aluminum porphyrins with 
pyridinium substituent at meso position. Since the cationic moiety incorporated in the 
porphyrin ring itself, the TMPyP should be more electron withdrawing compared to 
trimethylanilinium porphyrins. The purpose of investigation was to increase the 
oxidation potential and hence to improve the catalytic activity. The experiments are 
designed on both GC and BDD electrodes similar to AlTMAP experiments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.14:- (a) Catalytic CVs of AlTMPyP in pH 12.5 (NaOH-Na2SO4) (WE: BDD; RE: 
Ag/AgCl; CE: Pt-Coil). (b) Estimation of catalytic current. 
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Fig 3.15:- (c) TOF Slope determination of AlTMPyP at pH 12.5 
AlTMPyP in water at high pH condition exhibits excellent catalytic current with single 
oxidation wave. The calculated TOF was also promising. The oxidation potential and 
substrate diffusion rate may increase the catalytic activity of AlTMPyP. The low pH 
range TOF values are comparably lower. The TOFs calculation on both GC and BDD 
electrodes are summarized below. 
Table 3.6:- Summary of TOF calculations of AlTMPyP in water at different pH 
conditions (GC & BDD Electrodes). 
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GC                     BDD
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GC            BDD
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GC            BDD
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(H2O)2 1.3 1.34 1.36 10 24 1.01 0.587
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(OH)2 6.6 1.31 1.31 30 82 8.76 10.9
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(OH)(O) 9.7 1.29 1.30 45 110 19.55 19.62
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(O)2 12.6 1.02 1.03 120 331 140 175
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AlTMPyP catalytic peak at lower pH condition was found to be very small due 
to the inhibitive oxidation tendency due to their intensive electron withdrawing 
pyridinium side chain substituents. The oxidation potential was also comparably higher 
than AlTMAP. At higher pH condition, unlike AlTMAP this could maintain single 
wave CV character up to 1.6V vs SHE. The oxidation potential nature and calculated 
TOF at higher pH condition on BDD electrode is found to be optimum for the catalysis 
experiment. 
4. AlTMP 
Neutral Aluminum porphyrin with steric methyl groups on the ortho and para 
positions were well studied for their stability during the photochemical oxygenation 
reaction by our group. But the application of the molecule is limited due to the poor 
solubility in water. The AlTMP molecules could be solubilize in 10% aq – acetonitrile 
solution. The CV is measured after the addition of water to the acetonitrile solution and 
by the addition of different concentration of base to the aq-acetonitrile solution. The 
base addition to the organic solvents leads to some un-expected peaks in the oxidation 
potential range. The CV datas are summarized below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.16:- (a) Catalytic current estimation of AlTMP at pH 11 (b) TOF Slope 
determination of AlTMP (WE: GC; RE: Ag/AgNO3; CE: Pt-Coil; Supp. Elect: 
TBAPF6). 
 The AlTMP catalytic current estimation in all pH 
conditions is not possible due to highly stable electrochemical redox couple of AlTMP 
due to its high stability and hydrophobic environment. The pH 11 estimated TOFs on 
GC electrodes is 0.12 S
-1
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Fig 3.17:- TOF slope determination of AlTMP on BDD electrode at (a) pH 7.00 and (b) 
pH 11.0. 
The Catalytic CV plots of AlTMP were summarized above. On BDD electrode 
the background current was comparably lower, due to the good potential window of 
BDD electrode in water. The raise in current at 1.2V seemed to be catalytic after two 
successive oxidation of the porphyrin core.  
The TOF is calculated by using modified Randles-sevick equation from the slope of the 
plots given above 
pH7.0 - 0.67S
-1
 and pH11.0 – 5.74S-1 (BDD electrode). 
3.4 Conclusions:- 
 The catalytic activity of aluminum porphyrins was discussed in detail. The non-
catalytic CV measurement and its oxidative current enhancement by water addition 
show the reactivity of aluminum porphyrins upon oxidation. The catalytic CVs of 
aluminum porphyrins in water were well characterized. The catalytic TOFs of all 
species of different aluminum porphyrins calculated using modified Randles-Sevick 
equation. The high activity of AlTMPyP was found to be due to two reasons (i) High 
oxidation potential (ii) Hydrophilic microscopic structure increases hydroxide ion 
diffusion. The optimization of aluminum porphyrins and reaction condition would be 
the crucial step for designing a total water splitting pathway utilizing water oxidation on 
aluminum porphyrin as the key-step. The more detailed analysis on TOFs and factors 
determining reactivity would be discussed in chapter 4.   
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Chapter 4 
Exploration of the Parameters Determines Catalytic Activity of 
Aluminum Porphyrins. 
4.1 Introduction 
 The catalytic TOFs of aluminum porphyrins were discussed in detail. The 
understanding of factors affecting the catalytic TOFs should be very crucial to design 
the optimum condition for water oxidation process. The preliminary investigation gave 
excellent TOFs for AlTMPyP under high pH condition, whereas anionic AlTCPP and 
neutral AlTMP were exhibited very low TOF values under different conditions. The 
detailed discussion on different factors affecting the parameters would help us to 
optimize the efficiency of water oxidation systems. The several important parameters 
affect directly the catalytic activity were found out.  
(a) Oxidation potential of aluminum porphyrins. 
(b) Axial ligand state of aluminum porphyrins. 
(c) Concentration of OH- ions (pH of solution). 
(d) Hydrophilicity of Porphyrin ligand. 
(e) Charge of 1e –Oxidized radical cation of aluminum porphyrins.  
(f) Nature of electrode materials. 
(g) Effect of buffers or Peroxide stripping reagents. 
We already calculated the catalytic TOFs of all species of aluminum porphyrins in 
detail. The studies gave qualitative factors of factors determining the catalytic TOFs. 
Here we quantitatively analyzed the different factors affecting TOFs of aluminum 
porphyrins. The factors determines were optimized using the most reactive aluminum 
porphyrin, AlTMPyP as the standard molecule to rationalize the TOFs. The modified 
method of calculating the TOFs of aluminum porphyrins was previously discussed.
1-5
  
The catalytic current estimation was very crucial to determine the efficiency and 
rate of water splitting process. There are several factors determining the catalytic 
efficiency of the catalyst. The aluminum porphyrins catalytic current generation would 
be discussed in detail. Since the metal was inert unlike transition elements, the electron 
transfer process was originally occurring from the porphyrin ring. The localization of 
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spin on the axial oxygen and attack of the spin by the hydroxide ion or water was 
expected to be the key step for the water splitting process.
6-7
 The role of buffer bases as 
effective agents to stabilize PCET process were also reported.
8-11
 The peroxo type bond 
generation was one of the most probable reaction pathway for water activation 
process.
12-15
 Unlike transition metals, aluminum is weak towards the oxidative 
decomposition of peroxo complexes. Several hydrogen peroxide stripping reagents 
were studies earlier. The effect of buffer bases and peroxide stripping reagents were 
studied to investigate the role of them in catalytic cycle of aluminum porphyrins.
16-21 
4.2 Experimental Section 
The electrochemical measurements were carried out using Hokuto Denko 
electrochemical analyzer HA1010mM1A .The working electrode was boron doped 
diamond (BDD, 10000 ppm doped), Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode and Pt-Coil as 
the counter electrode. The electrolytes Na2SO4 and NaOAc were purchased from Kanto 
Chem. And concentration of electrolytes was set as 0.1M. The sodium carbonate (AR 
Grade) was purchased from Wako Chem. and the solution was prepared in de-ionized 
water. Sodium Meta silicate and di hydrogen sodium phosphate (JIS) were obtained 
from Kanto Chem. and the appropriate concentration were prepared in de ionized water. 
The optimum concentration of buffer bases was estimated using the step-wise addition 
to reach the saturated catalytic current. The large excess of buffer bases led to buffer 
inhibition process. The estimated catalytic current from each condition was used to 
calculate the catalytic turn over frequency using modified Randles-Sevick equation 
described earlier.  
4.3. Results and Discussions 
4.3.1 Oxidation potential of aluminum Porphyrins:- 
This is a general perspective of TOF calculation, the water oxidation ability could 
enhance by tuning the oxidation potential of aluminum porphyrins.  From our studies 
the electron donating AlTMP and AlTCPP were exhibited very low catalytic turnover 
frequency. Even though the over potential of water oxidation increases by increasing 
oxidation potential, the efficiency of catalyst also crucial, since the low reactivity for 
the formation of O-O bond would results in the decomposition of porphyrins. The 
oxidation potential tailoring approach was adopted to design proper catalyst for water 
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oxidation, and we concluded that AlTMPyP was the potential candidate among 
synthesized aluminum porphyrins. In terms of oxidation potential the order of TOFs are 
summarized as 
AlTMP < AlTCPP < AlTMAP < AlTMPyP 
4.3.2 Axial ligand state of aluminum porphyrins:- 
Earlier we discussed about the protolytic equilibria of axially coordinated water 
molecules. We found that the de-protonated state of aluminum porphyrins were 
exhibited the excellent catalytic turn over frequencies for AlTMAP (~ 100 S
-1
) and 
AlTMPyP (~175 S
-1
) upon simple de-protonation of axial ligands. The first electron 
transfer should be occurring upon porphyrin ring oxidation process. The one – electron 
oxidized species thus generated should be a radical cation of the corresponding 
aluminum porphyrin species. The radical localization on the axial oxygen atom should 
be the crucial step for the formation of O-O bond to generate catalytic current.  The 
structure optimization on spin localization of the aluminum porphyrins radical cation 
using DFT calculations (Gaussian09 B3LYP/6-31G*) was carried out. The results 
showed that the radical localization on axial oxygen atom would be highly favored in 
the de-protonated form.
22-26.
In the protonated structure the high charge localization on 
porphyrin ring would lead to the attack of salt anions or hydroxide ion on porphyrin 
meso-position leads to decomposition.  
  
Fig 4.1(a):- Spin density calculation of protonated axial ligands coordinated to central 
aluminum. 
 
AlTMP (H2O) (H2O) 
+2・
 AlTMP (H2O) (OH) 
+1・
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Fig 4.1(b):- Spin density calculation for radical cation of aluminum porphyrins with 
different axial ligands (Gaussian09 B3LYP/6-31G*). 
The optimized structures of AlTMP with protonated axial ligands were given 
above. The protonated form of axial ligands cannot afford radical localization on the 
axial ligands. The charge density was mainly localized on the porphyrin ring like the 
charge density of free-base or ground state metalloporphyrins. The activation of water 
requires spin localization on oxygen atom of axially co-ordinated water molecules. 
Interestingly the spin density calculation of deprotonated aluminum porphyrin species 
shows appropriate spin density on oxygen atom of axially co-ordinated water 
molecules.  
       [AlTMP (OH) (O)]
-1.
   [AlTMP (O) (O)]
-2. 
Fig 4.2:- Spin density calculation for radical cation of aluminum porphyrins with 
deprotonated axial ligands (Gaussian09 B3LYP/6-31G*).
 
AlTMP (OH) (OH) 
0・
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           The spin density calculation of aluminum porphyrin radical cation was clearly 
shows the spin localisation on oxygen atom of axially co-ordinated water molecules. 
The charge localization on the porphyrin ring may leads to the attack of hydroxide ions 
or other inorganic anions to the porphyrins led to the decomposition process. The spin 
localization in deprotonated axial ligand can effectively make a site for hydroxide 
attack to form a new O-O bond.  
4.3.3 Concentration of OH
-
 ions (pH of solution):- 
The catalytic process on aluminum porphyrins with water takes place by the 
diffusion of hydroxide ion diffusion towards generated oxygen radical of aluminum 
porphyrins. In addition to the simple formation of reactive de-protonated species of 
aluminum porphyrins, the TOF is depends on the bulk concentration of hydroxide ions. 
During the catalytic cycle of aluminum porphyrins, we confirmed the decrease in 
microscopic pH. The maintaining of bulk pH partly led to maintain the constant 
microscopic pH value.  
AlTMPyP (O) 2 TOFs was estimated at two pH conditions, one pH is fixed at 10.6 
(pKa4 = 10.1) minimum required to de-protonation of axial ligands and it is compared 
with the TOF estimated at pH = 12.6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.3:- (a) Catalytic current estimation of AlTMPyP on BDD electrode at pH 10.6 
(Na2SO4+NaOH Condition). (b) Slope determination of TOF estimation at pH 10.6. 
The AlTMPyP (O) 2 catalytic TOFs at two different pH conditions are summarized in 
table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1:- AlTMPyP (O) 2 catalytic TOFs at pH 10.6 and pH 12.6 on BDD electrode.  
AlTMPyP(O)2 pH 10.6 pH 12.6 
TOF (S
-1
) 64.69 175 
 
The experiment clearly indicates not only the nature of species but also the 
concentration of reactive substrate also an important parameter to assign the catalytic 
activity of aluminum porphyrins. 
4.3.4 Hydrophilicity of porphyrin ring:- 
The hydrophilicity of aluminum porphyrins depends on the nature of phenyl 
substituents. Our group synthesized and characterized series of aluminum porphyrins 
includes neutral and ionic porphyrin ligands. The AlTMPyP was the one with most 
hydrophilic substituents. The microscopic structure of electrode-catalyst interface 
would be more suitable for diffuse bulk phase hydroxide ions in to electrical double 
layer. The porphyrin with bulky alkyl substituents, AlTMP shows smaller TOFs even 
though it was efficient for photo-oxygenation of cyclohexenes with water. The reason 
should be slow diffusion rate of water as the substrate in to electrical double layer. The 
cationic substituents were best for the faster diffusion of hydroxide ion diffusion 
process. The design of proper water oxidation catalyst requires hydrophilicity of 
porphyrin substituents.  
4.3.5 Charge of one – electron oxidized radical cation of aluminum Porphyrins:- 
The formation of proper electrical double layer around the positively charged 
electrical double layer would be very important to form the catalytically active 
intermediates. The charge of the total porphyrins depends on the nature of axial ligands. 
The water oxidation process should require multi electron transfer process. The 
existence of catalytically active species near to positively charged electrode should be 
very important. The electron donating substituents exhibit low TOF due to the lack of 
oxidation potential to felicitate multi electron transfer process.  The electron 
withdrawing aluminum porphyrin species felicitates intermolecular electron transfer 
process from charge excess intermediate of water oxidation when they diffuse to bulk 
phase of the solution.  
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4.3.6 Nature of Electrode materials:- 
The nature of electrode material was very crucial in designing an artificial 
photosynthetic system. In the present investigation we were carried out experiments 
using both glassy carbon and boron doped diamond electrode. The main difference 
between two electrodes was in their structural features. Glassy carbon comparably 
amorphous small fullerene type structure, whereas diamond is highly crystalline in 
nature. The charge storage in the surface structure of glassy carbon electrode would be 
greater in the absence of catalysts compared to diamond electrode.  It should be due to 
its amorphous surface structure. The measured TOFs values were higher for BDD 
electrodes due to their low background currents. Another reason would be the 
hydrophilicity of electrode surfaces, the surface state of BDD electrodes were expected 
to be more hydrophilic. The experimental results was well supported the feature that 
hydrophilic BDD was better for CV measurements in water whereas the less – 
hydrophilic glassy carbon was exhibited good CV in non-aqueous solvents.  The trend 
of TOF increase follows the same trends. But the long time stability and low 
background faradaic component of BDD electrode makes them as more promising for 
water oxidation experiments.  
4.3.7 Effect of buffers or Peroxide stripping reagents:- 
AlTMPyP molecules in aqueous solution exhibited multi-protolytic equilibrium due 
to axial ligand protonation/deprotonation processes. The oxidation potential and 
catalytic current was highly depends on the nature species and surrounding base ion 
gradient. The literature regarding catalytic cycle of water oxidation using metal 
complexes explained about role of buffer bases to stabilize PCET process during 
oxygen evolution. The role of buffer bases could easily studied using catalytic current 
enhancement with metal complexes on addition of buffer bases. Also buffer bases could 
maintain the microscopic pH in better way compared to un-buffered cases. The catalytic 
cycle should be occurred through peroxo-intermediate. The stripping of peroxide from 
the reaction intermediate would be expected to increase the catalytic efficiency. The 
detailed hydrogen peroxide stripping mechanism would discuss in chapter 5. There are 
many reagents that could able to form stable compounds with peroxides like Na2CO3, 
Na2SiO3, Phosphates and Organic acids. We investigated the role of different reaction 
conditions includes buffer and peroxide stripping agents on TOFs values.
8
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(i) Effect of Na2HPO4 on the catalytic current:- 
Phosphate buffer is typical buffer base for maintaining nearly neutral pH conditions. 
The solution of phosphate at different concentration was prepared in water and the 
concentration of phosphate is raised up to 22mM. The very high concentration of 
buffers leads to catalytic inhibition process. The enhancement of catalytic current and 
TOF value enhancement was studied in detail in the presence of phosphate buffer. 
[AlTMPyP] = 0.2mM WE: BDD; RE: Ag/AgCl; CE: Pt-Coil; Electrolyte: Na2SO4 in 
water (0.1M) [Na2HPO4] = 0-22mM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.4:- Effect of phosphate buffer base to the catalytic CV plots (a) AlTMPyP (b) 
Blank 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.5:- Comparison of catalytic current enhancement for AlTMPyP with Blank. (Ecat 
= 1.1V vs Ag/AgCl) (Scan rate = 100mV/S). 
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(ii) TOF calculation in the presence of Phosphate buffer:- 
The TOFs of phosphate condition also measured at 22mM of phosphate condition as 
explained earlier  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.6:- (a) Catalytic CVs of AlTMPyP at different scan rate conditions (b) 
Determination of Slope for TOF calculation. 
The estimated TOF is compared with un-buffered case measured earlier. 
Table 4.2:- Phosphate buffer induced enhancement of catalytic TOF of AlTMPyP on 
BDD electrode.  
AlTMPyP(OH)2 Neutral (Un-Buffered case) pH 7.0 (Phosphate Buffer) 
TOF (S
-1
) 10.90 31.74 
 
The calculated TOF in the presence of phosphate buffer was showed three fold 
enhancements. The result clearly indicates that even in neutral condition, buffer 
solution could enhance the catalytic activity of aluminum porphyrins. 
(iii) Effect of Na2CO3 on the catalytic current:- 
            Sodium carbonate was a well-known buffer base for basic pH. In aqueous 
solution carbonate ion generates limited amount of hydroxide ions. Also the sodium 
carbonate could interact with hydrogen peroxide to form sodiumpercarbonate. The 
detailed complex formation studies will discuss in chapter 5. The present investigations 
are carried out to optimize the effect of carbonate buffer towards the catalytic current 
and TOF measurement.  The effect of carbonate buffer is carried out from 0mM-20mM.  
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[AlTMPyP] = 0.2mM WE: BDD; RE: Ag/AgCl; CE: Pt-Coil; Electrolyte: Na2SO4 in 
water (0.1M) [Na2CO3] = 0-22mM (pH = 7 – 10.3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.7:- Effect of carbonate buffer base to the catalytic CV plots (a) AlTMPyP (b) 
Blank. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.8:- Comparison of catalytic current enhancement for AlTMPyP with Blank.( Ecat 
= 1.0V vs Ag/AgCl).(Scan rate = 100mV/S) 
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(iv) TOF calculation in the presence of Carbonate buffer:- 
The catalytic TOF is measured in the presence of carbonate buffer at 20mM carbonate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.9:- (a) Catalytic CVs of AlTMPyP at different scan rate conditions (b) 
Determination of Slope for TOF calculation. 
The estimated TOF in the presence of carbonate buffer is compared with the catalytic 
TOF estimated at un-buffered condition at pH 10.6 using NaOH – Na2SO4 case.  
Table 4.3:- Carbonate buffer induced enhancement of catalytic TOF of AlTMPyP on 
BDD electrode.  
AlTMPyP(O)2 pH 10.6 (NaOH-Na2SO4) pH 10.3 (Na2CO3-Na2SO4) 
TOF (S
-1
) 64.69 113.82 
 
The calculated TOF in the presence of carbonate buffer shows around two fold 
enhancement. The buffered carbonate expected to be having influence on microscopic 
pH and peroxide stripping from the catalytic intermediate.  
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(v) Effect of Na2SiO3 on the catalytic current:- 
 Sodium meta silicate is a well-known hydrogen peroxide 
stabilizer in literature. Also meta silicate maintain the basic pH condition similar to 
sodium carbonate. The experiments are carried out similar to carbonate experiment 
explained above. 
[AlTMPyP] = 0.2mM WE: BDD; RE: Ag/AgCl; CE: Pt-Coil; Electrolyte: Na2SO4 in 
water (0.1M) [Na2SiO3] = 0-15mM (pH = 7 – 10.6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.10:- Effect of Meta Silicate buffer base to the catalytic CV plots (a) AlTMPyP (b) 
Blank (c) Comparison of catalytic current enhancement for AlTMPyP with Blank.( Ecat 
= 1.0V vs Ag/AgCl).(Scan rate = 100mV/S). 
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(vi) TOF Calculation in the presence of Sodium meta silicate:- 
The catalytic TOF is measured in the presence of sodium meta silicate (pH 10.6) and 
compared with pH 10.6 in the un-buffered case. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.11:- (a) Catalytic CVs of AlTMPyP at different scan rate conditions (b) 
Determination of Slope for TOF calculation. 
 The estimated TOF in the presence of sodium 
meta silicate is compared with the catalytic TOF estimated at un-buffered condition at 
pH 10.6 using NaOH – Na2SO4 case.  
Table 4.4:- Sodium Meta Silicate induced enhancement of catalytic TOF of AlTMPyP 
on BDD electrode.  
AlTMPyP(O)2 pH 10.6 (NaOH-Na2SO4) pH 10.6 (Na2SiO3-Na2SO4) 
TOF (S
-1
) 64.69 218.16 
 
The addition sodium Meta silicate was exhibited clear enhancement in the catalytic 
TOFs of aluminum porphyrins. The stripping of peroxide ion and pH factors inside the 
microscopic environment is the possible explanation for the experimental results. 
(vii) TOF Calculation of AlTMPyP in Sodium Acetate – NaOH Case:- 
The electrochemical experiments were mainly carried out using sodium sulphate as 
the supporting electrolyte. In literature we found that Sodium acetate is awidely 
accepted supporting electrolyte for water oxidation process.
27
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environment. We estimated the catalytic TOF at 0.1M NaOAc – 0.1M NaOH case (pH 
measured = 12.6). 
[AlTMPyP] = 0.2mM WE: BDD; RE: Ag/AgCl; CE: Pt-Coil; Electrolyte: NaOAc in 
water (0.1M) [NaOH] = 0.1M (pH = 12.6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.12:- (a) Catalytic CVs of AlTMPyP in 0.1M NaOAc – 0.1M NaOH case (b) 
Estimation of catalytic current in acetate experiment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.13:- TOF Slope determination of NaOAc-NaOH experiment. 
The TOF is measured in acetate – NaOH experiment and it’s compared with 
same pH condition with Na2SO4 
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Table 4.5:- Sodium Acetate induced enhancement of catalytic TOF of AlTMPyP on 
BDD electrode.  
AlTMPyP(O)2 pH 12.6 (NaOH-Na2SO4) pH 12.6 (NaOH- NaOAc) 
TOF (S
-1
) 175 382 
 
The acetate included reaction condition induced two-fold enhancement in the 
catalytic TOF. The buffer induced enhancement in acetate condition shows the best 
experimental case to demonstrate water splitting pathway. 
4.3.8 Calculation of Rate constants of AlTMPyP species with Hydroxide ions and 
Water 
 The rate constant calculation corresponds to the reaction of oxidized aluminum 
porphyrin species with substrate was carried out. The total catalytic process would be 
the sum of reaction with hydroxide ions and water at fixed pH conditions. We already 
found that the reactivity of oxidized aluminum porphyrins highly enhanced under high 
pH conditions. We estimated the rate constants for the reaction with both hydroxide ion 
and water molecules for AlTMPyP (O) (O) species.  
kcat = kOH [OH] + k H2O [H2O] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.14:- Turn over frequency of AlTMPyP (O) (O) under different pH conditions (a) 
Un Buffered Conditions (b) Buffered Conditions.  
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The rate constants was estimated in buffered and un-buffered conditions from the given 
equations 
Table 4.6:- Calculation of rate constants of AlTMPyP reaction with hydroxide ion and 
water. 
Condition kOH (S
-1
 M
-1
) kH2O (S
-1
 M
-1
) 
Buffered Condition 5.25*10
3
 3.89 
Un-Buffered Condition 3.55*10
3
 1.14 
 
 The calculated rate constant with hydroxide ion was highly enhanced compared 
to the neutral water molecules. The oxidized aluminum porphyrins were highly reactive 
towards hydroxide ions. The high reactivity would be promising to develop practical 
water splitting devices.  
4.4 Conclusions:- 
The experimental results were summarized to explain the factors affecting 
catalytic TOFs of aluminum porphyrins. Our experimental results was showed that the 
previously explained six parameters affecting catalytic TOF values. The results were 
very crucial to design proper condition for efficient water splitting pathways. Since 
cyclic voltammetry was the best non-destructive tool to investigate the catalytic 
efficiency, these studies were highly promising to develop efficient electrochemical and 
photochemical artificial photosynthetic devices. The buffer conditions and presence of 
peroxide stripping reagents were highly exciting to demonstrate the reaction pathway 
using aluminum porphyrins. The theoretical predictions of radical localization in axial 
oxygen of de-protonated metalloporphyrins were well harmonized with our 
experimental results. The detailed investigations on the factors affecting TOFs and 
finding of suitable experimental case lead our research to demonstrate the total water 
splitting system using aluminum porphyrins. 
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Chapter 5 
Water oxidation process catalyzed by aluminum porphyrins  
(AlTMP, AlTCPP & AlTMAP) 
5.1 Introduction 
The electrolysis of water to generate gaseous products was one of the best 
methods for the industrial production of hydrogen and oxygen.
1, 2.
 The thermodynamic 
feasibility of the water splitting reaction was well studied. And it was reported that at 
pH 0.00 the thermodynamically the water splitting is an up-hill process with a ΔH = 
1.23V vs. SHE. And this potential is pH dependent due to the high diffusion rate and 
easiness in the formation of intermediates due to high charge density of the hydroxyl 
ions. The simple Nernst equation to correlate thermodynamic water oxidation potential 
with pH is expressed as 
E
0
pH = 1.23 – (0.059 * pH) 
The one of the main bottle-neck in the electrochemical oxidation of water is the 
energy loss by several ways. And in the practical cases the potential requires to split 
water would be higher than thermodynamic potential. The difference in potential was 
known as over potential (η). The researchers in the field of artificial photosynthesis 
were looking for an efficient system with lowest over potential. The development of 
synthetic catalysts to decrease the overpotential was one of the hot areas of research in 
the field of artificial photosynthesis. There are different approaches for Electrocatalytic 
water splitting process. Among these homogeneous molecular catalysts are most 
promising since their controllable redox properties, easiness in the investigation of 
reaction mechanism and characterization of reactive intermediates etc. The reported 
catalysts were mainly based on transition elements includes Ru, Ir, Fe, Co, Cu etc. 
Recently most of researchers are focusing their attention on earth-abundant first row 
transition elements like Cu, Co, Fe etc. The tuning of metal and ligand sites is well 
explored in recent times. Metal complexes and the co-ordination of water molecules as 
axial ligands was a well-defined approach towards oxidation of water near to their 
thermodynamic potential.
3-13.
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In the present research we are aiming to develop an efficient water oxidation 
process with lowest overpotential possible. The catalytic type oxidation wave of 
aluminum porphyrins in water was expected to be activating water molecules on its 
axial ligands leads to the oxidation of water with appropriate rate. In order to design the 
steady state electrolytic cell we should consider many factors. The appropriate working 
electrode and suitable electrolytic composition should be essential for efficient water 
splitting process.  The stabilization of different reaction intermediates and electron 
transfer process was largely depends on the working electrode and electrical double 
layer conditions. The investigated oxidation potential tailoring and catalytic turn over 
frequency showed that species of aluminum porphyrins could serve as efficient catalyst 
for water activation process. There was no report on the utilization of earth abundant 
aluminum as the reaction center. This would be the first report in the utilization of earth 
abundant aluminum as the reaction center for water splitting process. The utilization of 
most abundant metal, aluminum as the central point for water oxidation would open a 
new horizon in the artificial photosynthesis. The step wise optimization of 
Electrocatalytic water oxidation will be a hot breakthrough in terms abundance of the 
catalyst.  
5.2 Experimental Section 
The different aluminum porphyrins AlTMP, AlTCPP, AlTMAP were 
synthesized in our laboratory as described earlier. Water for all the experiments were 
deionized by passing through ORGANO BB-5A system (PF Filter * 2 + G 10 column). 
The conductivity of deionized water kept below 0.02µS cm
-1
. The steady state 
electrolysis were carried out using specially designed glass cells with good sealing 
ability using Shimadzu septa (GC Grade, Plasma coated) or rubber septa for gas 
injection. The different working electrodes were used according to experimental 
conditions. GC – electrode (ALS Japan 3 mm diameter) were used for normal CPE 
experiments. Several experiments are carried out using GC-Plate having larger surface 
area (ALS Japan 3.0x25x25 mm). The customized cells for GC electrodes were given in 
Fig 5.1 and 5.2. The cell was equipped with Ag/AgCl and Pt electrode with gas sealing 
modifications. The H-Type cell having the separated terminals using G2 – Glass filter 
can felicitate diffusion of both molecules and ions were specially designed and 
constructed. The unexposed region of film type GC electrode was covered with inert 
epoxy resin. The specially made BDD holder with Teflon containing Cu-connector is 
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used as the CPE cell for BDD based experiments. The electrolytes for aqueous solution 
Na2SO4 and NaOAc (0.1M) were prepared from A.R. reagents from Kanto Chem. The 
non-aqueous solution electrolysis was carried out for AlTMP with 10% water in 
acetonitrile using TBAPF6 as the supporting electrolyte.  Quantitative estimation of 
hydrogen peroxide was carried out using TiTPyP method using calibration curve 
prepared using standard samples.
14, 15.
 The sample for peroxide detection was prepared 
by micro-distillation acidified solution after CPE. The axial ligand replacement of 
original axial ligand by isotope labelled water being estimated by ESI-MS analysis. The 
faradaic efficiency of electrolysis was estimated by comparing the amount of products 
determined with the electrons observed in the potentiostat. The amount of catalyst 
decomposed during CPE experiment was estimated by using UV-Vis spectroscopy and 
Turn over number (TON) of the electrolysis were estimated. The pH measurements 
were precisely measured using pre-calibrated pH meter (Sato, SK-620pH). 
[Customized cells prepared for CPE Experiments] 
Normal cell: - Single compartment cell is equipped with all the electrodes in 
single compartment. We developed different single compartment cells to perform the 
experiments with both GC and BDD electrodes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.1:- Single compartment cell for CPE experiments (a) GC electrode (b) 
BDD Electrode. 
H-Type cell: - The separation of oxidation and reduction terminal was essential to 
develop a practical electrocatalytic system. The recombination of produced oxygen and 
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hydrogen back to water is a highly favourable pathway to retard the efficiency of water 
splitting process. The customized H-type cell was designed with separated oxidation 
and reduction terminal using G2-glass filter. Both terminals were equipped with gas 
injection septa for the gas analysis. The sealing ability and nitrogen bubbling technique 
were optimized to achieve good zero time reading for CPE experiment.  
 
Fig 5.2:- Custom H-Type cell for different working electrodes for CPE experiment.  
(a) GC-TCD and GC-MS parameters for gas analysis:- 
The oxygen and hydrogen were detected using Gas chromatography techniques. 
Shimadzu GC-TCD (GC-2014) with molecular sieved 13 X (GL Scientific) to thermal 
conductivity (GC TCD detector was used for the quantitative estimation of both oxygen 
and hydrogen by using nitrogen as carrier gas. The detector temperature set to 80
0
C 
with pressure 55.6 KPa. The nitrogen flow rate set to 30mL/min.   The amount is 
estimated using a pre – calibrated standard curve made using standard gas samples. 
(Injected volume = 0.5mL) prepared using manometer adjustments. The isotope 
labelled experiments was carried in water containing 20% isotope labelled water (97% 
O-18 labelled water (H2O
18
) Cambridge Isotopes). The incorporation of isotope labelled 
dioxygen molecules were analyzed using GC-MS (GC-2010-Plus) with RESTEK (Rt-
Msieve5A) as the molecular sieve with 200
0
C detector temperature. He gas pressure 40 
kPa with flow rate 50mL/min. The ionization temperature was 200
0
C. The conditions 
were calibrated using standard gas samples (injected volume = 0.2mL). 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Controlled Potential Electrolysis of AlTMP:-  
Mainly the electrocatalytic water oxidations were carried out in pure aqueous 
environment at different pH conditions. In the natural photosynthetic system, PSII is 
embedded in the thylakoid membrane that is in pure non-aqueous environment. The 
controlled diffusion of water molecules towards the electrocatalysts would expect to be 
decreasing the un-wanted decomposition pathways. We already investigated the cyclic 
voltammetry of the neutral AlTMP in acetonitrile water system in detail.  
 we were carried out the CPE experiment in sealed cell with 0.2mM AlTMP at 
10% water – Acetonitrile with 0.1M TBAPF6 as supporting electrolyte. The degasing 
was carried out with nitrogen bubbling to make the cell oxygen free. The potential is 
assigned from the catalytic CV is 1.25V vs Ag/AgCl.  The tetramesityl porphyrin 
showed no catalytic effect towards first oxidation wave upon water addition. The 
second oxidation wave is partially becomes catalytic upon water addition. On the BDD 
electrode the water addition induce generation of some new peak ~ 1.25 V Ag/AgCl 
seemed to be catalytic in nature. Even though the current was not so high; we examined 
the steady state electrolysis at the catalytic potential. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.3:- Catalytic CV of AlTMP in 10% Water –Acetonitrile on BDD electrode. 
The reduced hydrogen products were clearly observed. The area of oxygen showing 
some irregularity and so it’s unable to calculate the real formation of oxygen from this 
experiment. There were no positive indications on the hydrogen peroxide formation. 
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Some GC-TCD peak at 3.0min was observed (Retention Time of CO formation) was 
assigned to be some unexpected decomposition or unwanted side reaction of AlTMP 
molecules. The decrease in AlTMP soret band is ~ 20% after electrolysis for 3h CPE 
experiment.  
The AlTMP CPE experiment repeated for pH 11.0 conditions on GC-Film type 
electrode. The similar type of results was obtained with previous trial. There was no 
clear indication about the oxidation products. Hydrogen was detected on the progress of 
electrolysis. Since the results are not promising in terms of oxidation of water we 
moved to water soluble porphyrins. 
The oxidation potential of AlTMP was low due to highly electron donating nature 
of tetramesityl substituents on porphyrin ring. The catalytic peak at high potential may 
led to un-usual decomposition process. The generation of hydrogen was occurred by the 
Pt-reduction process on water molecules at applied negative bias on counter Pt 
electrode. More over the electrolysis in acetonitrile water mixture having several 
experimental difficulties like stability of electrodes and other materials.  
5.3.2 Controlled Potential Electrolysis of AlTCPP:-  
The experimental results with water insoluble AlTMP had several problems to 
demonstrate electrocatalytic water oxidation process. So we moved our attention in to 
water soluble aluminum porphyrins. The AlTCPP was a water soluble porphyrin with 
carboxylic acid substituents on the phenyl groups. Under high pH condition it could 
solubilize in the form of carboxylate ions. We already estimated the TOFs of AlTCPP 
under several conditions. Even though the estimated catalytic TOFs were not so high 
we tried the controlled potential electrolysis experiments. Weighed AlTCPP was added 
to the NaOH-Na2SO4 solution and dissolved. The solution is kept under nitrogen for 45 
minute to remove oxygen. The sealing of vessel was previously confirmed by 
measuring GC-TCD. The nitrogen purged sample was taken in the presence of standard 
nitrogen and GC-TCD was measured and it was fixed as zero time gas analysis. For all 
the samples gas analysis was carried at regular intervals by GC-TCD. The gas analysis 
by GC-TCD gave negligible amount of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide as the oxidation 
products.  
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 The electron donating nature of the substituents led the water oxidation process 
much difficult. The carboxylate substituent also makes the porphyrin electron donating 
and it results in the poor oxidation ability towards water. The experiments were carried 
out at several conditions from pH 11- 13.0 by using both BDD and GC electrodes. The 
poor solubility of AlTCPP at high concentration in low pH conditions make the 
experiments limited to high pH conditions. 
5.3.3 Controlled Potential Electrolysis of AlTMAP:-  
The cationic aluminum porphyrins were extensively soluble in water under wide 
range of pH. The TOF calculation of AlTMAP was exhibited excellent TOFs up to 100 
S
-1
. The electrolysis experiment is designed under different range of pH using 
customized H-type cell. The potential for CPE experiment is designed by using CV 
under different pH. The gas analysis was carried out using GC-TCD analysis 
(i) Cyclic Voltammetry of AlTMAP for CPE Experiment:- 
  The CVs of AlTMAP already well-studied to determine the TOFs in previous 
chapter. The AlTMAP CVs were showed catalytic nature at different pH conditions, at 
higher pH conditions AlTMAP showed two wave oxidation CVs. The electrolysis 
experiment is carried out under different pH conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.3:- Cyclic voltammetry of AlTMAP under (a) pH 7.00 (b) pH 10.72 
(Supporting electrolyte: Na2SO4; Scan rate – 100mV/S) (WE: GC; RE: Ag/AgCl; 
CE:Pt) 
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Fig 5.3:- Cyclic voltammetry of AlTMAP under pH 11.6 (Supporting electrolyte: 
Na2SO4; Scan rate – 100mV/S) (WE: GC; RE: Ag/AgCl; CE:Pt) 
(ii) GC-TCD Gas Analysis:- 
 The gas analysis during CPE experiment was carried out using GC-TCD by the 
injection of 0.5mL sample using a gas sealed syringe. The data was quantitatively 
correlated with the standard curve. The oxygen evolution was determined from the 
oxidation terminal. The neutral condition induces trace of hydrogen formation. Neutral 
and pH 10.7 conditions gave oxygen evolution. But higher pH condition induced no 
oxygen formation under first wave electrolysis. But the second wave electrolysis results 
trace of oxygen evolution with enhanced decomposition of AlTMAP. The AlTMAP 
(OH) (O) species showed higher catalytic activity for oxygen evolution compared to 
fully deprotonated form. It should be raised due to the low oxidation potential for the 
first wave towards oxygen evolution.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.4:- Oxygen evolution of AlTMAP CPE experiment under (a) Neutral Na2SO4 
(b) NaOH-Na2SO4 under pH 10.72 on GC electrode (3mm).  
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The overpotential for the CPE experiment was determined and it was found to be 
smaller in the range of 302 – 550 mV vs SHE depends on conditions like pH, electrode 
conditions etc. The experimental results were further confirmed with electrodes with 
larger surface area (GC & BDD). All the experimental results show oxygen evolution 
under proper pH conditions.  
The AlTMAP CPE experiment using 0.2mM concentration carried out under neutral 
condition on working electrodes with larger surface area on BDD – Film and ITO Film. 
The GC film experiment was carried out for higher pH condition also. The neutral 
condition experiment generates hydrogen evolution with detection of trace of hydrogen 
peroxide from the oxidation terminal using TiTPyP method.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.5:- catalytic CVs of AlTMAP in neutral Na2SO4 on (a) BDD Film electrode 
(b) ITO electrode. (Scan rate – 100mV/S). 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.6:- (a) Cyclic voltammetry of AlTMAP on GC-Film electrode at pH 10.72 
condition (Scan rate – 100 mV/S) (b) Determination of oxygen amount by GC-MS 
using He as carrier gas.  
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The experimental trial on basic generates oxygen similar to previous experimental 
case. The increased amount of oxygen generation was observed due to the enhanced 
current by larger area of exposure to AlTMAP solution.  
(iii) Faradaic efficiency calculation:- 
The electron passed through the electrode was obtained from the potentiostat. The 
Faradaic yield was estimated by equating the amount of electrons with the produced 
oxygen.  
F.Y. (%) (O2) = [(Amount of oxygen in µmoles)*4/ (Amount of electrons in 
µmoles)]*100 
The estimated faradaic yield for the oxygen evolution shows un-usual values, 
i.e. the amount oxygen is far exceeds the amount of electron passed through the 
electrode.  
Table 5.1:- Summary of Faradaic efficiency of AlTMAP CPE under different 
conditions.  
Experimental condition of AlTMAP CPE Faradaic Efficiency (F.Y. (%)) 
Neutral condition, GC(3mm) electrode (H-
Cell) 
F.Y.(O2) = 977; F.Y.(H2) = 5.33 
pH 10.7, GC(3mm) electrode (H-Cell) F.Y.(O2) = 1312; 
pH 10.6, GC(Film) electrode (Normal Cell) F.Y. (O2) = 228 
pH 10.65, BDD(3mm) (Normal Cell) F.Y. (O2) = 315 
Neutral, BDD(Film), Normal cell F.Y. (H2O2) = 3.33; F.Y.(H2) = 4.3 
Neutral, ITO(Film), Normal cell F.Y.(H2O2) = 3.6; F.Y.(H2) = 4.5 
 
The faradaic efficiency of CPE experiment was showed unusual values for 
oxygen evolution. The experiment was further confirmed with several experiments. The 
mechanistic aspect of the water oxidation process would be discussed later. The 
faradaic yield of the normal electrolysis was confirmed with electrolysis of water at 
high applied potential. The electrolysis was carried out in normal cell and H-type cell 
using carbonate buffer (0.1M) at pH 11.6 using sodium sulphate as supporting 
electrolyte. The applied potential for the CPE is assigned as 1.9V vs SHE.  
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Table 5.2:- Faradaic efficiency of electrolysis of water at 1.9V SHE without AlTMAP. 
Cell F.Y. (O2) (%) F.Y. (H2) (%) 
Old cell ~ 65 ~ 80 
H-Cell ~ 65 ~ 50 
 
The faradaic efficiency of the bulk electrolysis using high applied potential showed 
normal faradaic efficiency using same experimental set-up shows the electrolysis 
system and experimental techniques are suitable to do the electrolysis experiment.  
(iv) Turn Over number calculation (TON):- 
 The turnover for the electrolysis experiment was very important tool to 
investigate the efficiency and stability of the catalyst. The TON was estimated by 
comparing the AlTMAP decomposition during CPE experiment with the oxygen 
evolved during the CPE experiment. The decomposition of AlTMAP was estimated 
using UV-Vis spectra analysis and found to be it is about 1-4 % depends on the 
experimental conditions.  
 Table 5.3:- Turnover number estimation of AlTMAP CPE experiment under different 
conditions.  
Experimental condition of AlTMAP CPE TON (Catalyst/cycle) 
Neutral condition, GC(3mm) electrode (H-Cell) 21.53 
pH 10.7, GC(3mm) electrode (H-Cell) 20.05 
pH 10.6, GC(Film) electrode (Normal Cell) 15 
pH 10.65, BDD(3mm) (Normal Cell) 16 
 
The catalytic turnover is comparable with other transition metal based 
electrocatalysts (Cu-Catalyst: 15 – 35 Ca). The exact turnover estimation of 
homogeneous electrocatalysis was not straight forward since at each time a very small 
fraction of molecules incorporated in the electrocatalytic water oxidation close to the 
working electrode surface.  
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(v) pH change during controlled potential electrolysis:- 
 The water oxidation process was expected to be occurring by the consumption 
of hydroxide ion as the substrate. The pH change was one of the crucial factors to 
determine the efficiency of the electrocatalysts. The lowering of pH value retards the 
catalytic efficiency by two parallel factors. (a) The substrate reactivity will dramatically 
decrease upon the lowering of pH value and (b) The lowering of pH value shifts the 
AlTMAP in to low reactive protonated form of axial ligands. The pH change 
determination during the progress of reaction was difficult with present experimental 
set-up. We estimated the pH of the solution before and after CPE experiment 
quantitatively. Interestingly very low pH decrease observed in the oxidation terminal 
whereas reduction part shows small increase in pH value. The pH change in oxidation 
terminal was correlated with the amount of oxygen evolved by following calculations.  
Initial pH = 10.72  
Ie pOH = 3.28   
Log (1/ [OH
-
]) = 3.28 
[OH
-
] initial = 5.248 E -04M 
Similarly 
pH final = 9.95 ( Average of Oxidation and Reduction terminal) 
[OH
-
] final = 8.9125 E-05M 
Δ [OH-] = [OH-] initial - [OH
-
] final = 4.357 E -04 M 
In 10 mL solution 
Δ [OH
-
] = 4.357*10
-4
moles/mL * (10mL/1000) = 4.357 µmoles 
Amount of Oxygen evolved in CPE = 1.08 µmoles 
 
The chemical process in the water oxidation process can be explained as 
 
4 OH-  O2 + 2H2O + 4e
- (Difference = 0.037) 
 
(vi) Isotope Labelled Experiments:- 
The isotope labelled experiment was carried out using 0.4mM AlTMAP solution in 
Na2SO4- NaOH condition under pH 10.6. The 20% isotope labelled water (97% O-18 
rich; Cambridge isotopes) was used as the labelled oxygen source. The experiment was 
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carried out total ion chromatogram mode (TIC Mode) and Mass ion chromatogram 
mode (MIC Mode) in GC-MS experiment using Helium as the carrier gas.  
(a) [TIC Mode] 
The oxygen evolution was confirmed using GC-MS and GC-TCD analysis. The 
corrected relative abundance of each isotopes at each intervals estimated by subtracting 
the zero time intensities. The oxygen amount determined during the CPE experiment is 
~ 0.6μmoles. The different isotope incorporation is summarized below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.7:- The isotope incorporation of different oxygen isotopes from oxidation terminal          
(a) Dioxygen-32(b) Dioxygen -34 (c) Dioxygen -36 
The relative isotope incorporation from reduction terminal was also estimated to 
confirm the oxidation of water inducing the isotope incorporation. The reference data 
determination from the relative isotope abundance of reduction terminal is given below. 
The reference data for isotope incorporation was carried out using 0% O-18 enriched 
water. The isotope incorporation in theoretical proportion of each isotope shows the 
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GC-MS experiment is suitable to detect the isotope incorporation during water 
oxidation cycle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.8:- Relative isotope abundance of oxygen isotopes from the reduction terminal of 
H-Cell. 
The isotope incorporation comparison from oxidation and reduction terminal 
clearly indicates some incorporation of isotopes in the catalytic water oxidation process. 
The trace of labelled oxygen incorporation was obtained from the experiment. But the 
% of labelled oxygen is very low than we expecting. The reason was discussed in detail 
and concluded that the Al-O replacement was not thermodynamically favorable in 
ordinary conditions, so planned to extend the experiment after continuous stirring, 
heating and sonication of the AlTMAP sample before the CPE experiment. Also the 
TIC mode can give idea about the total ion area increase during CPE experiment. But 
MIC (Mass ion chromatogram mode) can separate different isotopes each other. So the 
experiment is carried out after 3 weeks trial for axial ligand exchange processes.  
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(b) [MIC Mode] 
The previous experiment was carried out just after mixing the AlTMAP with the 
proper solvent system (20% O-18 enriched water). The reason for low isotope 
incorporation was further confirmed with long time stirring of the electrolysis solution 
under suitable temperature for long time. The long time stirring and heating expected to 
replace larger numbers of axial ligands with isotope labelled water molecules.  
 
The electrolysis experiment also generates 0.5μmoles of oxygen during CPE 
experiment for 4h experiment. The isotope labelled oxygen also able to observe using 
GC-MS analysis using He as the carrier gas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.9.:- Zero time corrected relative intensities of different oxygen isotopes by MIC 
mode. 
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Oxygen – 32
0min – 180min
Oxygen – 34
0min – 180min
Oxygen – 36
0min – 180min
The isotope incorporation in the oxygen product was found to be showing 
similar trend with the previous experiment.  The MIC mode can make area increase 
corresponds to each isotope increase with time 
Fig 5.10:- The GC-MS area increase of each oxygen isotopes determined using MIC 
Mode. 
The results obtained are found to similar even after long time trials for axial 
ligand replacement. The central aluminum was found to be readily undergoing water 
co-ordination with appropriate equilibrium constants in non- aqueous solvents. We 
found that aluminum porphyrins could co-ordinate water effectively from non-aqueous 
solvents (AlTMP K= 22). But in the present case the axial ligand was found to be Al –O 
or Al- OH, not weakly coordinating solvents. So the energy barrier was higher for 
replacing the axial ligands with the same substrate from bulk phase. But due to the 
random collision between the molecules, fraction of molecules may get exchange by 
labelled water in the bulk phase. The ESI-MS experiments are carried to find out the 
exact % of labelled water molecules coordinated on the aluminum.  
Table 5.4:- Comparison of relative isotope incorporation in AlTMAP CPE 
experiment is using GC-MS (TIC and MIC Modes). 
Dioxygen isotope Theoretical 
Incorporation (%) 
Experimental 
Incorporation (%) 
[TIC Mode] 
Experimental 
Incorporation (%) 
[MIC Mode] 
O - 32 64 97.6 97.5 
O - 34 32 2 2.1 
O - 36 8 0.28 0.33 
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(vii) ESI – MS Experiments to find out the % of O-18 Labelled Al-Porphyrins in 
solution:- 
 ESI-MS is an important tool to investigate the exact mass pattern of the 
molecule in proper solution. The cationic molecules were complicated in their ESI – 
MS patterns. Even though we tried the analysis to compare the actual % of axial ligands 
got labelled. In order to get clear picture the AlTMAP solutions in appropriate pH 
conditions are prepared. The previously used AlTMAP in 20% Labelled water solution 
was used as such. In order to compare AlTMAP in normal condition was also prepared. 
The unwanted peaks due to sulphate cluster are omitted by recording its ESI in the 
absence of AlTMAP. The ESI MS patterns of the different samples are given below. 
 
 
Fig 5.11:- ESI- MS patterns of different conditions for the detailed mass pattern studies. 
 The general ESI pattern of AlTMAP shows M+, M/2, M/3 mass peaks. The 
disappearance of M+ and M/2 peaks under electrolysis condition makes the analysis bit 
complicated. So the analysis was carried out by comparing M/3 ionization patterns. The 
different M/3 patterns are investigated for their detailed structure. The complicated ESI 
patterns are simplified by neglecting early peaks of the pattern in all cases. The peaks 
are normalized to avoid intensity difference. Two peaks are selected, one with axial 
ligand and other without axial ligands.  
AlTMAP Electrolysis condition (fresh)
AlTMAP Electrolysis condition (fresh-filt)
AlTMAP After CPE Sample (Labeled)
With out AlTMAP
AlTMAP(std) Neutral
Molecular Ion and Second order fragments 
are absent in electrolysis condition….!!!!
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Fig 5.12:- (a) ESI-MS M/3 peak pattern at 271.15 (Without axial ligand) and (b) 276.15 
(With Axial ligand). 
The two ESI-MS patterns were selected for the comparison. From the ESI-MS 
of molecule without axial ligand there was no much shift in the peak observed. So it is 
clear that the shift in M/3 at 276 was clearly from the axial ligand exchange with 
labelled water molecules.  
The percentage of AlTMAP molecules got exchange was calculated as follows 
Average Axial ligand replacement  
AlTMAP (OH) Mass shift after Isotope labeling = M+2 
For M/3 Fragment = (M+2)/3 Or M/3 + 0.66 Shift 
Shift of peak ∆I = IO
38 – IO
36
 
Average shift of peak ∆Iavg = (∑ ∆I) / n 
% of Axial ligand replacement = [(∆Iavg) / 0.66] * 100  
The average shift in the case of M/Z at 276 = 0.032 units  
% of Axial ligand exchange = (0.032/0.66) * 100 = 4.84%  
The low incorporation of isotopes in the evolved oxygen was may be due to the low 
axial ligand replacement of isotope labelled water molecules.  
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(viii) The Mechanism of water oxidation process on AlTMAP – Radical dimer 
pathway:- 
The oxygen evolution process from AlTMAP was occurring through different 
mechanistic pathway.  The existence of bimolecular radical based mechanism for the 
oxygen evolution was proposed for the oxygen evolution process. The radical pathway 
and inter molecular electron transfer was expected to be the reason for un-usual faradaic 
efficiency. The low isotope incorporation also correlated with low axial ligand 
replacement of isotope labelled water molecules.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.13:- Proposed Radical based dimer mechanism for oxygen evolution catalyzed by 
aluminum porphyrins. 
The reaction pathway was explained above. The electron transfer reaction was 
occurred between molecules to form radical anions. Later the radical anions will 
undergo proton coupled addition reaction to form chlorine type molecules. The dimer 
molecule with O-O bond is the main intermediate structure of this pathway. The 
mechanistic studies of the reaction process were complicated to understand completely. 
The positive applied bias on the working electrode may be not enough to transfer step-
wise electrons to the working electrode. The diffusion of AlTMAP molecules away 
from working electrode may leads to the radical dimer pathway for the water oxidation 
process. The detailed mechanistic studies need further experimental and theoretical 
studies.
17-21. 
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5.4 Conclusions:- 
The water oxidation pathways using different aluminum porphyrins were 
demonstrated. The oxidation potential of aluminum porphyrins was found to be having 
the key role in water oxidation process. The aluminum porphyrins with electron 
donating substituents showed weak catalytic activity towards water or hydroxide ions.  
The water oxidation process were well studied using electron deficient AlTMAP on 
GC, BDD and ITO electrodes. The oxygen evolution process was confirmed using 
isotope labelled experiments. The un-usual faradaic efficiency and low isotope 
incorporation was expected due to the intermolecular electron transfer process due to 
the low reduction potential of aluminum porphyrins. The radical dimer mechanism for 
the water oxidation process was proposed. The detailed mechanistic and theoretical 
studies should lead to the final optimizations of water oxidation process catalyzed by 
AlTMAP in homogeneous solution. 
 
Fig 5.14:- Water oxidation process catalyzed by AlTMAP on GC electrode. 
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Chapter 6 
Development of Direct Water Splitting Pathway Catalyzed by Highly Electron 
Deficient Aluminum Porphyrins 
6.1 Introduction 
 The water oxidation process being discussed for different aluminum porphyrins 
in detail. The electron deficient AlTMAP shows oxidation of water in to molecular 
oxygen. The turnover frequency calculation showed that oxidation potential of the 
aluminum porphyrins should have the key role in water oxidation process. We already 
calculated TOFs of AlTMPyP up to 382S
-1 
under acetate – NaOH conditions. The 
AlTMPyP exhibited excellent TOF s using BDD electrode under high pH conditions. 
The un-usual faradaic efficiency of AlTMAP was proposed due to inter-molecular 
electron transfer process by insufficient oxidation potential for multi electron transfer 
between molecule and working electrode. So we moved our attention to electrocatalytic 
water splitting system utilizing more electron deficient AlTMPyP as the homogeneous 
electrocatalysts.
1-13
  
  
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.1:- Chemical structure of AlTMPyP. 
The aluminum porphyrin with higher oxidation potential and TOFs was expected to 
be a potential candidate for water oxidation process with the quantitative observation of 
electrons in the potentiostat. The utilization of observed electrons for the reduction of 
protons was also a key-subject in terms of practical devices for artificial photosynthesis. 
We modified our reaction system to keep the water splitting system close towards 
practical applications. 
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6.2 Experimental Section 
6.2.1 Design and Development of New Reaction Cell – Salt Bridged H-Type Cell for 
BDD. 
  The AlTMPyP exhibited excellent TOF on BDD electrode. The single cell 
electrolysis showed ~35% decomposition with adsorption of molecules on the 
negatively polarized Pt- counter electrode. So we tried to utilize a new type of cell 
which had two terminals in completely separated way and they were connected using a 
Salt-Bridge.
14, 15.
  
Preparation of Salt Bridge: Salt Bridge was prepared by conventional method by using 
Agar (Kanten- 寒天) and KNO3 in water 
[Materials and Methods] 
KNO3 (Kanto Chem) = 10gm 
(Agar- Kanten- 寒天) (Kanto Chem)= 2g 
De-Ionized water = 100 ml 
The reagents were heated at 90
0
C for 30 min under stirring. The uniformity of 
slurry was checked and it was filled carefully in a specially made U-Tube without any 
gas bubble inclusion. The U-Tube was thoroughly filled and kept at room temperature 
for overnight. The prepared Salt bridges was kept in 1M KNO3 (aq) solution.
14,15.
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.2:- New Reaction Cell for CPE experiments using BDD electrode. 
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λ =430nm λ =450nm
6.2.2 Preparation of Sample solution:- 
 The AlTMPyP concentration was set between 0.2 – 0.23 mM. The accurately 
weighed sample was dissolved in proper solutions. The steady state electrolysis 
experiments were carried out mainly in three independent conditions. The electrolytes 
sodium sulphate, sodium acetate and buffer bases sodium carbonate were prepared from 
A.R. crystalline samples. All the reagents were prepared in de-ionized water with 
conductivity less than 0.02µS cm
-1
.The oxidation terminal containing working and 
reference (Ag/AgCl) and working electrode (BDD) was taken with AlTMPyP solution 
at appropriate conditions.
16-19
 similarly reduction terminal set to same pH conditions 
without AlTMPyP.  The degassing of cell was carried out by bubbling nitrogen gas for 
2h. The degassed solutions were checked for the catalytic potential before steady state 
electrolysis. The obtained catalytic potential from the CV plot was applied as the 
external bias for the electrolysis. Vigorous stirring was maintained in the solution for 
the bathing of working electrode with fresh molecules.  
6.2.3 H2O2 Detection using TiTPyP Method
20 
 Quantitative estimation of hydrogen peroxide using Titanium complexes was 
well studied. The TiTPyP in acidic solution showed excellent selectivity towards 
hydrogen peroxide even in the presence of many inorganic and organic compounds.
20, 
21.
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.3:- TiTPyP method for H2O2 detection from acidic solution.
20 
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The commercially available TiTPyP (TCI Japan) 3*10
-5
M is prepared in 1M 
H2SO4 solution (50mL) and kept in refrigerator was used as the stoke solution for 
hydrogen peroxide detection. The sample solution containing hydrogen peroxide after 
CPE is prepared by micro-distillation of water after CPE as explained below. 
AlTMPyP
after CPE Distilled
Solution
Vaccum
 
Fig 6.4:- Micro-Distillation set-up for sample preparation from AlTMPyP after CPE 
solution. 
Sample preparation is carried out in two ways (i) Before neutralization & (ii) 
After neutralization with 1M H2SO4. (100µL 1M H2SO4 used for 1mL AlTMPyP after 
CPE solution.) The TiTPyP solution and Sample solution (1:2) mixed together and 
stirred for 30 min under dark. After stirring the UV-Vis measurement was carried out in 
1mm cuet. The blank TiTPyP is also measured in each experimental case using 2mL 
de-ionized water.  
6.2.4 Gas Analysis using GC-TCD and GC-MS:-  
The gas analysis was carried out using GC-TCD with nitrogen as the carrier gas, 
and GC-MS with Helium as the carrier gas. The detailed experimental procedure and 
instrumental parameters were described in previous chapter. 10% isotope labelled water 
(97% O-18 enriched, Cambridge isotopes) were used as the solution for isotope labelled 
experiments. The isotope incorporation in evolved oxygen was determined using GC-
MS. The isotope incorporation of produced hydrogen peroxide was carried out by the 
decomposition catalyzed by catalase enzyme. To the 2mL degased buffered solution of 
after CPE (pH 7.0 – 7.5) catalase solution (1mL, degased using freezing method) were 
added and the dissolved oxygen transferred to gas phase by freezing method. The 
evolved oxygen was analyzed using GC-MS gas analysis.  
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6.2.5 Faradaic Efficiency calculation:- 
 The faradaic efficiency was calculated by equating the number of passed 
electrons between the terminals with the evolved gas during the steady state 
electrolysis. Evolution of one oxygen molecule produces four electrons in the working 
electrode. Also one molecule of hydrogen corresponds to the utilization of two 
electrons from the circuit. So the relation between the gas evolution and faradaic 
efficiency is given as 
F.Y. (O2) (%) = [(Amount of oxygen evolved in moles* 4)/ (Amount of electrons                    
passed in moles)]*100. 
F.Y. (H2) (%) = [(Amount of hydrogen evolved in moles* 2)/ (Amount of electrons                       
passed in moles)]*100. 
The faradaic efficiency was an important tool to investigate the electrocatalytic 
water splitting process. If the oxidation of water and hydrogen evolution occurs in 
theoretical ratio, it is expected to be the total electrons were produced from oxidation of 
water in to oxygen and hydrogen peroxide (or Al-Peroxo complex; will discuss detail in 
chapter 7).  
6.2.6 AlTMPyP Decomposition and Turn over number (TON) estimation:- 
The apparent decrease of AlTMPyP was measured in each experimental cases 
using UV-Vis spectral comparison with initial absorbance spectra. The amount of 
AlTMPyP decreased during CPE was precisely calculated from the decreased 
absorbance. The positively charged AlTMPyP could effectively adsorb on glass 
surfaces and salt bridge under basic condition. The adsorbed AlTMPyP molecules were 
quantitatively estimated by desorbing in to 1M sulphuric acid solution. The TON were 
estimated for oxygen evolution and extended to the total oxidation of water.  
TON (O2) = Amount of oxygen evolved in moles/ Amount of AlTMPyP decreased in 
moles. 
TON (O2+H2O2) = Amount of (O2+H2O2) / Amount of AlTMPyP decreased. 
 The TON of water oxidation process was the crucial point to develop the 
practical devices for artificial photosynthesis. At ideal condition, there would not be no 
decomposition of catalyst would gave the infinite TON for the water oxidation process. 
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6.3 Results and Discussion:- 
6.3.1 The Electrocatalytic water oxidation under different reaction conditions:- 
In the previous chapter we discussed about the factors affecting the catalytic TOFs 
of aluminum porphyrins. And we optimized several conditions with excellent catalytic 
TOF values. The electrolysis experiments were carried out in customized BDD Salt 
bridged H-Cell and reaction products were well analyzed.  
The proper catalytic potential was applied after setting the customized H-type cell 
with 0.2-0.25mM AlTMPyP under proper condition. The electrolyte (Sulphate or 
Acetate) concentration is kept at 0.1M and 0.1M NaOH solution was taken for Acetate 
and sulphate condition electrolysis. The carbonate condition experiment was carried out 
under different concentrations of carbonate between 13mM – 57 mM. The experiment 
was started after degassing the solutions using nitrogen bubbling. The catalytic potential 
for the CPE experiment was 0.9V -1.0 V depending upon the delegate conditions of the 
electrodes. The potential for maximum catalytic current was assigned from the CV 
measurement just before the experiment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.5:- I-T curves of AlTMPyP and Blank under different CPE conditions.  
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 The I-t curves at different CPE conditions were summarized. The steady state 
current greater than 100 μA showed good catalytic behavior of AlTMPyP under basic 
conditions. The background current range was 10μA showed AlTMPyP would be 
highly catalytic active at this particular potential.  
6.3.2 Gas-Analysis:- 
 The gas analysis was carried out by withdrawing 0.5mL of samples each from 
oxidation and reduction terminals using gas tight syringe. The amounts of gaseous were 
determined using standard data.  
(i) Determination of oxygen from oxidation terminal:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.6:- Oxygen analysis results of different electrolysis conditions (a) NaOH-
Na2SO4 (b) Na2CO3-Na2SO4 (c) NaOH-NaOAc.  
The all experimental cases show O2 evolution. The carbonate condition showed 
saturated oxygen evolution process. The NaOH added electrolysis shows continuous 
oxygen evolution. The detailed reaction processes would discuss later. The NaOH 
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added conditions shows rapid oxygen evolution in initial times and comparably lower 
O2 evolution in later stages of CPE. The oxygen evolution process was found to be 
more continuous in NaOAc-NaOH case where we observed the maximum catalytic 
TOFs for AlTMPyP. The acetate – NaOH exhibited more continuous oxygen evolution 
due to the enhanced buffer action of acetate ions in the microscopic environment. The 
sodium acetate – NaOH was well-investigated reaction condition for efficient 
electrocatalytic water splitting process. 
6.3.3 Hydrogen analysis:- 
The hydrogen could be observed from the reduction terminal even though   the 
reaction condition was basic in nature. The observation of hydrogen evolution by Pt can 
observed only after separating the oxidation and reduction terminals. In the single cell 
experiment the hydrogen evolution was retarded by the adsorption of Pt electrode by 
AlTMPyP molecules. Hence our water splitting system should be a good model of total 
water splitting process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 Fig 6.7:- Hydrogen analysis results of different electrolysis conditions. 
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The hydrogen evolution occurring from the reduction terminal was found to be 
more continuous compared to oxidation terminal end. Which means the electron 
transfer from oxidation to reduction terminal was efficient even in the prolonged 
electrolysis. The amount of electrons transferred was far higher than total number of 
catalyst present in the system. So the electron transfers efficiently occurring from the 
substrate water. Since the electron balance of oxidation and reduction terminal was not 
matching we tried to estimate the possibility of hydrogen peroxide formation as the 
partial oxidation product. 
6.3.4 Faradaic Yield Calculations:- 
 The measurement of Hydrogen was carried out in all reaction conditions. The 
reduction process was related with only the number of electrons passed through the 
electrode. The water oxidation process was found to be more complicated in terms of 
electron balance. The possibility of partial water oxidation products was investigated to 
understand the electron balance of the oxidation process.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.8:- F.Y. calculations of Oxygen & Hydrogen from CPE experiment under 
different conditions. 
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The F.Y. was estimated by comparing the electron number and gas analysis 
results. The F.Y. observed for oxygen at initial stages ~ 50%. The F.Y. of Oxygen 
evolution was drops to ~ 10% in later stage of reaction. All the experimental cases were 
exhibited almost similar trend. The F.Y. calculation shows the electronic balance of the 
reaction was not simple. The calculation was carried out using the gaseous product 
obtained from the gas phase of the reaction. The AlTMPyP based electrolysis 
experiments showed faradaic yield in the theoretical ranges. The difference in the 
reactivity with AlTMAP would be in their oxidation potential behavior. The oxidation 
potential is ~ 200 mV higher for AlTMPyP. More over the charge of corresponding 
species for AlTMAP (OH) (O) (Total charge = +3) and AlTMPyP (O) (O) (Total 
charge = +2) led to different repulsive interactions with positively polarized working 
electrode. The diffusion of microscopic one electron oxidized molecule was more in 
AlTMAP case. Thus they lead to intermolecular electron transfer process and low 
electron observation in the potentiostat. The multi-electron transfer process in 
AlTMPyP was much more enhanced due to low charge density and high oxidation 
potential of the molecules.  
The electron balance difference makes our thought in to probability of the 
formation of partial oxidation product, Hydrogen peroxide. We already had experience 
of hydrogen peroxide generation from Al-Porphyrins based water oxidation processes. 
Hydrogen peroxide existence in solution would have the chance for the drop in F.Y.; 
the one electron oxidized aluminum porphyrin expected to form peroxide intermediate 
by the attack of hydroxide ions. The second electron transfer process would lead to 
generation of two electron oxidized peroxide as the primary reaction product. The 
oxidative decomposition of hydrogen peroxide is highly favorable in basic conditions 
(pKa/H2O2 = 11.5). But the progress of reaction would lead to partial storage of 
hydrogen peroxide on aluminum porphyrins as Aluminum peroxocomplex or on the 
reagents like sodium carbonate. The detailed hydrogen peroxide stripping process and 
experimental evidences would discuss detail in chapter 7.  
6.3.5 Detection of Hydrogen Peroxide as oxidation product:- 
The detection of hydrogen peroxide was carried out by TiTPyP method as 
explained in experimental section. The detection was carried out for all experiments 
under appropriate treatments like neutralization or addition of reagents etc. The results 
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of hydrogen peroxide detection from different experimental conditions are summarized 
below.  
 
 
Fig 6.9:- TiTPyP based H2O2 detection from distilled sample from AlTMPyP after CPE. 
Hydrogen peroxide could be detected from all the experimental cases. Sodium 
carbonate case showed positive indication of hydrogen peroxide before and after 
neutralization. In the case of NaOH-Sulphate case couldn’t observe hydrogen peroxide 
presence before and after neutralization. But the carbonate treated sample showing 
hydrogen peroxide presence. The acetate case showed presence of hydrogen peroxide 
after neutralization.  
The results show that Hydrogen peroxide does not exist in Free State. The 
chance of forming complex with main block element aluminum is favorable. The 
hydrogen peroxide complexes with aluminum can interact with reagents like sodium 
carbonate, Carbonic acid & acetic acid to form stable compounds as given below. 
2Na2CO3 + 3H2O2  2Na2CO3.1.5 H2O2 (Sodiumpercarbonate) 
CH3COOH + H2O2 CH3COOOH + H2O (Per acetic acid) 
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           The H2O2 interaction process with some complexating molecules led to the 
concept of a new area of research. Since H2O2 was a highly valuable chemical and the 
complexing studies are limited, we carried out detailed studies on H2O2- Carbonate & 
H2O2 – AlP interactions. The details will discuss in next chapter.  
           The Hydrogen peroxide detection from all experimental cases shows that H2O2 is 
the first molecular product during the CPE experiment under all conditions. The oxygen 
evolution is happened from exo-thermic peroxide oxidation in to molecular oxygen on 
electrode surface.  
6.3.6 Steady state electrolysis at high applied potential:- 
The present experiment was carried out at the onset potential which showed the 
maximum catalytic current due to AlTMPyP. We tried to confirm that the applied 
potential was enough to oxidize the reaction intermediates. The other aluminum 
porphyrins exhibited two wave catalytic CVs due to first and second oxidation process. 
The two-electron oxidized aluminum porphyrin could easily generate peroxide 
intermediate with hydroxide ions. The background faradaic component is highly 
enhanced after ~ 1.05 V vs Ag/AgCl.  
The experiment was carried out with 0.25mM AlTMPyP solution in NaOH 
(0.1M) NaOAc (0.2M) using customized BDD Salt bridged H-type cell with Ag/AgCl 
as reference and Pt – coil as the counter electrode. The applied potential was fixed at 
1.15 V vs Ag/AgCl was 200 mV higher than the catalytic potential of AlTMPyP at this 
condition. The potential higher than 1.15 V vs Ag/AgCl will induce evolution of 
oxygen by direct oxidation process on the electrode.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.10:- CVs of AlTMPyP in different potential ranges (a) 0-1.2V vs Ag/AgCl. (b) 0-
1.4V vs Ag/AgCl. (Scan rate = 100mV/S). 
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The analysis of gaseous produced from oxidation and reduction terminals were carried 
out in regular intervals. The detection of hydrogen peroxide was also carried out using 
TiTPyP method.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.11:- Gas analysis results from (a) oxidation and (b) reduction terminals.                                      
(c) Spectrophotometric detection of H2O2 using TiTPyP (Distillation after 
neutralization).  
             The oxygen evolution showed similar trend with normal potential CPE 
experiment. The oxygen increment was showing two reaction rates. The results show 
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solution. The presence of H2O2 showed the high potential CPE experiment also 
proceeds in same manner. The two possibilities are (a) The oxidation potential of 
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Ag/AgCl. The application of high potential gave same result indicates the high catalytic 
efficiency of AlTMPyP in its catalytic potential. 
 6.3.7 Investigation on role of central aluminum – Steady state electrolysis of                 
H2TMPyP (4Cl
-
):- 
The purpose of our research was to investigate the incorporation of most 
abundant metal, aluminum as the center for water splitting. To confirm the role of 
central aluminum we carried out CPE reaction using H2TMPyP (4Cl
-
) instead of 
AlTMPyP. All the parameters were set same to previous experimental case in order to 
compare the reaction pathway. The steady state electrolysis of free base H2TMPyP 
(4Cl
-
) (Frontier scientific) (0.2mM) were carried out in sodium acetate (0.2M) – NaOH 
(0.1M) condition at pH 12.6. The applied potential was assigned as the same with 
previous AlTMPyP electrolysis experiment, 0.935V vs Ag/AgCl. The working 
electrode is BDD fixed in customized salt-bridged H-type cell with Ag/AgCl reference 
and Pt-coil counter electrode. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.12:- CVs of (a) H2TMPyP and (b) AlTMPyP in 0.2M NaOAc – 0.1M NaOH 
condition (c) CPE i-t curve of H2TMPyP & AlTMPyP.(Scan rate = 100mV/S) 
The CV and I-t characteristics of free-base was entirely different from its Al-
Porphyrins. The oxidation potential of free-base is nearly 0.75V vs Ag/AgCl is 200 mV 
less than AlTMPyP. Also the catalytic current from i-t curve was four times higher for 
AlTMPyP. These results shows that the central aluminum have crucial role in the 
coupling of water oxidation process with 1e-oxidation of the porphyrin ring. 
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The gas analysis and H2O2 detection using TiTPyP was carried out. The results 
were compared with AlTMPyP and summarized below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.13:- Product estimation from CPE of AlTMPyP & H2TMPyP in acetate –NaOH 
conditions (a) Oxygen (b) Hydrogen (c) H2O2 using TiTPyP method. 
The product analysis during CPE experiment showed that central Al had crucial 
role in the water oxidation process. The trace of hydrogen generation in free base 
electrolysis happened due to the electron transfer to reduction terminal together with 
applied potential. The CPE experiment with free base porphyrin showed complete 
change of original appearance after initial period of CPE experiment. It’s clearly 
indicted free base was chemically changed during CPE experiment (may be due to its 
decomposition).The studies indicated that central aluminum increased porphyrin 
stability towards electron transfer process with working in electrode in homogeneous 
solution.  
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6.3.8 Analysis of oxygen by GC-MS (Mass ion chromatogram mode):- 
GC-MS analysis of oxygen using Helium as the carrier gas was much more 
reliable than GC-TCD. GC-MS analysis of oxygen was much more sensitive. Also we 
could estimate the amount of each isotope precisely. Acetate – NaOH AlTMPyP CPE 
experiment was carried out and oxygen estimation was measured in GC-MS (MIC 
Mode). 
The experiment was designed with 0.22mM AlTMPyP solution in NaOAc 
(0.2M) – NaOH (0.1M) condition in customized BDD cell with Ag/AgCl as reference 
electrode and Pt-coil as the reference electrode. The applied potential for steady state 
electrolysis was set at 0.95 V vs Ag/AgCl.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.14:- (a) Analysis of oxygen evolution during CPE analyzed using GC-MS 
analysis. (b) H2O2 detection using TiTPyP method. 
 The experimental results showed that the evolution of oxygen 
initiating by the application of CPE potential between the electrodes. The GC-MS 
oxygen analysis was bit complicate to estimate the amount of oxygen and GC-Peak by 
Hydrogen. We estimated the amount of gas by using GC-TCD analysis and found that 
[O2] = 1.07µmoles & [H2] = 3.35 µmoles in 4h CPE Experiment. As a reference data 
for isotope labelled experiment we tried to estimate the isotope incorporation from the 
0% O-18 labelled water electrolysis on AlTMPyP. There was no raise of relative 
isotope incorporation during the oxygen evolution was observed. The method was 
suitable to carry out the isotope labelled experiments using O-18 enriched water as the 
source for oxygen. The GC-MS area was much more sensitive due to the helium as the 
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carrier gas. The increase in the oxygen area was clearer in GC-MS experiment 
compared to previous detection method of oxygen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.15:- Relative abundance of each isotopes of molecular oxygen from CPE of 100% 
O-16 water in NaOH-NaOAc condition over AlTMPyP. 
 The isotope incorporation in un-labelled water showed 
that the GC-MS system was suitable for measuring isotope incorporation from O-18 
labelled water. The relative isotope abundance of each isotope in un-labelled 
experiment exists in theoretical proportions (
32
O2-99.58%; 
34
O2-0.4%; 
36
O2-0.02%). 
6.3.9 Demonstration of water as electron and oxygen source in electrocatalysis [Isotope 
labelled experiment]. 
 The oxygen evolution hydrogen peroxide generation 
could be observed in all experimental cases. Demonstration of water as the source of 
electron and oxygen was very crucial in our research strategy. The simple and precious 
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experiment was the detection of isotope labelled products by CPE experiment using 
isotope labelled water 
 The sample for isotope labelled experiment were 
prepared by dissolving 0.22mM AlTMPyP in 10% H2O
18
- H2O
16 
mixture and kept at 
50
0
C for 10 h. The NaOAc (0.2M) and NaOH (0.1M) were added and the solution is 
used for CPE experiment.  
The relative isotope incorporation of each isotope was summarized below. The 
relative percentage is estimated by subtracting initial oxygen isotope intensities at each 
interval. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.15:- Relative abundance of oxygen isotopes during CPE Experiment (a) O2
32 
(b) 
O2
34
 (c) O2
36
. 
 The gas analysis was carried out using GC-MS using 
Helium as carrier gas. The mode of analysis was Mass Ion Chromatogram (MIC) mode 
in which we could measure the area corresponds to each isotope. The amount of oxygen 
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and hydrogen produced during CPE was measured using GC-TCD analysis. (1.42 
µmoles of oxygen and 8.13 µmoles of hydrogen could be estimated from the CPE 
experiment). The isotope labelled experiment was carried out in 10% O-18 labelled 
water. The incorporation of isotope reaches close to the theoretical values. The 
incorporation was found to be time dependent. The reason include two factors 
(a) The previous studies showed that the axial ligand replacement of aluminum 
porphyrin is difficult due to strong Al-O bond nature. The turnover of the 
catalyst leads to the axial ligand replacement with O-18 labelled water in 
theoretical proportion. So as the cycling of catalyst occurs, the isotope 
incorporation also increases. The isotope incorporation based on catalytic turn 
over = 3 is summarized in table.  
(b) The dissolved oxygen – Gaseous oxygen equilibrium delay also play a role in 
time-dependent incorporation. Since amount of oxygen evolved was not so high, 
comparable part of produced oxygen initially exist in solution. As the reaction 
proceeds, it would attain equilibrium with gas phase.  
The isotope incorporation results showed close agreement between isotope 
incorporation in molecular products with theoretical amounts could be incorporated 
from 10% O-18 enriched water solution. The time dependent incorporation of isotopes 
well matching with previous isotope labelled experiment results using AlTMAP. The 
previously reported ESI –MS studies showed that the axial ligand replacement of O-16 
water molecules with labelled water molecules was difficult. 3-6 % of AlTMAP 
molecules only got converted to labelled form. The time dependent isotope 
incorporation showed the efficient cycling of the AlTMPyP molecules for water 
oxidation process. The elimination process of first peroxide from central aluminum, it 
could incorporate the new water/ hydroxide ions from the bulk solution. The 
incorporation from the second cycle follows the theoretical proportion as axial ligand. 
The enhanced axial ligand incorporation with labelled water molecules from second 
cycle of the catalyst led to the increased incorporation of isotopes in the produced 
oxygen.  
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Table 6.1:- Comparison of isotope incorporation of oxygen from CPE experiment with 
theoretical estimated values with catalyst turnovers. 
 
 
Catalyst 
turnover 
 
Axial co-ord 
water 
(O
16
:O
18
) 
 
 
Bulk water 
relative 
percentage 
(O
16
:O
18
) 
 
 
 
Oxygen-32 
(O
16
-O
16
) 
 
 
Oxygen-34 
(O
16
-O
18
)+ 
(O
18
-O
16
) 
 
 
 
 
Oxygen -
36 
(O
18
-O
18
) 
 
First 
 
1.0 : 0.0 
 
0.9 : 0.1 
 
90% 
 
10% 
 
0% 
 
Second 
 
0.9 : 0.1 
 
0.9 : 0.1 
 
81% 
 
18% 
 
1% 
 
Third 
 
0.9 : 0.1 
 
0.9 : 0.1 
 
81% 
 
18% 
 
1% 
 
Average 
 
--- 
 
--- 
 
84% 
 
15.3% 
 
0.7% 
 
Experimental 
 
--- 
 
--- 
 
84.9% 
 
14.3% 
 
0.8% 
 
The results showed that the water could oxidize on aluminum porphyrins. The 
turnover based estimation leads to the conclusion that the aluminum porphyrins could 
cycle for the water oxidation process. The 1e-oxidised radical cation of aluminum 
porphyrins could effectively activate water molecules to produce H2O2 as the primary 
product and then it is transferred to molecular oxygen.  
6.3.10 Detection of isotope labelled hydrogen peroxide (Decomposition using catalase 
enzyme) 
The electrocatalytic water oxidation process on aluminum porphyrins was 
carried out through hydrogen peroxide as the primary reaction product. The estimation 
of H2O2 was successfully carried out using TiTPyP method. Labelled peroxide 
estimation would be a more promising to confirm our reaction process. The 
experimental method was rather qualitative since the evolved oxygen from hydrogen 
Al
O-
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peroxide would reduce to half of the concentration. Catalase is a well-known enzyme 
catalyst to oxidize H2O2 in to molecular oxygen with one of the best reaction rate and 
turnovers for enzyme catalysis known. 
22, 23. 
 
The evolved oxygen from H2O2 can be estimated using GC-MS analysis. 
The isotope labelled H2O2 could produce labelled oxygen molecules. Since the 
low oxygen estimation was difficult, the exact amount estimation is complicated. More 
sophisticated experimental systems were required to analyze the very small increase in 
the oxygen amount precisely.  
The AlTMPyP solution after steady state electrolysis (3mL) was neutralized 
with 150µL 1M H2SO4 and buffered using 150µL Phosphate buffer (pH 6.3). The pH of 
the solution was confirmed using pH meter. The oxygen in gas phase and dissolved 
state was removed with freezing method. Catalase solution also made oxygen free using 
same method. After checking the oxygen by GC-MS, 1mL of oxygen free catalase 
solution (1g/L) carefully injected to the AlTMPyP solution. The solution was made 
frozen again to transfer dissolved oxygen and kept for 10min. The oxygen area was 
measured after the solution become room temperature. 
The experiment was tried for two times, and multiple data points were observed 
to ensure the isotope incorporation. Lowe isotope incorporation compared to gas phase 
oxygen should be due to the detection limit of GC-MS. Compared to the initial oxygen 
level, the amount of oxygen from H2O2 is very less.  
The effect of dissolved oxygen was also investigated. In initial seconds the 
produced oxygen would exist as dissolved state. Transfer of dissolved oxygen was 
proceeding by freezing method. The experiment re-confirmed the isotope incorporated 
peroxides in the solution. The comparative plot of isotope incorporation before and 
after freezing the catalase added AlTMPyP solution was analyzed.  
 
 
2H2O2 O2 +  2H2O 
Catalase
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Fig 6.16:- Isotope incorporation from catalase induced decomposition of labelled H2O2 
from CPE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.17:- Isotope incorporation in H2O2 during CPE experiment. (Trial 2) 
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The isotope incorporation from H2O2 was also observed. The observation makes 
the reaction pathway clearer. From our unique point of view, 1e-oxidised porphyrin 
cation radical can induce two electron activation of water. The Hydrogen peroxide 
formation as the primary product and its decomposition in to molecular oxygen is 
reasonable. Since we can obtain isotope labelling on hydrogen peroxide via catalase 
decomposition, our reaction scheme become clearer. 
Since the actual amount of oxygen was very low from sample solution 
compared to oxygen evolution, it is hard to get quantitative estimations. Qualitatively at 
all points we were able to observe isotope incorporation from H2O2 also. Since we 
already succeeded to observe quantitative isotope incorporation in the molecular 
oxygen, the qualitative isotope incorporated dioxygen from decomposed hydrogen 
peroxide supporting generation of hydrogen peroxide as the primary reaction product 
during electrocatalytic water oxidation on aluminum porphyrins. 
[Reference data]  
The comparison of relative isotope incorporation from 100 % H2O16 water is given 
below as the reference data. The data shows no isotope incorporation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.18:- The reference data to show no isotope incorporation from H2O2 catalase 
oxidation from 100% H2O
16
 CPE experiment. 
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         The 100% un-labelled peroxide obtained after CPE shows no isotope 
incorporation on decomposition with catalase enzyme. The results shows that the 
qualitative observation of labelled oxygen molecules was originally evolving from the 
peroxide exist in the solution. The observation of peroxide as the primary reaction 
product is highly promising to elucidate the reaction mechanism of the water oxidation 
process on aluminum porphyrins.  
5.3.11 AlTMPyP Decomposition and TON Calculations:- 
          The decrease in the original AlTMPyP signal was measured using UV-Vis 
spectroscopy. The decrease of AlTMPyP band follows almost similar trend in all 
experimental conditions. 10-14% of original band was decreased during 4h steady state 
experiment and 45-50% decrease during 18h steady state electrolysis. The catalytic 
turnover of all conditions was measured from amount of oxygen evolved and from the 
total oxidation products generated during the steady state electrolysis.  
TON (O2) = Amount of Oxygen evolved in moles/ Amount of AlTMPyP decreased in 
moles. 
          The quantitative estimation of peroxide was complicated due to the high complex 
formation rate and poor stability of hydrogen peroxide upon distillation. The amount of 
partial oxidation product generation was estimated from the difference in the electron 
observed for remaining process during catalytic water oxidation. 
Total electrons = 4 * Amount of oxygen evolved + 2 * Amount of peroxides + 1* 
Amount of decomposed AlTMPyP + Faradaic component. 
         The amount of electron was determined from the potentiostat I-t curve in each 
experiment. The oxygen detection was carried out using GC analysis. The apparent 
decrease in the AlTMPyP decrease was observed using UV-Vis analysis. The faradaic 
component calculated from the amount of electron passed through the electrode without 
AlTMPyP was determined from the blank experiment. The estimated peroxides were 
used with oxygen amount to calculate the total turnover of the catalyst for water 
oxidation. 
TON (O2+Peroxides) = (Amount of O2 + Calculated amount of Peroxides)/ Amount of 
AlTMPyP decreases 
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[Carbonate] TON (O2) TON (O2 + H2O2 )
13mM 2.45 Ca 6.87 Ca
57mM 0.42 Ca 13.7 Ca
The calculation of TON calculations of different experimental trails are summarized 
below. 
(a) Sodium Carbonate – Sodium Sulphate condition:- 
Table 6.2:- TON calculation of AlTMPyP steady state electrolysis in carbonate 
condition. 
 
 
 
 
The carbonate condition showed saturated oxygen evolution. Since the turn over 
for oxygen evolution was very small. The carbonate concentration also have role in the 
amount of oxygen. The interaction of peroxides with carbonate may increases with 
concentration. Even though catalytic current was improved with higher carbonate 
concentration, the oxygen evolution process was retarded. The reason may be the 
stabilization of peroxides as sodium per carbonate in the bulk solution.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.19:- Effect of carbonate concentration of AlTMPyP steady state electrolysis in 
sodium carbonate – sodium sulphate condition for 4h.  
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(b) Sodium hydroxide – Sdoium sulphate condition:- 
Table 6.3:- TON calculation of AlTMPyP steady state electrolysis in 0.1MNaOH + 
0.1M Na2SO4. 
 
          The hydroxide – sulphate condition also shows ~ 14% decrease of AlTMPyP 
signal during the steady state electrolysis. The turn over number exceeds unity for 
oxygen evolution. The consideration of peroxides formation in the solution increases 
the catalytic turn over.  
(c) Sodium hydroxide – Sodium acetate condition:- 
          The previous steady state experiments show best TOF and oxygen evolution 
efficiency for acetate condition. The experiments were carried out for different 
durations. The decrease of AlTMPyP original band is ~ 13 % for 4h experiment and ~ 
49% for 18 h long time experiment. The TON of two types of experiment was 
calculated as described earlier. The long time experiment oxygen evolution process is 
competing with the bulk peroxide storing process. The consideration of two oxidation 
pathways is crucial to understand the exact turn overs of the catalyst.  
Table 6.4:- TON calculation of AlTMPyP steady state electrolysis in 0.1MNaOH + 
0.2M NaOAc 
 
          The experimental results reflect the decreased oxygen evolving efficiency after 
initial steady state experiments. Whereas the peroxide amount considerations improves 
the catalytic turn overs in long time reaction. The long time electrolysis increase the 
amount of bulk phase stored peroxides. 
  
NaOH – Na2SO4
condition
TON (O2) TON (O2 + H2O2 )
1.00 Ca 14.4 Ca
Experimental
Time
TON (O2) TON (O2 + H2O2 )
18h 1.07 Ca 16.5 Ca
4h 3.40Ca 10.2 Ca
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Fig 6.20:- TON calculations of AlTMPyP steady state electrolysis in NaOAc – NaOH 
conditions. 
Quantitative estimation of surface adsorbed AlTMPyP:- 
The cationic AlTMPyP was strongly adsorbed on glass surfaces, salt bridge, and 
Vychor of Ag/AgCl electrode during steady state electrolysis. The adsorbed AlTMPyP 
molecules were quantitatively estimated using dissolving the molecules in 1M sulphuric 
acid solution. The UV – Vis spectra was measured and amount in each adsorption was 
quantified using molar extinction coefficient of AlTMPyP (3*10
5
l mol
-1
cm
-1
).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.21:- (a) Decrease in AlTMPyP original band during CPE. 
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Condition [AlTMPyP] , µmoles
Observed Decrease 0.46
Cell Adsorbed 0.0213
Vychor Adsorbed 0.0041
SB Adsorbed 0.156
Actual Decrease 0.278
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.22:- (a) UV-Vis spectra of desorbed AlTMPyP from cell and vychor in 1M 
sulphuric acid. (b) UV-Vis spectra of dissolved salt bridge agar in hot 1M sulphuric 
acid. 
The amount of AlTMPyP adsorbed in each system was quantitatively estimated from 
the UV-Vis data  
Table 6.5:- Estimation of quantitative decomposition of AlTMPyP during CPE 
experiment. 
 
 
 
 
 
            The experiment was carried out in acetate – hydroxide condition at pH 12.6; the 
estimation of gaseous was observed. 1.32 µmoles of oxygen and 5.1 µmoles of 
hydrogen were observed. The TiTPyP detection for hydrogen peroxide gave 92 nmoles 
of free hydrogen peroxide after distillation. The TON was estimated from observed 
decrease and actual decrease of AlTMPyP during CPE experiment. Also the TON was 
estimated for both oxygen and peroxide added oxidation catalyzed by AlTMPyP. 
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Table 6.6:- Calculation of TON based on modified calculation of AlTMPyP 
decompsoition. 
 
The TON of water oxidation process was comparable with reported Cu-based 
electrocatalysts. The catalytic TON was existed from 15 - 30 Ca for different Cu based 
electrocatalysts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.23:- The modified catalytic TON estimation of electrocatalytic water oxidation 
process using AlTMPyP in Acetate – hydroxide condition. 
          The TON estimated using modified decomposition of AlTMPyP and found that 
the TON improved up to 21.3 using peroxide formation considerations. The complete 
removal of vychor adsorbed was difficult since very strong interaction with glass 
surface.  
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TON Calculation of steady state electrolysis using Pseudo reference electrode:- 
The pseudo reference electrode was reported to confirm the evidence of 
catalytic current in the absence of chloride ions in reference electrode. The 
electrochemical experiments were carried out using Ag- Wire as the reference 
electrode. The CV measurements show catalytic potential with -100mV difference in 
the potential compared to conventional vychor based reference electrode. The steady 
state experiments were carried out with Ag-Wire reference electrode. The potential 
jumping happened during the electrolysis and results in the un-stability of the current 
during the electrolysis. The experiment was carried out for 4h and TON is estimated 
from the observed oxygen evolution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.24:- CV measurements of AlTMPyP in Acetate – hydroxide conditions using Ag-
Wire as the reference electrode (Scan rate = 100mV/S). 
          The CV measurements showed very similar type of catalytic peak at different 
scan ranges. The controlled potential electrolysis was carried out at 0.83V vs Ag 
(pseudo).  Constant oxygen and hydrogen evolution was observed from the CPE 
experiment. 5.5 µmoles of oxygen and 8 µmoles of hydrogen were detected during the 
electrolysis.  The catalytic turn over number was estimated for the experiment by 
considering the adsorbed molecules on different surfaces. The decrease in AlTMPyP is 
8.9% during the electrolysis. The original decrease was determined as explained earlier. 
The observed decrease in AlTMPyP is 0.29 µmoles. The estimated amount adsorbed on 
cell and salt bridge is 0.02 µmoles and 0.12 µmoles respectively. 
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Condition TON of Oxygen Evolution
Observed Decrease of 
AlTMPyP 18.27
Actual Decrease of
AlTMPyP 34.64
Condition TON of O2 + H2O2
Observed Decrease of 
AlTMPyP 29.14
Actual Decrease of
AlTMPyP 52.48
The estimated TON of oxygen evolution and peroxide included oxidation process of 
water summarized below.  
Table 6.7:- TON estimation of electrocatalytic water oxidation using AlTMPyP using 
Ag-Wire reference electrode (Oxygen Evolution). 
 
 
 
Table 6.8:- TON estimation of electrocatalytic water oxidation using AlTMPyP using 
Ag-Wire reference electrode (Oxygen and Peroxides generation). 
 
 
 
 
          The AlTMPyP decomposition and oxygen evolution is better than normal 
Ag/AgCl experiments. The catalytic turnover was improved in the experiment 
exceeding TON 50 Ca. The potential instability makes the experiment much 
complicated compared to normal reference electrode experiments. 
Molar extinction coefficient decrease of AlTMPyP during peroxo – aluminum complex 
formation:- 
          The detailed peroxide interaction with AlTMPyP molecules would be discussed 
in detail later. The peroxide interaction with AlTMPyP led to decrease of O.D. by ~ 2%. 
The decrease in the original AlTMPyP band had minor contribution from this complex 
formation. The original cycling of catalyst may decrease due to the bulk phase peroxo 
aluminum complex formation. The original catalytic TON should be higher than the 
calculated values. More advanced experimental techniques required to identify the 
quantitative changes occurring on molecules.  
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6.4 Conclusions:- 
         The total water splitting system was constructed with homogeneous 
electrocatalytic water oxidation on aluminum porphyrins as key-step. The total water 
splitting products oxygen and hydrogen successfully analyzed from oxidation and 
reduction terminal respectively. The initial faradaic efficiency of oxygen evolution 
(~50-70%) sharply drops to 10-15 % during reaction progress whereas continuous 
hydrogen evolution observed. The formation of hydrogen peroxide obtained as the 
partial water oxidation product is very much exciting. The role of aluminum and isotope 
labelled studies to confirm source of electron and oxygen being well studied. The 
detailed catalytic turn over number of the catalyst was calculated and AlTMPyP shows 
TON up to 20 Ca for oxygen evolution and up to 50 Ca for peroxide included water 
oxidation process. The unprotected porphyrin ring undergoes decomposition by the 
attack of radical cation by inorganic anions. In terms of earth abundance of catalyst and 
overpotential the aluminum porphyrins should be highly promising candidate in 
artificial photosynthesis. The over potential for oxygen evolution is about 500 mV and 
hydrogen peroxide formation occurs at over potential only 100 mV. The water splitting 
process and efficiency was well harmonized with calculated catalytic TOFs using 
modified Randles-Sevick equation in previous chapter. The detailed understanding of 
reaction process and investigation of reaction mechanism is also carried out using 
different analytical tools. The results would be discussed in next chapter. 
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Chapter 7 
Mechanistic Aspects of Electrocatalytic Water Oxidation Process on 
Aluminum Porphyrins 
7.1 Introduction:- 
The efficient water splitting pathways were discussed in detail. The catalytic 
TOFs and water oxidation process were well harmonized with each other. The water 
oxidation process was studied under different reaction conditions. All the experimental 
cases produced oxygen and hydrogen peroxide as reaction products from oxidation 
terminal. Interestingly the way of isolation from each condition was different. The 
experimental results pointed out the possibility of peroxo-intermediate formation as the 
key reaction intermediate.
1-10
The direct detection of intermediate and the stripping 
process by reagents like Na2CO3 would be very meaningful to establish the reaction 
mechanism.
11-19
Sodium per carbonate is a chemical with high industrial values. The 
sodium per carbonate is a stable form in solution and solid state having high oxidizing 
power. Also it as an important content of detergents like Vanish
®
. The possibility of 
sodium per carbonate and peroxo-carbonate complex of aluminum porphyrins should be 
very interesting in terms of the potential applications of present water splitting systems. 
The detailed UV-Vis and electrochemical studies were carried out to demonstrate the 
possibility of peroxo-intermediate. Also the electrochemical stabilization of peroxide by 
stripping reagents like Na2CO3 also observed. Laser Raman and theoretical calculation 
also carried out to observe Al-Peroxo complex. The detailed experimental and 
theoretical studies led to the reaction cycle with peroxo complex as the key-reaction 
intermediate. The mechanistic aspects would be promising to improve the 
Electrocatalytic water oxidation efficiency and to develop photochemical water splitting 
systems. 
The interactions of metalloporphyrins with hydrogen peroxides were reported in 
literature. Metal peroxo complexes being identified as one of the main key-intermediate 
in water oxidation process and oxygen reduction reactions. The spectral changes of the 
metal complexes when they interacted with peroxide are an efficient tool to identify 
peroxide intermediates. The electrochemical studies to analyze the peroxo-intermediate 
were another efficient method to demonstrate reaction mechanism. The appearance new 
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peaks in cyclic voltammetry are reported for peroxo metal complexes. Laser Raman 
studies to observe resonance Raman scattering was also another potential candidate to 
observe the key-intermediate. The O-O Raman shifts for several peroxo and hydro – 
peroxo complexes were reported. The reported O-O Raman scattering of metal 
complexes includes Co, Cu, Fe, Ti complexes. The scattering of M-O bond was exists 
at Raman shifts of 500-650 cm
-1
 and O-O bond at 920 – 1000 cm-1. The Raman shifts 
depends on nature of metal, ligand and state of O-O co-ordination. Mono dentate hydro-
peroxide and bi dentate peroxo type co-ordinations were possible for metal peroxo 
complexes. The experimental observations and DFT calculations to demonstrate water 
activation mechanism on metal complexes were one of the hot areas of research in the 
field of artificial photosynthesis.
1-10, 20-23. 
7.2 Experimental Section 
7.2.1 Detailed UV-Vis Analysis to investigate AlTMPyP reaction pathways:- 
The UV-Vis measurements of the samples were measured using Shimadzu UV-
2550 spectrophotometer. The samples before and after steady state electrolysis 
measured quantitatively to observe the spectral band changes of AlTMPyP during 
electrolysis using 1mm cell. The hydrogen peroxide interactions on AlTMPyP was 
measured using the spectral shifts of 3.5µM AlTMPyP during the addition of 1.66 µM 
to 16 mM hydrogen peroxide under three different experimental conditions (i) Neutral 
AlTMPyP (ii) AlTMPyP in sodium sulphate –Sodium hydroxide (pH 11.0) (iii) 
AlTMPyP in sodium sulphate – Sodium Carbonate in 1cm sample cell. The detailed 
equilibrium constant estimation of hydrogen peroxide interactions were carried out 
using Benesi-Hildebrand plot (1/∆O.D. vs 1/ [H2O2] plots). The interaction of sodium 
carbonate molecules with AlTMPyP molecules after steady state electrolysis was 
demonstrated by the addition of sodium carbonate solution from 4.97mM to 0.5M in a 
1mm sample cell. The step-wise absorption changes were monitored before and after 
neutralization of electrolysis sample in acetate – hydroxide conditions. The UV-Vis 
changes were monitored using before electrolysis sample also. The effect of long-time 
stirring and possibility of per carbonate aluminum complex and stripping of hydrogen 
peroxide from aluminum porphyrin was proposed. 
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7.2.2 Detailed Electrochemical Analysis to investigate AlTMPyP reaction pathways:- 
The electrochemical analysis of AlTMPyP was carried out under different 
conditions. The appearance of new reduction peak during the steady state electrolysis 
was reported for reaction intermediates.
1
The new peak generation at 0.4V vs Ag/AgCl 
was measured at regular intervals of CPE experiment. The new peak was absent in 
sodium carbonate – sodium sulphate experiment. The differential pulse voltammetry 
was also confirmed using fresh solution of AlTMPyP. The appearance of trace of new 
peak was monitored after oxidative CV cycles. The stability of hydrogen peroxide was 
monitored in neutral Na2SO4, NaOH-Na2SO4 and Na2CO3-Na2SO4 conditions by adding 
0.66µM – 7mM of hydrogen peroxide to the CV solutions in step-wise. After each 
addition the CV was measured. The catalytic current corresponds for hydrogen peroxide 
oxidation was used to compare the reactivity of hydrogen peroxide in corresponding 
condition.   
7.2.3 Laser Raman studies to investigate Al-O-O characteristics:- 
 Raman Effect is generated when the light from a light source like laser interacts 
with electron cloud of the chemical bonds in the molecule. The interaction of the 
incident radiation results in the vibrational excitation of molecule from its ground state 
to virtual excited state could generate different forms of scattering process. The simple 
representation is given below. 
 
Fig 7.1:- The diagrammatic representation of Raman Effect. 
In simple Maxwell-Boltzman distribution law, stokes Raman scattering would exhibit 
much higher intensities compared to antistoke Raman scattering.  Generally Raman 
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spectroscopy considering stoke Raman shifts in which scattered light intensities were 
reported as a function of frequency difference from light source. And it is termed as 
Raman Shift.
25
 
∆ʋ (cm-1) = [(1/λ0)-(1/λ1)] * (10
7
nm)/ (cm) 
           The main advantage of Raman spectroscopy over IR is no interference from 
water. So Raman technique is widely employed to study biological molecules and 
reaction intermediates in water solutions.  
            In the present case we selected Raman technique to get idea about the O-O bond 
nature in AlTMPyP system. The solution composition was not so simple, since we were 
carried out CPE experiment under very high concentration of salts and base as reaction 
conditions. The investigation of O-O bond frequency was very crucial data in terms of 
the intermediate studies. We were prepared and analyzed four types of samples by laser 
Raman measurements 
(a) Solution sample after CPE (AlTMPyP + NaOH + NaOAc) 
(b) Solution sample before CPE (AlTMPyP + NaOH + NaOAc) 
(c) Evaporated sample after CPE (NaOAc-NaOH Conditions) 
(d) AlTMPyP (Me) + H2O2 ( Chemical synthesis for Al-O-O)(Solid) 
            The measurements were carried out in JASCO NRS-5100 with single 
accumulation of signal using excitation of sample with 532 nm and 785 nm laser 
beams. The intensity of laser light was 10mW. The detector temperature was kept at -
70
0
C.  
7.3 Results and Discussion:- 
7.3.1: UV – Vis Experiments: 
7.3.1(a)  UV-Vis analysis on AlTMPyP during CPE experiment:- 
UV-Vis spectra of AlTMPyP were recorded before and after CPE.  Disappearance 
of AlTMPyP was observed in all experimental cases. In order to know the decrease is 
either simple decomposition or transformation, we carried out normalization analysis. 
After normalizing both UV-Vis plots, after CPE was subtracted from before CPE 
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spectra. The procedure was applied for all experimental cases. The results are 
summarized below. 
(a) Sodium Carbonate – Sodium Sulphate steady state electrolysis:- 
 
  
 
 
 
Fig 7.2:- Normalized UV-Vis analysis of AlTMPyP under carbonate CPE experiment. 
(b) Sodium Hydroxide – Sodium Sulphate condition:- 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.3:- Normalized UV-Vis analysis of AlTMPyP under NaOH-Na2SO4 CPE 
experiment. 
(c) Acetate condition:- 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.4:- Normalized UV-Vis analysis of AlTMPyP under NaOH-NaOAc CPE 
experiment.  
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The UV-Vis analysis showed that there was no significant difference. The carbonate 
condition was a little different from other two conditions. The Q band depletion and 
small raise of new bands was observed. The results shows that not only simple 
decomposition was happens, but also fraction of molecules are transformed. The 
neutralized condition had no-significant differences. If the simple decomposition only 
happens to the molecule there should not have any change in the difference spectrum. 
The small band differences at in the Q-band regions reflect the partial transformations 
of the molecules.  
7.3.1(b) Complex formation of AlTMPyP with H2O2:- 
H2O2 would expect to be the key-compound in our reaction pathway. The 
interactions of AlTMPyP with H2O2 would give more clear idea about the reaction 
process. The experiment was carried out in different reaction conditions. Neutral 
condition was also measured as the reference data. The interaction of hydrogen 
peroxide with AlTMPyP would generate the situation of key-intermediate in the 
catalytic cycle of AlTMPyP electrolysis.  
(i) Neutral Na2SO4 condition:- 
The neutral AlTMPyP solution having O.D. ~ 0.9 treated with hydrogen peroxide 
from 0-0.11mM concentration. The spectral changes during the addition of hydrogen 
peroxide are shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.5:- (a) Spectral shifts of AlTMPyP on H2O2 addition under neutral condition 
(Na2SO4)  
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Fig 7.6:- Difference spectra shows generation of peroxo-complex. 
The spectral shifts shows clear indication on H2O2 interaction with AlTMPyP 
molecules, the lowering of normal soret band at 424nm and continuous raise of 440 nm 
band is well coincide with peroxo complex formation of TiTPyP under acidic pH on 
reaction with H2O2.  
  Peroxide interaction with AlTMPyP in NaOH/Na2SO4 & Na2CO3/ Na2SO4 conditions:- 
The experiments were repeated for Na2CO3/Na2SO4 condition and NaOH/ 
Na2SO4 conditions. Since the spectral band of AlTMPyP (O) 2 species (pKa = 10.1) is 
exists nearly 440nm, the spectral raise similar to neutral condition is not simple. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.6:- Spectral changes of AlTMPyP on addition of H2O2 (i) NaOH-Na2SO4 
conditions (b) Na2CO3-Na2SO4 conditions. 
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The calculation of equilibrium constant was carried out using simple method to 
compare the H2O2 interaction ability towards AlTMPyP under different conditions. Or 
simply we will get idea about the possibility of hydro peroxide formation after 
AlTMPyP catalyzing water oxidation (O-O bond formation). The plot between 
1/[H2O2] vs 1/∆O.D. was measured and from Intercept/Slope ratio we can calculate 
equilibrium constant of the co-ordination effectively. 
The carbonate condition exhibited the spectral changes on AlTMPyP at 
moderately higher concentrations of hydrogen peroxide compared to other two 
conditions. The results clearly indicated that the added hydrogen peroxide have 
competitive interaction with sodium carbonate even in the presence of AlTMPyP. The 
interaction of AlTMPyP with hydrogen peroxide was very crucial information to 
predict the peroxo aluminum complex as the key intermediate in the catalytic cycle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.7:-Reciprocal plots for K calculation (a) Neutral condition (b) NaOH-Na2SO4 
conditions (c) Na2CO3-Na2SO4 conditions. 
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The equilibrium constant was calculated in each condition is summarized in the table 
7.1. 
Table 7.1:- Calculated equilibrium constant of H2O2 interactions with AlTMPyP under 
different conditions. 
 
 
 
 
The K calculation on the addition of H2O2 was clearly indicated that H2O2 
interaction with AlTMPyP was very much retarded in the carbonate experimental case 
even though its pH is less than NaOH conditions. The results were well coincide with 
our CPE results that Na2CO3 could interact with H2O2 in great extent. The interaction 
with Na2CO3 in which it contains much higher concentration compared to AlTMPyP 
molecules led to the dramatic decrease in the equilibrium constant. 
The results showed that under proper conditions H2O2 could effectively interact 
with AlTMPyP. Under the presence of peroxide stripping agents like sodium carbonate, 
competitive interactions were operating in the system. The results were well 
harmonized with our current experimental observations from CPE experiments. 
7.3.1(c) AlTMPyP interaction with Na2CO3 before and after CPE. 
The CPE results show that condition of CPE experiment was a crucial factor in 
the determination of reaction process. The previously discussed UV-Vis results 
indicated that some detectable changes were happened in the reaction system during the 
CPE experiment. The Na2CO3 was expected to be having positive interaction with H2O2 
or Al-OOH complex. In order to estimate this difference precisely we carried out 
detailed UV-Vis analysis with the addition of Na2CO3 to the electrolyzed AlTMPyP 
solution. The studies were carried out under both neutralized and un-neutralized 
conditions. The UV-Vis studies were carried out to find out the way of stripping 
hydrogen peroxide from the reaction intermediate.  
Experimental condition for 
AlTMPyP 
Equilibrium constant for 
peroxide interaction (KH2O2) 
Neutral Na2SO4 1.4 * 10
6
 
NaOH +  Na2SO4 2.4 * 10
3
 
Na2CO3+ Na2SO4 87 
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The solution after CPE experiment was used as such to get precise changes. 1mL of 
solution is taken in the sample vial with magnetic bar. The appropriate volume is 
transferred to 1mm sample cell using syringe. After each measurement the solution is 
re-transferred to sample vial. 1M, 2M and 3.3M (sat) were used as the stoke 
concentrations of Na2CO3. The neutralization was carried out using 60µL 1M H2SO4 
(aq) solution for 1mL sample solution. 
(a) Before Neutralization:- 
The UV-Vis measurements were carried out without neutralizing the CPE sample 
solution. The soret spectral band exhibited small raise upon the addition of sodium 
carbonate solution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.8:- Carbonate effect on AlTMPyP before CPE solution under NaOH-NaOAc 
conditions. 
The experimental results showed an increase of O.D. 0.06 after correcting the 
dilution factor. The percentage of increase in the absorbance is nearly 2.74% compared 
to initial absorbance. This gave the indication on the interaction of after CPE AlTMPyP 
solution with Na2CO3 led to the generation of some free AlTMPyP molecules. The 
results indicated that part of AlTMPyP molecules was stored as peroxide intermediate 
in the solution.  
(a) After Neutralization:- 
The experiment was repeated after neutralizing the acetate sample by adding 
appropriate amount of H2SO4. The experiment shows un-usual spectral shifts with some 
turbid solution after initial addition of Na2CO3. The turbidity was disappearing slowly 
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upon the addition of Na2CO3 solution. The phenomenon is quantitatively measured with 
step-wise addition of carbonate and time dependency of the free AlTMPyP peak is also 
estimated. Interestingly the solution before CPE experiment did not show this type of 
un-usual spectral shifts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.9:- Carbonate effect on AlTMPyP after CPE solution. 
The spectral shifts of AlTMPyP were summarized above. At lower 
concentration of carbonate a totally different spectral behavior was observed and which 
slowly converted to initial absorbance of AlTMPyP on further addition of carbonate. 
The comparison of absorbance at two wavelengths was predominant changes occur are 
given below. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.10:- Absorbance changes of AlTMPyP-Carbonate solution after CPE from acetate 
condition (a) 439 nm (b) 473nm. 
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In order to investigate the spectral characteristics were exactly happening from 
molecular transformation during CPE experiment; we carried out the same 
spectrophotometric studies in before CPE solutions also. The result shows only pKa 
based spectroscopic shifts similar to AlTMPyP under basic pH. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.11:- AlTMPyP spectral shift upon the addition of Na2CO3 under acetate/NaOH 
conditions (after neutralization & Before CPE experimental case.) 
The spectral shifts in the case of after CPE solution was closely analyzed by 
stirring the each carbonate added solution until it reaches saturated O.D. level. The 
studies clearly showed that the stirring time was also dependent on the interaction with 
Na2CO3 solution. These observations clearly support previous experimental results and 
proposed reaction pathways. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.12:- Na2CO3 influence on OD at 438nm under stirring. 
The experimental results shows that at very high concentrations of carbonate 
solution the O.D. was almost reaches to the initial O.D. after CPE solution. This shows 
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that even though molecular transformation happens, compared to the overall 
decomposition, its amount was lesser. Some hydroperoxide compex interaction with 
Na2CO3 leads to sodiumpercarbonate co-ordinated Fe-Complex was reported in 
literature. The UV-Vis studies clearly indicated that the AlTMPyP molecules were 
partly transformed its molecular nature upon CPE experiment. And this transformed 
AlTMPyP molecules have clear positive interactions with Na2CO3 solution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.13:- (a) Decomposition of Fe-Sodiumpercarbonate complex (Inset) Generation of 
sodium percarbonate complex on the treatment of Fe-complex (0.33mM), H2O2 mixture 
with CO2 in DBU at -60
0
C.(b) structure of Fe-Sodiumpercarbonate complex.
26 
 
           The formation of sodium percarbonate co-ordinated Fe-Complex was 
investigated using diferent analytical methods like UV-Vis spectra, NMR and X-ray 
crystallographic studies. The sodium per carbonate coordinated Fe-complex exhibited 
different spectral characteristics.
26The process on aluminum porphyrin couldn’t 
understand completely. The qualitative understanding of the process expected to be due 
to the co-ordination of sodium per carbonate as the axial ligand of aluminum porphyrin. 
More experimental analysis should require quantifying the un-usual spectral shifts 
during the carbonate addition with neutralized after electrolysis solution.  
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Fig 7.14:- Possible interaction pathway of sodium carbonate with after CPE AlTMPyP 
after neutralization.  
The calculation of generation of free AlTMPyP band at infinite concentration of 
sodium carbonate from intercept of inverse plot shows + 2.5 % of soret band after 
steady state electrolysis, which was well coincide with the before electrolysis 
absorption increase. The quantitative estimation of AlTMPyP peroxides in the solution 
was difficult due to the presence of large amounts of inorganic salts present in the 
solution.  
7.3.2 Detailed Electrochemical Analysis to investigate AlTMPyP reaction 
pathways:- 
 Electrochemical analysis of different process is the best analytical tool to 
explain the water oxidation process on aluminum porphyrins. The intermediate studies 
based on electrochemical potential or current characteristics were well studied. The 
electrochemical investigation studies are carried out in different steps. 
(A) New reduction peak generation during CPE experiment – Studies at different 
reaction conditions. 
(B) Reduction peak investigation using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and Differential 
Pulse Voltammetry (DPV). 
(C) Hydrogen peroxide electrochemical stability considerations.  
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7.3.2 (a)  New reduction peak generation during CPE experiment – Studies at different 
reaction conditions. 
The peroxo-aluminum complex was expected to be the key intermediate in the 
catalytic cycle. The direct observation of the key reaction intermediate should have 
great impact to our present strategy of research. In the AlTMPyP electrolysis we were 
able to observe Oxygen and Hydrogen Peroxide as the oxidation products depends on 
the conditions. In all the experimental cases Al-Peroxo complex could be the key-
reaction intermediate. The investigations on electrochemical evidence for reaction 
intermediates were very much limited in the literature. The Peroxo-Metal complexes 
could exhibit new CV peak appearance depends on condition on prolonged application 
of catalytic potential. AlTMPyP CPE experiments were carried mainly under three 
different reaction conditions, under all the conditions the possibility of new – peak raise 
was closely analyzed. We were found out some primary but crucial information 
regarding key-reaction intermediate in our catalytic cycle. Recently T.G. Meyer 
reported electrocatalytic water oxidation mediated by Cu-Poly peptide complexes. The 
cyclic voltammetry on boron doped diamond electrode generated some new reduction 
peak after successive oxidation cycles, arises from the peroxo Cu – complex. Similar 
kind of new peak was successfully observed in AlTMPyP electrolysis on BDD 
electrode. Interestingly the new peak formation was absent in sodium carbonate 
presence. It was well harmonized with our experimental results that instead of existing 
peroxo-ligand on aluminum porphyrin, it was efficiently stripped out by sodium 
carbonate in solution.   
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.15:- (a) Dotted – Cu(I)/Cu(II) couple before catalytic oxidative scan; Black- 
appearance of new reduction peak after catalytic oxidation scan; Blue-After addition of 
few drops of dilute hydrogen peroxide solution (b) Catalytic water oxidation cycle on 
Cu-Poly peptide complex.
1 
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The new peak appeared in different reaction conditions are summarized below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.16:- New reduction peak appeared at 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl on prolonged CPE 
experiment in different reaction conditions (a) Carbonate – Na2SO4 (b) NaOH- Na2SO4 
(c) NaOH – NaOAc conditions.(Scan rate = 100mV/S) 
The experimental observation was clearly indicated that the generation of new 
peak was directly correlated with the reaction conditions. Under carbonate condition the 
new peak generation was absent. From our previous UV-Vis studies it was clear that 
carbonate could make positive interactions with H2O2 or Al-OO molecules. So in the 
presence of enough Carbonate can effectively trap the peroxide from Al-coordinated 
site in to its environment. In other two conditions Al-OO was exist to generate the 
reduction peak. 
The experiments were extended with successive observation of reaction peak at 
each reaction times and try to compare with free-base conditions. 
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Fig 7.17:- The reduction peak generation upon CPE experiment with regular intervals 
(a) CV Plots at each intervals (b) Raise curve of reduction peak at 0.4V vs 
Ag/AgCl.(Scan rate = 100mV/S) 
 The raise of reduction peak with time indicated the new-peak 
appearance had crucial role in the water activation pathway on aluminum porphyrins. 
The reduction peak strongly suggested generation of peroxo-aluminum complex as the 
key intermediate in the oxidative water activation cycle. In the presence of carbonate 
the peroxide could easily form positive interaction with sodium carbonate molecules, 
which contain in much higher concentration compared to aluminum porphyrins in 
solution. 
 Similarly we were carried out same experimental analysis in the 
H2TMPyP/NaOAc/NaOH CPE experiment also. We couldn’t observe any raise at 0.4V 
during reduction half cycle. The results show that the central aluminum metal had the 
crucial role in the generation of peroxide intermediate for water activation process. The 
peroxide intermediate detection by means of electrochemical pathway leads our interest 
to propose the reaction mechanism for water oxidation process.  
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Fig 7.18:- The new reduction peak generation area is taken in the case of 
H2TMPyP/NaOH/NaOAc CPE experiment at different intervals. (Scan rate = 
100mV/S). 
The results clearly showed that the new peak was raised upon the oxidative process on 
electrode and AlTMPyP molecules at proper conditions. More quantitative estimations 
regarding the new peak generation will discuss in next session. 
7.3.2 (b) Reduction peak investigation using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and Differential 
Pulse Voltammetry (DPV). 
The CPE experiment could generate new reduction peak at 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl. The 
peak was expected to be due to the formation of Al-peroxo bond. The data was tried to 
re-confirm by precise electrochemical measurements. Cyclic voltammetry and 
Differential Pulse Voltammetry was employed to analyze the CV behavior in detail. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.19:- (a) CVs of AlTMPyP at two different scanning ranges (With & Without 
catalytic scan). (b) Catalytic scanning shows appearance of new reduction peak at 0.4 V 
vs Ag/AgCl. 
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In order to know the effect of H2O2 towards the catalytic peak we were added 
small amount of H2O2 to the CV solution and CV is measured. The catalytic current 
was largely enhanced during the addition of H2O2. The reduction area turned to high 
background current upon the addition of H2O2 to the CV solution. The existence of free 
H2O2 is may be the reason for this behavior. The catalytic peak raise upon the addition 
is similar in the case of basic condition also.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.20:- Catalytic peak increase on the addition of H2O2 in to AlTMPyP CV solution. 
The oxidation of free H2O2 was smoothly proceeding at the catalytic potential. 
The existence of free H2O2 is expected to be from Al-OO complex or peroxide 
molecules exist away from the working electrode molecule. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.21:- Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) measurements of AlTMPyP solution 
before and after catalytic oxidative scan.  
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          The reduction peak generation could be observed just after cycling the catalytic 
current for more than two times. The reduction peak also decreased as the number of 
DPV reduction cycle number increases. The H2O2 added solution made the reduction 
current bit higher and hence not clearly the raise observed. The more detailed analysis 
would be carrying out to get better understandings on the electrochemical 
investigations. The peak generation was expected to be from the molecular 
transformation near to the working electrode, the free peroxide could able to oxidize the 
same catalytic potential in to molecular oxygen. The electrochemical stability of H2O2 
in carbonate condition would discuss in detail. 
7.3.2 (c) Hydrogen peroxide electrochemical stability considerations:- 
The CPE results clearly pointed out the generation of H2O2 as the primary 
reaction product. The UV-Vis analysis and electrochemical evidences pointed out the 
carbonate anchoring of H2O2. The literature reports regarding Na2CO3 – H2O2 was 
mainly considered the higher concentration system. From our UV-Vis studies, the H2O2 
interaction with AlTMPyP could dramatically drops in the presence of Na2CO3. The 
present experiments were carried out to compare the electrochemical stability of H2O2 
in carbonate & NaOH conditions.  
The experiments were carried out by the addition of 0.66µM – 7mM H2O2 solutions to 
different electrolytes  (a) Neutral Na2SO4 (b) Na2SO4+NaOH (pH12.5) (c) 
Na2SO4+Na2CO3 (pH11.36). 
(a)Neutral Na2SO4:- 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.22:- Electrochemical stability of free hydrogen peroxide in neutral Na2SO4 on 
BDD-electrode. 
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(b) Comparison of NaOH and Na2CO3 cases for the stability of free H2O2:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.23:- (a) CVs of H2O2 in NaOH-Na2SO4 at [H2O2] 0.66µM-0.72mM (inset: 
0.66µM-7.2mM) (b) Same conditions for Na2CO3-Na2SO4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.24:- (a) Comparative plot of catalytic oxidation current induced by free hydrogen 
peroxide in NaOH-Na2SO4 and Na2CO3-Na2SO4 condition.  
The results were clearly indicated that hydrogen peroxide was highly unstable in 
alkaline condition. But in the presence of sodium carbonate very high concentration of 
peroxide is showing high oxidative current. At moderate concentrations of peroxide the 
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carbonate is seemed to be act as a protecting agent from the electrochemical oxidation 
process.  
The very high [H2O2] case also carbonate condition followed some non-linear 
trend in the catalytic current generation. Detailed experiments showed that the current 
could be stabilized to a lower value by effective stirring. It showed that the peroxide-
carbonate complexation could be accelerated by effective stirring will lowers the 
amount of free hydrogen peroxide molecules in the solution.  
In general highly unstable state of hydrogen peroxide in alkaline condition can solve to 
a great extend in the presence of peroxide anchoring agents like sodium carbonate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.25:- (a) Non-Linear dependence of catalytic current with [H2O2] at higher 
concentrations (b) Effect of stirring to the H2O2 oxidation CV cycle (c) Stabilization of 
catalytic current upon effective stirring. 
The results clearly showed that the carbonate could interact with H2O2 
effectively. Under our experimental H2O2 amounts Na2CO3 could act as oxidation 
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current increase similar to NaOH conditions. (TiO2 Oxygen evolution and other reports 
carried out under high concentration of H2O2). The results were closely supported our 
experimental observations.  
 The different electrochemical studies clearly supported the water oxidation 
process occurred through peroxo-aluminum complex. The direct observation of key 
intermediate was successfully observed with reduction half cycle potential at 0.4 V vs 
Ag/AgCl. The stripping of peroxide from central aluminum to sodium carbonate did not 
show any reduction wave. The new peak was further confirmed using CV cycles and 
differential pulse voltammetry techniques. The stability consideration of hydrogen 
peroxide was highly enhanced in sodium carbonate solution in small concentrations. 
The deprotonated (pKa > 10) hydrogen peroxide in NaOH exhibited enhanced catalytic 
current due to its electrolytic decomposition.  
7.3.3 Laser Raman studies to observe O-O raman shift of key – peroxo aluminum 
complex:- 
          The laser Raman studies were very crucial information to demonstrate the key-
reaction intermediate in the catalytic cycle. The Raman scattering process was observed 
excitation with proper laser light. The measurements were carried out in JASCO NRS-
5100 with single accumulation of signal using excitation of sample with 532 nm and 
785 nm laser beams. The intensity of laser light was 10mW. The detector temperature 
was kept at -70
0
C. 
[Solution sample before and after steady state electrolysis] 
           The sample before and after steady state electrolysis were measured for laser 
Raman measurements. The 532 nm excitation leads to strong fluorescence interference 
from porphyrin ring. The Raman scattering couldn’t observe due to this interference. 
Very strong emission of porphyrin molecules led to the strong bands with 
corresponding shifts. The measurement by 532 nm excitation was unable to observe the 
real Raman scattering from O-O bond in the electrolyzed AlTMPyP sample. 
The wavelength of incident laser was changed to 785 nm, where the electronic 
excitation of the chromophore was weak. 
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Fig 7.26:- (a) Raman scattering from AlTMPyP Sample by 532 nm excitation, strong 
interference by fluorescence (b) Raman scattering from AlTMPyP sample by 785 nm 
excitation, no fluorescence interference.   
There was no remarkable difference can observe from the available data below           
500 cm
-1
, in which Al-O frequency is exists. But there is an indication of O-O bond 
formation generally observed in the range of 900-1100 cm
-1
. In order to understand 
more clearly, JASCO measured the Raman shifts in better S/N ratio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.27:- Raman shifts in M-O-O bond region using 785 nm excitation lasers. 
 The Raman scattering in O-O bond region is completely 
different between before and after steady state electrolysis. The before electrolysis 
sample have no characteristic Raman scattering, and poorly noisy spectrum is observed. 
Whereas after electrolysis AlTMPyP shows characteristic  scattering at 924 cm
-1
 and 
1047 cm
-1
 as given in the figure 7.27. 
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Fig 7.28:- Raman Shifts in O-O bond region before and after CPE in solution. 
The Raman shift clearly gave some new peak formation with Raman shift 1047 cm
-1
. 
Also 924 cm
-1
 was also considered and its position is bit different from before CPE case 
(927 cm
-1
). The Raman shifts are well coincide with the literature reported O-O Raman 
shifts. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.29:- Literature reports on O-O Raman shifts in peroxo metal complexes. 
T.J. Mayer et al reported mechanism of water oxidation by single site Ru-
Complex catalyst. (J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 1545-1557), where they tried to 
observe the Raman shifts of Ru-O-O intermediate (Ce (IV) based system). There were 
many reports which indicate the O-O Raman shift is observed in the same range that we 
can obtain new peak appearance.  
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Raman studies on solid samples:- 
The solid sample were also measured, The after CPE sample was as such 
evaporated to get the residual solid. Also the standard sample was prepared by adding 
H2O2 at low temperature to AlTMPyP (Me) solution during AlTMPyP synthesis by 
AlMe3 method; Heterogeneous Al-Porphyrin synthesis was standardized by our group. 
The experiments were carried out using JASCO NRS – 5100 with two accumulations 
by 532 nm laser excitation with 1mW laser intensity. The detector was kept at -70
0
C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.30:- Raman Shift of solid samples on excitation with 532 nm. 
The strong Raman scattering from inorganic ions in solution were observed from 
electrolysis sample. The interference bands are mainly from sodium acetate is 
confirmed by comparing the data with JASCO library data.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.31:- Comparison of AlTMPyP after CPE solid sample with JASCO library data of 
NaOAc. 
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The solid state sample after CPE was largely interference by strong Raman 
scattering by NaOAc molecules. Still we compared the Raman spectra in the solid 
samples to get idea about the laser Raman intensities of Al-O and Al-O-O bond Raman 
Shifts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.32:- Raman shift of solid samples on 532 nm excitation for Al – O Bond region.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.33:- Raman shift of solid samples on 532 nm excitation for Al – O-O Bond 
region. 
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          The solid sample analysis became complicated due to inorganic salt interferences. 
Qualitatively we were able to observe some characteristic peaks correspond to Al-O 
frequencies and Al-O-O bonds.  
         The laser Raman studies gave indication about the O-O bond formation during 
CPE experiment. The wavenumbers were well matching with reported Peroxo 
complexes. So the possibility of peroxo or Hydro peroxo intermediate during the 
catalytic cycle was meaning full. As we described earlier, the generated H2O2 could 
complexated partly with AlTMPyP molecules.  
          The laser Raman studies gave indications about the existence of peroxo 
aluminum complex after the controlled potential electrolysis. The hydrogen peroxide 
detection after electrolysis and the different experimental results strongly supported our 
experimental observations. The water oxidation process on aluminum porphyrin 
expected to proceed through Al-peroxo complexes. Also in the absence of hydrogen 
peroxide stripping reagents aluminum porphyrin can form complex with peroxide to 
form bulk phase peroxo aluminum complexes.  
7.3.4 Theoretical calculations of Al-O & Al-OO bond frequencies: (B3LYP/6-
31G*) 
         Theoretical investigations of reaction intermediates should be strong supporting 
information to demonstrate the reaction mechanism of the water oxidation cycle. We 
predicted the structure of different intermediates during the water oxidation cycle.
23, 
24.27-31 
Table 7.2:- Calculated frequencies of different bonds in cationic Al-Porphyrins  
 
Al
O-
OH
Al
O-
OH
+.
Al
OOH
OH
-.
Al
OOH
OH
Charge +2 +3. +2. +3
Al-O (cm-1) 810.63 792.63 731.03 725.07
Al- O-O (cm-1) -- -- (915.56) 824 (928.86)835.97
Al-O-O- (cm-1) -- -- (1176.45)1058.81 --
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           The theoretical calculations were well matching with the Raman shift observed 
by JASCO measurement. (JASCO Raman experiment = 1047 cm
-1
; Theoretical 
Calculation = 1058.81).  
           Interestingly, the clear decrease on Al-O frequencies was also observed during 
the catalytic cycle. It clearly indicates the weakening of Al-O when the O-O bond 
formation happens. This observation was also well correlated with our experimental 
detection of water oxidation products O2 and H2O2. The Al-O bond strength was 
reported to be strong. The oxidation of porphyrin ring led to the spin localization on 
axial oxygen atom. The hydroxide attack on the radical oxygen leads to hydroperoxide 
intermediate with radical anion on porphyrin ring. The second electron transfer to the 
electrode followed by hydroxide ion attack would generate free hydrogen peroxide. The 
hydrogen peroxide could undergo multi-electron transfer to the electrode to generate 
free oxygen. The carbonate condition expected to store the peroxide in the bulk phase 
as sodium per carbonates.  
          Another interesting point was the bond energy of Al-O original bond. In the water 
activation process not only the O-O bond formation was crucial but also the weakening 
of original M-O bond was also important to observe efficient water oxidation process. 
The bond energy of Al-O bond was strong compared to transition metal oxygen bonds. 
The theoretical prediction showed the bond strength of Al-O bond was decreasing in 
each steps of the catalytic cycle. The results were very promising to develop the water 
oxidation process utilizing aluminum porphyrins. 
           The steady state electrolysis experiments and TOF calculations were showed that 
AlTMPyP should be an excellent catalyst for water oxidation process. The mechanistic 
studies were carried out using different photo physical and electrochemical 
investigations. Laser Raman studies were also carried out. The results strongly 
suggested the existence of Al-peroxo complex in the reaction pathway. Since the 
potential was corresponds to one electron transfer from AlTMPyP to electrode, the 
water activation is originally induced by the first electron transfer process from the 
electrode. The results were highly promising to overcome the real bottle-neck in the 
field of artificial photosynthesis by utilizing the most abundant metal in earth-crust with 
lower over potential. Also in terms of hydrogen peroxide generation, the system is 
highly promising to develop practical photosynthetic devices. The optimization of 
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efficiency and catalyst stability considerations are the current on-going researches in 
our laboratory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.34:- Reaction mechanism of water activation induced by one –electron oxidation 
of AlTMPyP. 
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Techniques
7.3.5 Reaction mechanism of Water Oxidation on Aluminum Porphyrins: 
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7.4 Conclusions:- 
The AlTMPyP catalyzed water oxidation process was investigated closely by 
different analytical techniques. The main objective of the present work was to observe 
the key-intermediate of water oxidation process. The UV-Vis analysis of AlTMPyP 
after electrolysis showed that part of molecules was transformed their structure from 
initial state.  The studies with hydrogen peroxide AlTMPyP under different conditions 
showed that peroxide could effectively interact with central aluminum afford UV-Vis 
changes. The equilibrium constant estimation showed that carbonate condition had 
strong affinity towards hydrogen peroxide than AlTMPyP. The stripping pathway of 
hydrogen peroxide from Al-Peroxo complex with sodium carbonate was proposed with 
quantitative estimation of UV-Vis changes. The existence of sodium per carbonate as 
the possible product would be a break through to demonstrate in situ derivation of water 
oxidation products to use full chemicals. The key-intermediate in the reaction process 
was observed using CV and DPV measurements. The peroxide interaction with central 
aluminum selectively showed new peak appearance during catalytic cycle. The 
electrochemical observation of key reaction intermediate could propose the reaction 
mechanism of water oxidation. The electrochemical stability of hydrogen peroxide in 
sodium carbonate at low concentration was much larger than in sodium hydroxide 
shows effective stabilization of peroxide in carbonate condition afford saturated oxygen 
evolution during steady state electrolysis. The laser Raman studies and theoretical 
prediction shows that upon oxidation of porphyrin ring and generation of reaction 
intermediates will decrease the bond strength of Al-O bond. The possible reaction 
pathway was proposed with Al-Peroxo complex as the key reaction intermediate. The 
mechanistic aspects are highly promising to extend the research in to photochemical 
water splitting systems utilizing aluminum porphyrins. 
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Simple Physical 
adsorption of Cat on 
ITO 
Excellent TON –
33500 in 40h
Chapter 8 
Heterogeneous electrocatalysis by using Aluminum porphyrins 
8.1 Introduction:- 
Homogeneous electro catalysis using different aluminum porphyrins were well 
studied using different aluminum porphyrins under various conditions. Tanaka et al 
reported efficient heterogeneous electro catalyst with Ru-Complex by simple physical 
adsorption on the electrode material. The heterogeneous catalysts were required 
comparably small amount of molecules for the activation of water. The first report on 
the molecular catalyst bound on electrode surfaces was reported by Tanaka et al in 
2001. They investigated the electrochemical water oxidation process using catalyst 
adsorbed ITO electrode at +1.7 V vs Ag/AgCl. Even though the over potential was 
high, they observed excellent catalytic turn overs for oxygen evolution ~ 33,500 in 40 h 
experiments. The novel bridging type ligand 1, 8-bis (2, 2’:6, 2”-terpyridyl) anthracene 
(btpyan) was utilized as the ligand. The structure and electrochemical behavior of the 
catalyst were summarized in fig 8.1.
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 8.1:- Summary of Tanakas Ru-Based heterogeneous electrocatalysts.
1 
Homogeneous (Cat 1) Heterogeneous (Cat 1 & 2) 
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 The anchoring of many Ru, Ir, Mn complexes on working electrodes for anodic 
water splitting was reported. The utilization of anchoring groups like Phosphonate, 
sulphate and carboxylate improves the stability of catalyst adsorption on the electrode 
surfaces.
2-7
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 8.2:- (a) Structure of [(bpm)Ru
II
(terpy)-(OH2)] complex and [(bpm)Ru
II
(Mebimpy)-
OH2] catalysts for water oxidation (b) Modified anode for electrocatalytic water 
oxidation by Ru-Complex. 
8 
The modification of Ru complex with phosphate anchoring group by T.G. 
Meyer and co-workers observed enhanced efficiency for water activation process. In the 
electrolysis condition at 1.8V SHE the catalyst shows ~ 28000 turn overs.
8 
The in situ generated cobalt oxide film on ITO electrode exhibited excellent 
catalytic efficiency towards for water oxidation. Nocera and co-workers reported highly 
efficient water oxidation film deposition from solution contains cobalt salt, and 
phosphate buffer. The catalysis was termed as bulk metal oxides since they are quite 
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different from conventional surface oxides for water oxidation process. The efficiency 
and simplicity of heterogeneous water splitting system makes them promising candidate 
for practical water oxidation devices.
9, 10.
  
The present research aims to check the possibility of activation of water 
molecules by adsorbing aluminum porphyrins on the electrode surface. The method 
have attracted features like decrease the amount of catalyst and we could avoid the 
electron transfer processes between the molecules. The present experiments are 
designed by adsorbing different aluminum porphyrins on electrode surface in proper 
method. The experimental pathway is shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 8.3:- Experimental set-up for the heterogeneous electro catalysis using aluminum 
porphyrins. 
8.2 Experimental Section:- 
 The previously synthesized AlTMP, AlTMAP and AlTCPP were used as the 
molecules for adsorption. The ALS-Japan glassy carbon electrode (OD = 6mm) used as 
the electrode for adsorbing the molecules. The AlTMP and AlTMAP (PF6) were 
dissolved in acetonitrile (HPLC, Kanto Chem) (Concentration = 0.44mM). AlTCPP 
employed in Methanol (0.4mM). 3μL of aluminum porphyrin solution was casted on 
polished glassy carbon surface using microliter syringe (HAMILTON, Model 701 RN 
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SYR) and dried under air. The modified electrodes were further dried using nitrogen 
and under vacuum. The modified electrodes were washed with water solution to remove 
multi-layered porphyrin molecules. The cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried 
out to study the catalytic activity of the modified electrodes. The electrolyte solutions 
were prepared in water with sodium sulphate (0.1M) as the supporting electrolyte. The 
modified glassy carbon was employed as the working electrode with Ag/AgCl (KCl 
(Sat), Ceramic tip, ALS-Japan) as the reference electrode and Pt wire as the counter 
electrode. AlTCPP/GC measurements were carried out in pure acetonitrile with 
TBAPF6 (0.1M) as the supporting electrolyte with reference to Ag/AgNO3 reference 
electrode.  
8.3 Results and Discussions:- 
8.3.1 Catalytic activity of AlTMAP:-  
 The catalytic current generation induced by AlTMAP/GC electrode was 
analyzed under neutral condition and pH 11.0 in sodium sulphate solution. The 
oxidation potential of the molecules are well coincide with homogeneous systems. Like 
previous experiments in solution the basic condition exhibited increases catalytic 
current. The oxidation CVs with repeated cycles were summarized below 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 8.4:- Heterogeneous CV plots of AlTMAP on GC electrode at (a) Neutral (b) pH11 
sodium sulphate electrolyte.  
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 AlTMAP (PF6) could exhibit similar type of CV nature that we observed for 
water soluble derivative in homogeneous state. At both conditions the molecules was 
desorbing from the electrode surface upon prolonged CV measurements. It’s further 
confirmed by small AlTMAP oxidation peak appearance in the electrode after polishing 
of the GC-Electrode.  The radical cation, which was further charged could easily desorb 
from the positively polarized working electrode was the reason for the observation.  
8.3.2 Catalytic activity of AlTMP:-  
 The neutral AlTMP is efficient for photo-oxygenation of cyclohexenes. The 
direct water oxidation process investigation was also carried out. The low turnover 
frequency observed for AlTMP electrochemical pathway was very low due to 
hydrophobic nature of porphyrin ring. The slow diffusion of water molecules towards 
catalytic site of AlTMP was the reason for low catalytic efficiency. The modified 
electrodes were also investigated for the catalytic oxidation CVs. The CV of 
AlTMP/GC electrodes under neutral water and pH 11 water summarized below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 8.5:- Heterogeneous CV plots of AlTMAP on GC electrode at (a) Neutral (b) pH11 
sodium sulphate electrolyte. 
 AlTMP was neutral aluminum porphyrins with bulky mesityl groups as the 
phenyl substituents. The CV plots in water was seems to be complicated. Only the first 
scan was having some catalytic peak appearance. We couldn’t observe much catalytic 
peak appearance. There was no AlTMP desorption was observed electrochemically 
from the electrode. The higher pH condition was decreasing the peak current of first 
scan also. The reason could be the coupling of substrate (Water/OH) in the bulk phase 
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to the radical cation was inhibited due the hydrophobic environment of aluminum 
porphyrins.  
8.3.3 Catalytic activity of AlTCPP:-  
AlTCPP with carboxylic acid substituents were suitable to anchor on 
semiconductor surfaces. The interaction of anionic molecules with positively polarized 
working electrode surfaces expected to be higher than neutral AlTMP and cationic 
AlTMAP. The stability of modified electrode was improved for AlTCPP experiment. 
The CV measurements of AlTCPP/GC electrode was carried out under neutral and 
acidic conditions. Basic pH couldn’t since the high solubility of AlTCPP in basic 
conditions. The cyclic voltammetry of AlTCPP/GC electrodes are summarized below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 8.6:- AlTCPP on heterogeneous CV measurement on GC electrode at pH 3.0 (a) 
Segment 1 (b) Segment 2 of successive CV experiments(c) plot between number of CV 
cycles vs Catalytic Current. 
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AlTCPP modified GC electrode was employed for oxidation CV experiments at 
two different pH conditions, pH 3.0 and Neutral conditions. Compared to AlTMP and 
AlTMAP, they exhibited good catalytic activity and potential behavior in 
heterogeneous state. The catalytic activity was decreased with number of CV cycles. 
But still some of the catalytic current could maintain on the working electrode. There 
was no indication of AlTCPP desorption from the GC surface was observed. Compared 
to neutral condition, pH 3.0 was found to be more desirable pH for AlTCPP modified 
GC electrode. In order to get more idea of the process the quantitative UV-Vis 
measurements were carried out by dissolving known amount of AlTCPP sample in 2mL 
Methanol. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig 8.7:- (1) UV-Vis Analysis to find out AlTCPP decomposition (b) CV after methanol 
wash of GC-AlTCPP electrode. 
 The UV-Vis analysis was exhibited much larger decomposition. But 
interestingly even after MeOH removal of AlTCPP from the GC electrode catalytic 
current still exists. We confirmed that was not from the molecules homogeneously 
dispersed in solution. The reason could be part of molecules got strong interaction with 
GC electrode, which couldn’t desorb by MeOH wash. Also the evident potential shift to 
low potential shows enhanced solvation of AlTCPP molecules on the GC electrode. The 
GC-AlTCPP electrode after MeOH was dipped in 1M NaOH solution and UV-Vis 
measured.  
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Fig 8.8:- (a) UV-Vis of desorbed AlTCPP sample from GC electrode by 1M NaOH 
washing (b) CV shows no peak after NaOH Desorption. 
 Moreover the catalytic enhancement was really arising from the presence 
of water molecules around AlTCPP was one of the clear evidence for the water 
activation on Al-Porphyrin modified electrodes. The CV was recorded in pure non-
aqueous media acetonitrile with TBAPF6 as the supporting electrolyte. Interestingly we 
could record reversible cyclic voltammogram in acetonitrile solution. Upon the addition 
of limited % of water the peaks are becoming catalytic. But the CV measurements were 
limited hence the solubility of AlTCPP in Water-Acetonitrile mixture.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 8.9:- Non catalytic and catalytic CV comparison of AlTCPP modified GC electrode 
 The catalytic activity of AlTCPP molecules was comparably better than 
neutral and cationic porphyrins. The good stability of AlTCPP/GC electrodes shows 
enhanced and stable catalytic currents compared to other aluminum porphyrins. The 
purely reversible CV of AlTCPP in acetonitrile and irreversible CV in water show the 
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oxidized AlTCPP can effectively react with water molecules. The results are promising 
to develop efficient water oxidation system by modified electrodes.  
8.4 Conclusions:- 
 The catalytic oxidation CVs of different aluminum porphyrins were well 
studied using modified GC working electrodes. The poor stability of AlTMAP GC 
electrode was due to enhanced solubility of oxidized AlTMAP in water. The poor water 
diffusion towards AlTMP makes them poor candidate for heterogeneous 
electrocatalysis. The AlTCPP molecules show excellent catalytic activity in water due 
to good stability of prepared film.  
The different Al-Porphyrins on GC electrode can be summarized as 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 8.10:- The summary of Al-P modified GC electrode CV characterizations. 
The catalytic current estimation of different species was carried out under 
different pH conditions. Cationic AlTMAP shows high reactivity under basic condition 
whereas AlTMP and AlTCPP exhibited high reactivity under low pH. The reactivity of 
Al-Porphyrin species exhibited similar trend with their homogeneous turn over 
frequency calculations.   
+. +. 
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Fig 8.11:- The comparison of catalytic current behavior of different species of all 
aluminum porphyrins in heterogeneous state 
 The Al-porphyrins could exert catalytic current in heterogeneous state 
also. More optimizations required to utilize the modified electrodes for water splitting 
approaches. The stability of the current is very crucial to develop the photosynthetic 
systems. 
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Chapter 9 
Construction of Visible Light driven Artificial Photosynthetic system 
with Water Oxidation by Aluminum Porphyrins  
9.1 Introduction 
 The development of visible light driven artificial photosynthetic system with 
water oxidation as the key step is one of the leading scientific challenge at present. 
Several visible light driven water splitting systems based on molecular water oxidation 
catalysts were summarized earlier. The metal oxide and metal oxy nitrides systems with 
proper doping to catalyze water oxidation process by visible light through extending the 
pioneer Honda-fujishima effect was well-studied.
1-20
 The utilization of single molecule 
as the photon absorber and catalyzing water oxidation is still not well explored. The 
four electron oxidation of water in to oxygen by step-wise four photon excitation is one 
of the real bottle-neck in the field of artificial photosynthesis.
21
 The time scale of 
intermediates couldn’t exist for long time to proceeds step-wise formation of 
intermediates. The reaction products should not be limited to reduced forms of carbon 
dioxide or oxygen as the oxidized form of water, but include other energy storing 
materials, such as hydrogen and even ammonia as the reduced products. Hydrogen 
peroxide and other oxygenated substrates can also be products at the oxidation 
terminus. The term “solar fuels” expresses more properly the preferable meaning of the 
reaction products of artificial photosynthesis.
22 
 The one-photon induced two electron activation of water is a promising 
approach to overcome the real bottle-neck of artificial photosynthesis. The mechanistic 
aspects of one –photon induced two electron photo-oxygenation of substrates like 
cyclohexene were well established using RuTMP (CO) (OH) porphyrins.
23-30
Recently 
we succeeded in the photo-oxygenation of cyclohexene sensitized by AlTMP also. The 
semiconductor hybrid sensitization using catalyst is crucial point to develop visible 
light driven artificial photosynthetic systems. Several types of binding were reported in 
literature to sensitize semiconductors for photovoltaic applications. The sensitization of 
particles with proper catalyst could able to catalyze the water oxidation process.  
The Visible light induced water oxidation process and its coupling with 
hydrogen evolution process is one of the key-research in our laboratory. We already 
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succeeded in the hydrogen evolution coupled with oxygenation of different substrates 
using water as the electron and oxygen source. Recently SnTCPP sensitized TiO2/Pt 
particles found to be active for hydrogen evolution coupled with photo-oxygenation of 
cyclohexene with water as electron and oxygen source as explained earlier.
31 
 
Fig 9.1:- Hydrogen evolution coupled with photooxygenation of cyclohexene on 
TiO2/Pt particles sensitized by SnTCPP.
31
  
The electrochemical approach was already well understood. The oxidation 
potential aspects and reaction conditions could easily adoptable to the photochemical 
device also. The approach was mainly includes sensitization of the semiconductor using 
visible light excitation of the aluminum porphyrins. Unlike electrochemical approach 
the semiconductor / Al-Porphyrin preparation have the crucial impact the 
photochemical water splitting pathways. Our group is actively trying to different types 
of methodologies to anchor aluminum porphyrins on semiconductors.
32-36
  
9.1.1 Modes of binding Aluminum porphyrins on semiconductors:- 
 We already synthesized and characterized different aluminum porphyrins 
include neutral AlTMP, cationic AlTMAP and AlTMPyP, anionic AlTCPP etc. The 
different molecules could be able to interact with semiconductor surfaces through 
different forces. The different binding approaches include (a) Physical adsorption (b) 
Ionic coordination and (c) Axial co-ordination etc.  
(a) Physical adsorption:- 
The coordination of aluminum porphyrins through weak van der Waals interactions 
called to physical coordination. The stability of co-ordination would be poor due to 
weak forces of attraction. The electron injection efficiency would be weak due to poor 
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electronic communication between porphyrin molecules and semiconductor surfaces. 
pH of the reaction solvent have no special effect if the molecule having no pH 
dependent solubility.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.2:- Physical adsorption of aluminum porphyrins on TiO2 surface and possible 
molecules possible to bind through physical co-ordination. 
 
(b) Ionic co-ordination:- 
The ionic binding of molecules on semiconductor surfaces exists through strong 
ionic interactions between molecule and semiconductor surface. The ionic binding 
approach was widely investigated for efficient binding of molecules on semiconductor 
surfaces. The electron injection efficiency would be very good for these anchoring. The 
co-ordination of molecules is highly pH dependent due to the isoelectronic point of 
semiconductor surfaces. The anionic molecules could adsorb on semiconductor below 
pH 7. The cationic molecules a desorbed in acidic pH conditions. The electron injection 
efficiency of anionic molecules found to be better due to fast electron injection from 
porphyrin ring to the Ti atoms of semiconductor surface. Whereas the negative charge 
of semiconductors in basic condition occurred due to deprotonating hydroxide groups in 
the semiconductor surfaces.  
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Fig 9.3:- Ionic co-ordination of aluminum porphyrins on TiO2 surfaces. 
(c) Axial co-ordination:- 
The pH dependent stability of ionic co-ordination is the major problem with ionic 
binding of molecules on semiconductor surfaces. The micro environment of catalyst – 
semiconductor interfaces faces sharp pH changes during the irradiation of light. The 
consumption of hydroxides for oxidation product generation, the microscopic 
concentration of protons will dramatically raise up. This would lead to desorption of 
catalyst molecules from the semiconductor surfaces. The aluminum porphyrins were 
well studying for their axial ligands and their behaviors. The co-ordination of aluminum 
porphyrins through axial ligands to semiconductor surfaces would be stable towards 
different pH conditions. The different approaches for axial co-ordination of aluminum 
porphyrins on semiconductor surfaces would discuss later.  
 
 
  
 
Fig 9.4:- Axial co-ordination of aluminum porphyrins on TiO2 surface. 
9.1.2 Possibility of hydrogen peroxide as the water oxidation product:- 
The efficient water oxidation process is one of the real bottle–neck in the 
artificial photosynthesis. Many researchers are developing different approaches for 
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catalytic water splitting process. Our group was already established the water oxidation 
process using photo-oxygenation of substrates like cyclohexene. The one-photon 
induced two electron approach was widely accepted by the researchers as the alternative 
way for the four electron water oxidation process. The step wise four electron water 
oxidation through different reaction intermediates was the main problem with total 
water splitting. Recently we established one electron oxidation of aluminum porphyrins 
having enough oxidative reactivity could induce formation peroxo-intermediate and 
which can generate hydrogen peroxide or decomposed molecular oxygen as the reaction 
products. The modified reaction scheme for the present strategy of research is 
summarized below. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Fig 9.5:- (a) The peroxide generation on aluminum porphyrins induced by visible light          
(b) The up-hill water oxidation process.  
The hydrogen peroxide generation was more up-hill process compared to 
oxygen evolution. The energy differences were summarized in the figure 9.5. The 
peroxide generation as the water oxidation process would fix more light energy in to 
chemical energy. Compared to oxygen the formation of hydrogen peroxide generation 
should be industrially important. More over the formation of hydrogen peroxide in 
liquid phase and hydrogen as the gaseous product makes the collection of solar fuels 
less complicated.  
9.1.3 Photo electrochemical Methodology for water oxidation process:- 
 The electrochemical water oxidation processes on different electrodes under 
various reaction conditions were well established. The photo-electrochemical cell is 
very similar to electrochemical pathway, but it was employed with specially constructed 
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working electrodes to absorb photon from light source. The TiO2 modified FTO 
working electrode originally preparing by our laboratory and TiO2 film was sensitized 
by different aluminum porphyrins using different dye-adsorption methodologies. The 
photocurrent measurements of AlTCPP/TiO2 and AlTMAP/TiO2 were carried out in 
acetonitrile with 0.1M TBAPF6 and 0.2M TBAI in acetonitrile solution. The Incident 
photon to current ratio (ICPE) and absorbed photon to current ratio (APCE) was 
summarized in table 9.1. 
Table 9.1:- Summary of photocurrent measurements of Aluminum porphyrins. 
 
The electron injection efficiency of AlTCPP was much higher than cationic 
AlTMAP molecules. The electronic coupling between anionic carboxylate groups and 
positively charged Ti atoms of the TiO2 surface was highly efficient for the electron 
transfer process. The water splitting pathways were constructed and optimized using 
efficient AlTCPP/TiO2 hybrids on FTO working electrode. 
The photo-electrochemical cell was constructed with AlTCPP/TiO2 – FTO as 
the working electrode and Pt-Coil as the counter electrode using Ag/AgNO3 as 
reference electrode. The hydrogen peroxide generation could be successfully obtained 
from oxidation of water. Hydrogen generation could be observed in the presence of 
sacrificial electron donors. The main disadvantage in the photo-electrochemical 
approach was the strong desorption of AlTCPP molecules due to microscopic pH 
jumping. Out of different co-ordination approaches anionic molecules were exhibited 
excellent electron transfer process to semiconductors compared to other molecules and 
co-ordination approaches. 
Adsorbed amount 
on TiO2
IPCE APCE
AlTCPP 30.4 μmol/g 14.3 % 21.2 %
AlTMAP 2.1 μmol/g 1.5 % 3.1 %
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Fig 9.6:- Photo electrochemical cell for the hydrogen evolution coupled with two-
electron oxidation of water. 
 The photo electrochemical cell was successfully constructed for hydrogen 
evolution coupled with hydrogen peroxide evolution by two – electron oxidation of 
water on the prepared AlTCPP/TiO2-FTO electrode. Hydrogen peroxide was 
successfully observed after irradiation with 420 nm visible light.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.7:- Hydrogen peroxide evolution from AlTCPP/TiO2-FTO electrode by visible 
light irradiation is using photo electrochemical cell. 
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 The photo electrochemical cell was successfully constructed and hydrogen 
peroxide was observed. The accumulation of electrons in Fermi level of Pt electrode 
requires for hydrogen evolution. The amount of electrons passed through the electrode 
was not so high to initiate evolution of hydrogen in this particular condition. The 
hydrogen evolution was confirmed in the presence of sacrificial electron donors like 
iodide in solution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.8:- Photo electrochemical cell for the efficient hydrogen evolution in the presence 
of sacrificial electron donor.  
 
Fig 
9.9:- Efficient Hydrogen evolution in 10% -Water Acetonitrile solution using sacrificial 
electron donor with AlTCPP-TiO2-FTO working electrode.  
 The efficient hydrogen evolution system was constructed in the presence of 
sacrificial electron donor. The results hydrogen evolution with comparable faradaic 
efficiency and quantum yield demonstrated using AlTCPP as the molecular catalyst for 
water oxidation process. More optimizations should require coupling the hydrogen 
peroxide formation with hydrogen evolution in photo-electrochemical cells. 
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9.1.4 Microscopic pH drop in the Film sample:- 
 The one of the major disadvantage of photo electrochemical approach was the 
strong desorption of AlTCPP molecules from semiconductor surfaces. The hydroxide 
consumption in the microscopic environment on excitation of catalyst molecules for 
hydrogen peroxide generation increases the proton concentration. The lowering of the 
pH in the microscopic environment led to the strong desorption of AlTCPP molecules 
from the semiconductor surface.  
 
Fig 9.10:- The pH drops in the micro-environment of TiO2-AlTCPP Film on excitation. 
9.1.5 Sensitization of Semiconductor particles with co-catalyst for coupled process:- 
 The semiconductor particles with doped co-catalyst for hydrogen evolution were 
well investigated as efficient artificial photosynthetic systems. Under UV illumination 
efficient oxygen and hydrogen evolution was reported. The photo catalytic activity of 
semiconductor particles could extend to visible light by proper doping using suitable 
metal ions. The co-catalyst on the semiconductor would decrease the activation energy 
required for gas evolution. The literature reports showed that noble metals like Pt and 
Rh are excellent for hydrogen evolution reactions. But the recombination process of 
hydrogen with oxygen to water would be catalyzed by Pt or Rh metals. The 
investigations of metal oxides like RuO2 or NiOx were investigated as the potential 
hydrogen evolving catalyst since the backward reaction was negligible in metal oxide 
co-catalysts. 
11-16, 37-40 
 The sensitization of semiconductor with co-catalyst using molecular catalyst is 
still not well explored. Several reports found to utilize molecular catalyst on 
semiconductor hybrids for water oxidation or hydrogen evolution with sacrificial 
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electron donors or acceptors. Sensitization of semiconductors using dyes such as Ru 
(bpy) 3 can generate photocurrent upon visible light irradiation was another promising 
approach to utilize visible light by metal oxide semiconductors.  The coupling of water 
oxidation process with evolution of hydrogen would expect to be a breakthrough in the 
field of artificial photosynthesis. The semiconductor particle system dispersed in 
solution has no pH jumping problem since effective stirring of the reaction system.
41-43
  
9.1.6 Preparation of AlTCPP/Semiconductor dispersion – Collaborative research with 
Kudo Laboratory (Tokyo University of Sciences). 
 The sudden pH jumping and the dye desorption problem was remarkable in the 
case of Film type samples. So we tried to move on the semiconductor doped with co-
catalyst for proton reduction. Kudo laboratory kindly provided series of semiconductor 
hybrid samples and we tried to investigate its AlTCPP adsorption and photoreaction in 
dispersion state. Among different hybrids, we investigated mainly the details of three 
semiconductor hybrids (a) TiO2-Pt (b) STO-Pt and (c) STO – RuO2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.11:- Proposed water splitting process on semiconductor/AlTCPP particles. 
        The semiconductor /Co-catalyst hybrids were well known for water splitting under 
UV-light illumination. The sensitization of hybrid with AlTCPP molecules would lead 
to visible light excitation of the hybrid sample to form the charge separated state. The 
water molecules could activate on the charge separated state to form the water oxidation 
products and hydrogen. We were focused on TiO2/Pt, STO/Pt and STO/RuO2 samples 
to optimize total water splitting process initiated by visible light excitation. 
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9.1.7 Preparation of AlTMPyP – TiO2 particles via Axial co-ordination methodology:- 
          The electrochemical investigations on different aluminum porphyrins showed 
excellent efficiency for electron deficient cationic AlTMPyP molecules. The excellent 
TOFs were estimated in basic conditions. The preparation of semiconductor hybrids 
with AlTMPyP was not so simple. As we described earlier the physical coordination 
was weak to utilize for photoreactions. The ionic co-ordination was not so efficient for 
electron transfer process. In the present research we tried to co-ordinate AlTMPyP 
through axial coordination by employing active AlTMPyP (Me) as the precursor for the 
reaction with free OH group of sol-gel prepared TiO2 particles.
45-47
   
9.2 Experimental Section:- 
9.2.1 Preparation of AlTCPP/Semiconductor Hybrid Samples:- 
The received semiconductor /co-catalyst particles were used as such for 
adsorption of AlTCPP. The AlTCPP solution (3 *10
-5
M, 40mL) was prepared in 
ethanol and filtered through 0.1 μm PTFE to remove un-dissolved particles. The 
semiconductor particles (20mg) were dispersed in AlTCPP solution and stirred for 2h. 
The adsorbed particles were filtered through 0.1 μm PTFE filter. The sample was re-
dispersed in 40 mL and stirred for 2h to remove physically adsorbed aluminum 
porphyrins. The filtered sample was dried under vacuum a kept in sealed container. The 
scheme of the synthesis were summarized below 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.12:- Adsorption of AlTCPP on semiconductor hybrid particles. 
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Calculation of AlTCPP adsorbed to Semiconductor Hybrids:- 
 The calculation of adsorbed AlTCPP amount on 
semiconductor hybrid should be very crucial to understand the state of hybrid samples. 
The direct UV-Vis measurement of dispersion sample was quiet difficult due to large 
scattering of incident light. The adsorbed amount was measured by desorbing the 
AlTCPP molecules in to 1M NaOH solution (1g/L concentration). From the UV Vis 
spectra of free AlTCPP in solution, we could able to calculate the amount adsorbed on 
semiconductor particles.  
Fig 9.13:- Measurement of adsorbed AlTCPP amount on semiconductor hybrids. 
The adsorbed AlTCPP amount could be calculate from the absorbance and already 
calculated molar extinction coefficient of AlTCPP under same condition. 
Photoreaction of AlTCPP/Semiconductor Hybrids:- 
The prepared hybrid 5mg is weighed and transferred. 5mL of reaction solvent 
(10% aq-acetonitrile or Buffered solutions) was added and made stable dispersion. The 
dispersion was transferred to a quartz L – type cell. The dispersion was irradiated with 
proper visible light. USHIO Xe lamp (with IR cut, UV cut, 420 nm band pass) or 420 
nm LED light source. The power of incident light was measured using power meter.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.14:- Photoreaction of AlTCPP-Semiconductor hybrid in L-type cell.  
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Fig 9.15:- Optical alignment for the photoreaction of AlTCPP-Semiconductor 
hybrid.  
        The photoreaction was carried out using visible light irradiation. The gas analysis 
at regular intervals carried out using GC-TCD. The hydrogen peroxide detection was 
carried out using TiTPyP spectrophotometric analysis as described earlier.   
Measurement of diffused reflectance spectra and fluorescence measurements:- 
           The AlTCPP adsorbed sample was made dispersion in ethanol in 5g/L 
concentration. The dispersion was casted on a cleaned cover glass slide and dried under 
vacuum. The diffused reflectance measurements were carried out using JASCO 
Spectrometer V550 by using BaSO4 as standard total reflectance condition. The 
fluorescence measurements were carried out using JASCO Spectroflourometer (FP 
6500) after excitation with 410 – 450 nm.  
9.2.2 Axial co-ordination methodology of AlTMPyP on TiO2 Particles:- 
          The axial co-ordination of aluminum porphyrins were carried out through 
different approaches. The optimization of efficient pathway is still under progress. We 
tried to do axial co-ordination of AlTMPyP by utilizing highly reactive alkyl aluminum 
intermediate during heterogeneous synthesis of aluminum porphyrins in DCM on 
surface modified sol-gel prepared TiO2 particles (room temperature).  
Preparation of sol-gel TiO2 Particles:- 
         Titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) (TCI), Nitric acid (Kanto Chem), Ionic exchanged 
water (conductivity less than 0.02µS cm
-1
) were used as the reagents for the preparation 
of sol-gel TiO2 particles. TiCl4 solution was added to 0.5 M nitric acid solution in drop 
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wise under stirring. The added solution was heated at 95
0
 C for 24 h. The particles 
containing solution was centrifuged in water for three times (Hitachi centrifuge, 
12000rpm/30min). The particles was dried under vacuum and stored.  
Preparation of surface modified TiO2 (Sol-gel) Particles:-  
TiO2 (Sol-gel)(50 mg) was dispersed in 10
-4
M tetrabutylammoniumhydroxide 
(TCI) in water and stirred for 24 h. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.16:- Preparation of surface modified TiO2 (Sol-gel) Particles. 
        Since the sol-gel prepared TiO2 particles contains large number of OH groups. So 
the dispersion in organic solvents like DCM was very difficult. After surface 
modification of particles we could disperse the sol-gel particles in DCM. The dispersion 
under dry nitrogen condition was used for adsorption. 
Preparation of AlTMPyP-Me and Coated particles in DCM:-  
          H2TMPyP(4Cl
-
) Frontier scientific , 5mg made dispersion in dichloromethane 
under nitrogen. 1.2 eq of AlMe3 (TCI) was injected to the solution using gas tight 
syringe under stirring. The solubility enhancement showed the transformation of free-
base porphyrins. The spectral shifts were confirmed for AlTMPyP with methyl axial 
ligand using UV-Vis spectra. The prepared dispersion of surface modified TiO2 
particles carefully injected to the AlTMPyP (Me) solution.  The color of the solution 
immediately changed to green shows. The adsorption was continued for 24 h to 
complete the adsorption of AlTMPyP molecules on TiO2Particles.  
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Fig. 9.17:- (a) Synthesis of AlTMPyP-Me using AlMe3 (b) UV-Vis spectra of 
AlTMPyP (Me) in dichloromethane. 
          The prepared samples were washed with different solvents includes methanol, 
water at different pH range (3-10.0) and the stability of co-ordination was confirmed. 
The stable sample was used for photocurrent measurements by casting on surface 
cleaned FTO electrode in acetonitrile containing 0.2M TBAI as sacrificial electron 
donor and TBA2PF6 as electrolyte. The photocurrent was measured without sacrificial 
electron donor also. The diffused reflectance and fluorescence measurements were also 
carried out.   
9.2.3 Modification of TiO2 surface morphology:- 
           The photocurrent improving attempts was carried out by treating the 
AlTMPyP/TiO2 (Sol-gel) coated film on FTO with TiCl4 or Ti (OBu) 4 (TCI). The 
purpose was to incorporate small particles of TiO2 in the lattice of TiO2. AlTMPyP – 
TiO2 Film dipped in 50mM Ti (OBu) 4 solutions in hexane at 68
0
C for overnight. There 
was no physical damage happened to the hybrid particle casted film during this 
treatment. After overnight refluxing under nitrogen the film was thoroughly washed and 
dried under vacuum. The film was used as the working electrode to measure 
photocurrent. AlTMPyP – TiO2 Film was dipped in 50mM TiCl4 solution in water at 
70
0
C for 30 min also carried out to incorporate small particles.  
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9.3 Results and Discussions:- 
9.3.1Product Analysis of Photoreaction:- 
(a) AlTCPP/ STO –RuO2 Sample:- 
The photoreaction on AlTCPP/STO-RuO2 sample was carried out at different 
experimental trails. The products were analyzed at regular intervals using GC-TCD for 
gas detection. TiTPyP detection for hydrogen peroxide was also carried out at the end 
of photoreaction. The hydrogen peroxide detection was success full in all experimental 
cases. But hydrogen cannot observe during the photoreaction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.18:- Hydrogen peroxide detection from photoreaction of AlTCPP/STO-
RuO2 sample in 10% aqueous acetonitrile.  
           The tuning of microscopic pH also been carried out. The results show that the 
hydrogen evolution couldn’t initiate on the RuO2 co-catalyst. The hydrogen evolution 
efficiency of RuO2 might be lower than noble metals like Pt, Rh etc. 
9.3.2 Effect of buffer bases on reactivity of AlTCPP/ STO – RuO2:-  
The previous studies in Electrocatalytic approach gave clear evidences for 
reactivity enhancement by buffer bases. Since the AlTCPP ionic co-ordination had pH 
limitations, we couldn’t employ buffer bases at basic pH conditions. In order to 
understand the reactivity difference we carried out the photoreaction below pH 7 in 
various buffered conditions as explained below. The experiment was carried out in 
three different conditions using the same sample. 10% Water-Acetonitrile (2) 10% 
Phthalate buffer (pH – 4.01) (3) 10% Phosphate buffer (pH 6.91) – Acetonitrile. 
400 420 440 460 480
-0.02
0.00
0.02
 Sample1
 Sample2
D
 O
.D
.
Wavelength, nm
Experiment 
No
H2O2 Detected by 
TiTPyP method 
(nmoles)
1 13.28
2 2.84
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(Phosphate buffer diluted as 25% (Wako)). The gas analysis and hydrogen peroxide 
detection trails we carried out in similar manner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.19:- Hydrogen peroxide generation from the photoreaction of AlTCPP/STO-RuO2 
Samples (a) Un-Buffered condition (b) Phthalate buffer (c) Phosphate Buffer (d) Table: 
Summary of baser bases on hydrogen evolution process.  
9.3.3 Effect of light intensity – Irradiation with LED light (Power ~ 55 mW/cm2) 
          The power of incident light was also increased to check the possibility of 
hydrogen evolution at high intensity light irradiation. The hydrogen peroxide could be 
detected with LED light irradiation in all experimental trials. But hydrogen evolution 
couldn’t be initiated by the LED light irradiation also. 3.19nmoles of hydrogen peroxide 
was detected during 3h photoreaction of AlTCPP/STO-RuO2 Sample. 
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(b) AlTCPP/ TiO2 –Pt Sample:- 
The AlTCPP adsorbed TiO2/Pt sample were prepared and photoreaction was carried 
out as described earlier. The Xe lamp irradiation trail had no indication of hydrogen 
evolution. The experiment was repeated using LED light irradiation with increased light 
intensity. The hydrogen evolution was successfully observed with detection of trace of 
hydrogen peroxide as the water oxidation product.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.20:- The generation of hydrogen peroxide and hydrogen evolution on the 
photoreaction of AlTCPP/TiO2-Pt in 10% aqueous – Acetonitrile solution using 
420 nm LED irradiation. 
 The induction period for hydrogen evolution was 
observed. The trace of initial oxygen amount decreases during the progress of reaction. 
The generated hydrogen may recombining with oxygen back to water may be the 
reason for the induction period for hydrogen evolution. The decomposition of hydrogen 
peroxide was higher than STO sample. This may be the reason for the detection of low 
amount of hydrogen peroxide after the photoreaction.  
(c) AlTCPP/STO-Pt Sample:- 
         The previous result shows that hydrogen peroxide evolution was higher for STO 
sample. But the RuO2 co-catalyst was found to be inefficient for hydrogen evolution 
under these experimental conditions. The AlTCPP adsorption was carried out as 
described earlier. The photoreaction of the samples carried out 10% aqueous – 
acetonitrile system. Three different types of STO samples with 0.3 wt % Pt doping was 
received from Kudo Laboratory. (a) Commercial Wako sample (b) Hydro thermal 
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Sample (c) Chemical synthesized sample. The photoreaction was carried out in 10% 
aqueous – acetonitrile solution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.21:- Hydrogen peroxide detection from different AlTCPP/STO-Pt samples 
photoreaction in 10% aqueous – Acetonitrile using LED 420 nm & Xe -420 nm 
excitation. 
The photoreaction gave hydrogen peroxide generation. The evolution of 
hydrogen was also observed during the photoreaction. The hydrogen evolution couldn’t 
observe during the excitation by Xe-Lamp irradiation at 420nm. 
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Fig 9.22:- Hydrogen evolution from the photoreaction of AlTCPP/STO-Pt samples by 
LED light irradiation at 420 nm. 
The detection of hydrogen and hydrogen peroxide simultaneously was observed. The 
summaries of results are given in the following table. 
Table 9.2: - Summary of hydrogen peroxide detection from the photoreaction of 
different hybrid samples of AlTCPP. 
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9.3.4 Estimation of adsorbed AlTCPP on semiconductors:- 
The adsorbed AlTCPP amount was desorbed to 1M NaOH solution and UV-Vis 
spectra were measured. The amount was calculated using molar extinction coefficient 
of AlTCPP. The adsorbed amounts of AlTCPP on different semiconductor samples 
were summarized below. 
Table 9.3:- Summary of adsorbed AlTCPP on different semiconductor hybrid samples.  
 
The amount of AlTCPP adsorption on TiO2-Pt was much higher than STO 
samples. The mode of preparation of STO samples also have crucial role in the 
determining the adsorbed amount of AlTCPP.  
9.3.5 Activity of semiconductor hybrid under UV-light irradiation:- 
The activity of the catalyst was measured by Kudo lab under standard gas 
detecting conditions. The UV-light irradiation was carried out using 10 vol % Methanol 
solutions in water. The irradiation was carried out using 300 W Xe lamp.   
Table 9.4:- Summary of activity of semiconductor catalysts under UV-light irradiation 
Sample Amount of Hydrogen detected (μmoles) 
STO-RuO2 (SSR) 1.5 
STO-RuO2(PC) 0.5 
TiO2-Pt(ST-01) 1100 
STO-Pt(Wako) 235 
STO-Pt(HT) 200 
STO-Pt(PC) 75 
SSR – Solid phase synthesis; PC- Chemical synthesis; HT-Hydro thermal (Photoreaction duration – 4h) 
Hybrid sample Adsorbed AlTCPP
(μmoles.g-1)
AlTCPP/STO(Wako)-Pt(0.3wt%) 2.97
AlTCPP/STO(HT)-Pt(0.3wt%) 14.54
AlTCPP/STO(PC)-Pt(0.3wt%) 8.18
AlTCPP/STO(PC)-RuO2 2.03 – 2.98
AlTCPP/TiO2(ST-01)-Pt(0.3wt%) 38.41 – 46.4
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The catalytic activity of Pt doped semiconductor particles was much higher than 
metal oxide co-catalysts for hydrogen evolution. The metal oxide catalysts shows only 
negligible hydrogen evolution compared to Pt doped samples. The photoreaction with 
AlTCPP on visible light irradiation exhibited retarded efficiency for hydrogen 
evolution. But the hydrogen evolution tendency shows similar trend with the UV- light 
irradiation experiment of semiconductor – promoter system.  
9.3.6 Diffused Reflectance Spectral and Fluorescence Spectra Analysis:-   
The high light scattering by the dispersion sample makes the spectral measurement 
of dispersion sample difficult. So the casted film of hybrid sample was prepared on 
surface modified cover glass slide. 5g/L dispersion of AlTCPP/Semiconductor hybrid is 
casted on cover glass slide. The slide is dried under air for 2h. The casted film is dried 
under vaccum for 1h. The film is used for both DRS and Fluorescence measurements. 
(a) AlTCPP-RuO2/STO:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.23:- (a) Diffused reflectance measurement of AlTCPP/STO-RuO2 in different 
experimental trials (b) Fluorescence spectra of AlTCPP/STO-RuO2 (λex=432nm). 
  The florescence peaks gave much lower intensity than free AlTCPP molecules 
showing electron transfer was effective from AlTCPP in to semiconductor. The peak 
shape showing that the pH of the micro-environment was high. (Qualitative comparison 
of relative florescence peaks with solution emission spectra) 
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 AlTCPP-TiO2/Pt:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.24:- (a) DRS Measurements of AlTCPP/TiO2-Pt (b) Flu. Measurements carried 
out for casted film upon 430 nm excitation.  
 The fluorescence characteristics were very similar to the 
previous case. The intensities were very low showing electron transfer process. The 
fluorescence analysis shows that the microscopic pH condition of the hybrid was 
different from the bulk phase. The AlTCPP peaks were similar to free molecules in 
completely de-protonated state.  
AlTCPP-STO/Pt:- 
The casted film of AlTCPP/STO-Pt sample was also prepared and diffused reflectance 
and fluorescence measurements were carried out in similar manner. The results of the 
measurements summarized below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.25:- (a) Diffused reflectance measurement of AlTCPP/STO-Pt samples (b) 
Fluorescence measurements of AlTCPP/STO-Pt casted films.   
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9.3.7 Preparation of AlTMPyP/Semiconductor hybrids for photochemical water 
oxidation:- 
 We developed efficient water splitting system using AlTMPyP as electro 
catalyst for water oxidation. Among different aluminum porphyrins we synthesized 
AlTMPyP shows excellent catalytic TOFs up to 382S
-1
 under proper conditions. In the 
preparation of semiconductor hybrids the binding mode should be very crucial to 
develop efficient systems. Out of different aluminum porphyrins AlTCPP shows 
efficient binding through its anionic side chains. The cationic AlTMPyP could interact 
with semiconductors in basic condition, but the electron transfer efficiency was very 
poor. Another mode of binding, physical co-ordination gave unstable hybrid which 
could desorb easily during the photoreaction. The axial co-ordination of 
metalloporphyrins through M-O-Ti is another promising candidate. The stable axial co-
ordination was our ultimate goal to utilize AlTMPyP for photochemical water oxidation 
process. 
Axial co-ordination approaches for Aluminum Porphyrins:- 
Fig 9.26:- Axial co-ordination approaches for aluminum porphyrins.   
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          The prepared sample exhibited green color. It shows the adsorption of AlTMPyP 
on TiO2 surface. The washing of hybrid was carried out using different solvents as 
described below. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.27:- AlTMPyP/TiO2 (Sol-gel) particles after washing with different solvents. 
The hybrid samples were thoroughly washed to remove the physical or ionic 
adsorbed particles. Even after washing the particles were highly colored indicated the 
efficient adsorption of AlTMPyP molecules. The UV-Vis spectra of centrifugate 
indicated almost no further desorption from the TiO2 particles. The small particles of 
hybrid were dispersed in the solution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.28:- UV-Vis analysis of centrifugate of AlTMPyP/TiO2 particles. 
The hybrid samples prepared was casted on cover glass slide to measure the 
diffused reflectance and fluorescence measurements. The coloring of casted film 
indicated that enough amount of AlTMPyP was adsorbed on TiO2 particles. 
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Fig 9.29:- Casted Films of AlTMPyP hybrids after washing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.30:- (a) Diffused reflectance measurements of AlTMPyP/TiO2 samples after 
different washing (b) Fluorescence measurements of AlTMPyP/TiO2 hybrids. 
9.3.8 Photo-electrochemical cell using AlTMPyP-TiO2 on FTO electrode:- 
The prepared AlTMPyP hybrid sample is tried to use in photo-electrochemical cell as 
working electrode. The washed hybrid was casted on FTO electrode and baked at 100 
0
C for 2h. The electrode was used as Working electrode with Pt as CE and Ag/AgNO3 
as counter electrode. 
 
(i) Without sacrificial electron donor 
Solvent: 10% aqueous Acetonitrile (pH 10.3) with TBAPF6; Excitation wavelength = 
436nm. 
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Fig 9.31:- Photocurrent measurement of AlTMPyP/TiO2 hybrid without sacrificial 
electron donors under (a) 0V (b) 0.1V external bias. 
The photocurrent was very small in the absence of sacrificial electron donors 
indicates that electron transfer directly from water was not so fast in this hybrid. The 
interaction between the particles and AlTMPyP adsorption amount should improve to 
get direct photocurrent using water as the electron source. In order to understand the 
efficiency we estimated the photocurrent in the presence of sacrificial electron donor 
Iodide. The adsorbed AlTMPyP is stable towards photocurrent measurements  
(ii) Photocurrent measurements in 0.2M TBAI + 0.1M TBAPF6 system. 
The experimental parameters kept the same with the addition of sacrificial electron 
donor TBAI in 0.2M concentration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.32:- Photocurrent measurements of AlTMPyP/TiO2 in the presence of 0.2M TBAI 
(a) 436 nm excitation (b) 568 nm excitation. 
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Even in the presence of sacrificial electron donor the photocurrent was not efficient like 
AlTCPP/TiO2 hybrids. The reason should be poor electron transfer efficiency between 
AlTMPyP and semiconductor or slow electron hoping between semiconductor particles 
of sol-gel TiO2 due to extensive hydrogen bonding.  
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.33:- Electron hoping process in (a) P-25 Calcined sample (b) Sol-gel Sample. 
The electron hoping would be slow in sol-gel samples; also the AlTMPyP 
incorporation between the particles also leads to the slow electron transfer process 
between the particles. The improvement of electron hoping was carried out to improve 
the photocurrent. 
9.3.9 Treatment of AlTMPyP/TiO2 for improving electron hoping:- 
 The incorporation of in situ prepared small TiO2 particles in between the 
original sol-gel particles was an approach to increase the electron hoping between 
particles. TiCl4 or Ti(OBu)4 could be employed as the precursor for treatment with 
AlTMPyP/TiO2 electrode.  
(i) Treatment with TiCl4:- 
 
Fig 9.34:- Treatment of AlTMPyP/TiO2 with TiCl4 
AlTMPyP – TiO2 Film was dipped in 50mM TiCl4 solution in water at 70
0
C for 30 min 
but the weakly adsorbed hybrid particles went with hot water during treatment.  
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(ii) Treatment with Ti(OBu)4:- 
 
Fig 9.35:- Treatment of AlTMPyP/TiO2 with Ti(OBu)4 
AlTMPyP – TiO2 Film was dipped in 50mM Ti(OBu)4 solution in hexane at 
68
0
C for overnight. There was no physical damage happened to the hybrid particle 
casted film during this treatment. After overnight refluxing under nitrogen the film was 
thoroughly washed and dried under vaccum. The film was used as the working 
electrode to measure photocurrent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9.36:- (a) Enhancement of photocurrent of Ti(OBu)4 treated sample in the presence 
of TBAI (b) with ND_50 (c) Repeated cycle of photocurrent measurements at 436 nm 
(d) Photocurrent by 568 nm excitation. 
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The treatment of hybrid sample exhibited enhanced photocurrent. The optimized 
approach would expect to be a suitable system for photochemical water oxidation. The 
simple calcination of sol-gel sample under UV-light photocurrent measurement 
generated 20 times enhancement. The results were well harmonized with each other in 
terms of electron hoping between TiO2 particles. The optimized TiO2 sample and post 
treatment or salt catalyzed condensation procedures will give the AlTMPyP.TiO2 
hybrids with increased photocurrent. The optimization through different approaches is 
still under progress.  
9.4 Conclusions:- 
Last several years, our group was actively contributing to the two-electron 
photo-oxygenation of substrates like cyclohexene using water as the electron and 
oxygen source. Recently we found that the activation of water to generate two electron 
oxidized product, hydrogen peroxide was possible to generate catalyzed by aluminum 
porphyrins. The detailed electrochemical properties of different aluminum porphyrins 
were well studied and the factors affecting the reactivity of aluminum porphyrins were 
found out. We tried to extend the electrochemical water oxidation methodology in to 
photochemical pathway. The molecular mechanism expected to be the same, but the 
way of providing up-hill energy should be different. The photo-electrochemical 
methodology successfully generated hydrogen peroxide, but the sharp desorption of 
molecules made the approach difficult. The hybrid samples were obtained from Kudo 
Laboratory was sensitized by AlTCPP using ionic co-ordination. The photoreaction 
results clearly indicated that water oxidation on semiconductor utilizing visible light 
was possible using aluminum porphyrins. The efficiency of hydrogen evolution is the 
main challenge. Hydrogen peroxide formation efficiently occurred on STO particles 
whereas hydrogen evolution was more favorable on Pt co-catalyst. The STO/Pt samples 
were also studied for efficient photochemical water splitting pathway. The efficiency of 
water splitting was poor compared to the catalyst efficiency under UV light irradiation. 
The reason may be the poor oxidation potential of AlTCPP. The detailed studies 
showed AlTMPyP is the best candidate among our present aluminum porphyrin library. 
The efficient co-ordination methodology of AlTMPyP on semiconductor particle was 
one of the real bottle-neck to utilize efficient catalyst for photochemical water splitting.  
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        We tried to prepare AlTMPyP coordinated TiO2 particles by active alkyl 
aluminum porphyrin methodology. The AlTMPyP molecules with Methyl group on 
axial ligand was successfully synthesized and characterized. The intermediate was 
found to be highly reactive against the surface groups of TiO2 surface. The sol-gel 
prepared TiO2 particles were surface modified with tetra butyl ammonium group to get 
stable dispersion in dichloromethane. The prepared AlTMPyP/TiO2 particles were 
found to be stable towards methanol and water wash at different pH conditions. The 
photocurrent measurements show poor electron hoping between the particles. The 
electron hoping was tried to improve by the treatment with TiO2 precursors like TiCl4 
and Ti (OBu) 4. The result showed three fold enhancements in the photocurrent 
measurement. The results were quiet hopeful to develop efficient photochemical water 
splitting systems.  
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10. Concluding  Remarks 
 This first main focus of the present research was the utilization of most 
abundant metal, aluminum as the center for water splitting process. The second was to 
develop a strategy to overcome the photon flux density problem in the four electron 
oxidation of water. One of the real bottle necks in the field of artificial photosynthesis 
was get through by adopting two – electron activation of water induced by one-photon. 
The possibility of hydrogen peroxide formation from one – electron oxidized species of 
metalloporphyrins led our interest to develop direct water oxidation systems on 
metalloporphyrins.  
 The visible – light induced photo-oxygenation of substrates like cyclohexene 
was success full using AlTMP porphyrins. The good selectivity of reaction product led 
our interest to design series of aluminum porphyrins with proper substituents to anchor 
on semiconductor surface and enhanced solubility in water. Different aluminum 
porphyrins include anionic AlTCPP, Cationic AlTMAP and AlTMPyP were 
synthesized and well characterized. The water co-ordination on the axial ligand was 
investigated and equilibrium constants were estimated. Interesting protolytic equilibria 
among the axially ligated water or hydroxide ion on the Al (III) metal center of the 
porphyrins were observed along with protolytic equilibria of side chain substituents. 
The protolytic equilibria was quantitatively analyzed and different equilibrium 
constants was estimated. The pKa of protolytic equilibria was directly correlated with 
the electronic nature of the substituents. The electron withdrawing porphyrins exhibit 
pKa values at lower concentration of hydroxide ions. The protolytic equilibria were 
reconfirmed using fluorescence life time, NMR and electrochemical studies. The 
oxidation/ reduction potentials of each species was analyzed and found that each 
species  
 The oxidation potentials of different aluminum porphyrins were well analyzed. 
The oxidation potential of aluminum porphyrins directly correlated with the electron 
density of porphyrins. The oxidation potential of AlTCPP was ~ 0.9 V SHE under 
neutral condition and decreased up to ~ 0.7 V in de protonated state. The AlTMAP 
exhibited oxidation potential ~ 1.09V SHE and the most electron withdrawing 
AlTMPyP raised up to ~ 1.2V SHE. The oxidation potential characteristics of different 
porphyrins indicated that AlTMPyP exhibited the good oxidation potential for water 
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oxidation process.  The TOFs of different species was calculated using modified 
Randles -sevick equation. The catalytic current estimations carried out in water at 
proper pH conditions and non-catalytic measurements carried out in soluble non-
aqueous solvents. The TOFs shows excellent TOFs for AlTMPyP ~ 175 S
-1
 and 
AlTMAP ~ 105 S
-1
 for de-protonated species. The electron donating porphyrins 
AlTCPP and AlTMP exhibit poor catalytic TOFs > 10S
-1
 due to low oxidation potential 
of the porphyrins. The results show that water can enhance the oxidative current of all 
the aluminum porphyrins. The oxidation potential and axial ligand nature of the 
aluminum porphyrins have crucial role in the catalytic activity of aluminum porphyrins.  
 The different parameters determining the catalytic efficiency of aluminum 
porphyrins was investigated. The oxidation potential and hydrophilicity have the crucial 
role for catalytic TOFs. The axial ligand nature of the aluminum porphyrins determines 
the spin localization. The de protonated aluminum porphyrin species localize the spin of 
radical cation towards the axial oxygen atom. The spin localization on axial oxygen led 
to enhanced catalytic activity. The nature of working electrode was also determined. 
Interestingly we found that the buffer bases can enhance the catalytic TOFs. The 
stabilization of PCET process and peroxide stripping of reagents like Carbonate, Meta 
Silicate, and Phosphate can enhance the catalytic TOFs of aluminum porphyrins. The 
buffer bases can enhance the catalytic TOFs up to 382 S
-1
 in sodium acetate – NaOH 
conditions.  
 The water oxidation pathways for different aluminum porphyrins were 
developed. The gas analysis was carried out. The steady state electrolysis of aluminum 
porphyrins with low over potential (AlTMP and AlTCPP) exhibited low water 
oxidation efficiency. The cationic AlTMAP was succeeded to oxidize water. The 
intermolecular electron transfer process between the molecules led to the formation of 
radical dimer pathway. The intermolecular electron transfer led to the decreased 
electron transfer process to the working electrode and un-usual faradaic efficiency. The 
turn over number of AlTMAP ~ 20 Ca was estimated. The over potential of the 
electrolysis 350 – 500 mV depends on the condition. The isotope labelled experiments 
also examined to demonstrate the source of electron and water. The overpotential for 
the hydrogen peroxide evolution ~ 100 mV was one of the lowest for peroxide 
formation.  
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 The water splitting pathway utilizing most reactive AlTMPyP exhibited water 
oxidation process in to oxygen and peroxides. The water oxidation process under 
different reaction conditions examined. The oxygen and hydrogen evolution was 
monitored from the electrolysis cell. The initial faradaic efficiency of water oxidation ~ 
60 – 80 % drops to ~ 10 – 20 % upon prolonged electrolysis. The possibility of 
hydrogen peroxide formation was estimated and found that the reaction pathway was 
occurred through peroxide formation. The turn over number of electrolysis was 
estimated from the quantitative estimations of decomposed AlTMPyP during steady 
state electrolysis. The TON for oxygen evolution ~ 4.75 Ca and hydrogen peroxide 
consideration raise TON up to 21.37 Ca. The role of aluminum and isotope 
incorporation from isotope labelled water molecules was investigated. The isotope 
incorporation in the theoretical proportion shows the oxygen and electron source is the 
bulk water molecules in the solution. 
 The efficient water splitting pathways and catalytic TOFs are well 
harmonized each other. The water oxidation process was studied under different 
reaction conditions. In all the experimental cases oxygen and hydrogen peroxide 
produced as water oxidation products. Interestingly the way of isolation from each 
condition is different. The experimental results pointed out the possibility of peroxo 
intermediate formation as the key reaction intermediate. The detailed experimental and 
theoretical studies led to the reaction cycle with peroxo complex as the key-reaction 
intermediate. The mechanistic aspects will be promising to improve the Electrocatalytic 
water oxidation efficiency and to develop photochemical water splitting systems. The 
identification of peroxo – intermediates on aluminum porphyrin was investigated with 
the possibility of hydrogen peroxide interaction with aluminum porphyrin. The new 
reduction peak appearance on electrolysis at 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl expected due to the 
generation of peroxo intermediate during the steady state electrolysis. The identification 
of peroxo intermediate by laser Raman studies shows Raman shift 924 cm
-1
 and 1047 
cm
-1
 matching with the reported O-O frequencies of metal peroxo complexes. The 
theoretical calculate frequencies were well –matched with the experimental 
observations. The mechanistic aspect of water oxidation process on aluminum 
porphyrins was proposed.  
Homogeneous electro catalysis using different aluminum porphyrins are well 
studied using different aluminum porphyrins under various conditions. The present 
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research aims to check the possibility of activation of water molecules by adsorbing 
aluminum porphyrins on the electrode surface. The method have attracted features like 
decrease the amount of catalyst and we can avoid the electron transfer processes 
between the molecules. The modified electrode was prepared using different aluminum 
porphyrins and their catalytic activity in water was investigated. The results showed 
that AlTCPP could exhibit excellent catalytic current up to ~ 70 μA in water. The 
heterogeneous electro catalyst preparation was promising to develop practical water 
oxidation devices.  
The visible light driven artificial photosynthetic device based on water oxidation 
with earth-abundant metalloporphyrins coupled with hydrogen generation is the key-
research in our laboratory. We optimized conditions and materials for the efficient 
water splitting system using visible light excitation and this will be the ultimate purpose 
of present research. The binding of different aluminum porphyrins on semiconductors 
was investigated. The efficient electron transfer process from aluminum porphyrins to 
the conduction band semiconductor upon visible light excitation led our interest to 
develop semiconductor hybrid for water splitting process. The different co-ordination 
approaches and their water oxidation pathways were discussed in detail. The 
sensitization of semiconductor particles with co-catalyst for hydrogen evolution with 
aluminum porphyrin utilized for water splitting process. The preliminary studies 
showed that aluminum porphyrins can induce water oxidation in to hydrogen peroxide 
coupled with hydrogen evolution on semiconductor hybrids upon visible light 
excitation. The approach would expect to be solution for real bottle-neck in the field of 
artificial photosynthesis. 
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11. Future Prospects 
 The water oxidation process on aluminum porphyrins is promising in terms of 
abundance of catalyst and overpotential. The generation of hydrogen peroxide and 
oxygen as the water oxidation products should be highly promising to develop practical 
artificial photosynthetic devices.  Before considering practical application we should 
consider several parameters to improve the stability and reactivity of the catalyst 
(a) Improve catalyst stability – Design of new Aluminum Porphyrins:- 
The overall perspective of present water oxidation pathways led to the stability 
consideration of aluminum porphyrins. The attack of inorganic ions or hydroxide to the 
porphyrin ring may lead to the decomposition of the WOC. The ortho protected 
porphyrins investigated for their enhanced stability against inorganic ions. In order to 
avoid the attack of inorganic ions, we designed new aluminum porphyrins with proper 
ortho –protection to tune the oxidation potential. The new water oxidation catalysts 
should be interesting to demonstrate water oxidation pathways with decreased 
decomposition. 
 
R = - Me, -CF3 
Fig 11.1:- Ortho protected AlTMPyP as molecular catalyst. 
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(b) Supra Molecular Assembly:- 
The complex formation of metalloporphyrins with oligosaccharides like 
cyclodextrins was reported. The stable complex formation will enhance the stability of 
porphyrins. Also they can exhibit low intermolecular electron transfer process upon 
excitation. The investigation on the stable complex formation with cyclodextrins will be 
a proper candidate to increase the stability of the molecular catalysts. 
(c) Efficient Sensitization of Semiconductors with electron-deficient Porphyrins:- 
The systemization of visible light driven artificial photosynthetic devices is the 
ultimate goal of present research. We found that AlTMPyP was the best water oxidation 
catalyst. But the semiconductor hybrid preparation of cationic porphyrins was showing 
poor electron injection efficiency. Rather to the oxidation potential, new strategy 
required to develop efficient semiconductor hybrids with efficient molecular catalysts. 
Axial co-ordination approaches would be promising to develop semiconductor hybrids 
with stability under all pH conditions. The axial co-ordination methodology was 
proceeding through different methods. In the near future we are expecting a 
breakthrough in the coordination approach. The development of semiconductor hybrids 
with efficient molecular catalysts would be promising to develop practical artificial 
photosynthetic devices. 
(d) Investigations on Si and Sn Porphyrins:- 
Our group is carrying research for the development of molecular catalysts 
incorporated with other abundant metals.  Silicon and Tin porphyrins are also showing 
similar oxidation potential behavior with comparably lower pKa values for reactive 
species. The demonstration efficient water splitting system under neutral condition will 
be promising. The high oxidation potential of tin porphyrins will be promising to 
develop efficient water oxidation process.  
 The step wise investigations led to the development of artificial photosynthetic 
systems on aluminum porphyrins. The improvement of catalyst stability and efficiency 
will be promising to develop practical artificial photosynthetic devices.  
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